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RULES AND REGULATIONS

Passed at Six Special General Meetings, held on February 7

and April 3, 1876, on January 6, 1879, on December 6,

1886, on June 2, 1890, and on January 7, 1895.

OBJECTS AND CONSTITUTION.

1. This Association is called the "Musical Association"

and is formed for the investigation and discussion of subjects

connected with the Art, Science, and History of Music ;
and is

intended to be similar in its organisation to existing Learned

Societies.

It is not intended that the Association shall give concerts,

or undertake any publications other than those of their own
Proceedings, or the Papers read at their Meetings.

MEMBERS.

2. The Association shall consist of practical and theoretical

musicians, as well as those whose researches have been

directed to the science of acoustics, the history of the art, or

other kindred subjects.

Any person desirous of being admitted into the Association

must be proposed by two members. Foreigners resident

abroad and distinguished in the Art, Science, or Literature of

MubIc may be nominated by the Council for election as

Honorary Members of the Association.

Elections will take place by ballot of the members present

at any of the ordinary meetings, and one adverse vote in four

shall exclude.

No newly elected member shall be entitled to attend the

meetings until the annual subscription be paid.
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VI RULES AND REGULATIONS.

SUBSCRIPTION.

3. The annual subscription to the Association is one guinea,

which shall become due on the 1st of November in each year.

Any member may, upon or at any time after election,

become a life member of the Association by payment of a

composition of £10 10s. in lieu of future annual subscriptions,

but in addition to any annual subscription previously paid or

due from such member. Such sums shall from time to time

be invested in legal security in the names of Trustees, to be

appointed by the Council.

Any member intending to resign his membership shall

signify his wish by notice in writing to the Secretary on or

before the 31st of October, otherwise he shall be liable for his

subscription for the ensuing year.

MEETINGS.

4. An ordinary meeting shall be held 011 the second Tuesday

in every month, from November to June inclusive, at 5 p.m.,

when, after the despatch of ordinary business, Papers will

be read and discussed, the reading to commence not before

5.20 P.M.

held at the end of the financial year, to receive and deliberate

on the Report of the Council, and to elect the Council and

officers for the ensuing year.

6. Special general meetings may be summoned whenever

the Council may consider it necessary ; and they shall be at all

times bound to do so on receiving a requisition in writing

from five members, specifying the nature of the business to be

transacted. At least one week's notice of such special

meeting shall be given by circular to every member, and ten

members present at any general meeting shall constitute

a quorum.

7. Every member shall have the privilege of introducing one

visitor at the ordinary meetings, on writing the name in a

book provided for that purpose, or sending a written order.
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COMMUNICATIONS.

8. Papers proposed to be read at the meetings may treat of

any subject connected with the Art, Science, or History of

Music, Acoustics, and other kindred subjects.

Papers will be received from or throuph any memher of the

Assoc iat-.or..

Experiments and performances may be introduced, when
limited tn the illustration of the Paper read.

9. Allcommunications read will become thenceforth the pro-

perty of the Association (unless the'e shall have been some
previous arrangements to the contrary), and the Council may
publish the same in any way and at any time they may think

proper.

REPORTS.

10. A Report of the Proceedings of the Association, includ-

ing the Papers read or abstracts of the same, and abstracts of

the Discussions, shall be printed and distributed to the

members as soon as possible after the end of each session.

This Report will be arranged and edited by the Secretary,

under the direction of the Council.

COUNCIL AND OFFICERS.

11, The management of the affairs of the Association shall

be vested in a Council, to be elected by ballot at the general

meeting of the members.

The Council shall consist of a President, Vice-Presidents,

and ten ordinary members of the Association.

The Secretary of the Association shall be ex officio an

ordinary member of Council.

The President, Vice-Presidents, Auditors, and five ordinary

members of the Council shall retire every year, but shall be

eligible for re-election.

13, At the annual general meeting, the Council shall

present a balloting list, showing the names of the persons
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whom they propose for the offices of President, Vice-Pre-

sidents, and ordinary members of Council for the ensuing

year. A copy of this list shall be given to each member
present.

In voting, each member may erase any name or names
from the balloting list, and may substitute the name or names
of any other person or peraons whom he considers eligible for

each respective office ; but the number of names on the list,

after such erasure or substitution, must not exceed the number
to be elected to the respective offices as above enumerated.

Those lists which do not accord with these directions shall

be rejected.

The Chairman of the meeting shall cause the balloting

papers to be collected, and after they have been examined by

himself and two scrutineers, to be appointed by the members,

he shall report to the meeting the result of such examination,

and shall then destroy the balloting papers. Auditors shall

be appointed at the annual general meeting by the members,
and the statement of accounts shall be sent by the Treasurer

to the Auditors, and be remitted by them to the Secretary in

time to enable the Council to judge of the prospects of the

Association, and to prepare their report in accordance

therewith.

13. The Council and officers shall meet as often as the

business of the Association may require, and at every meeting

three members of Council shall constitute a quorum.

ENACTMENT OR ALTERATION OF RULES
AND REGULATIONS.

14. No rules and regulations can be enacted, altered, 01

rescinded, except at a special meeting of members summoned
for the express purpose, the summons stating distinctly and

fully the matter to be brought under consideration.
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MUSICAL ASSOCIATION.
TWENTY-SIXTH SESSION, 1899-Igoo.

REPORT.
The Annual General Meeting was held on Tuesday,

13TH November, 1900, at the Royal College of

Organists:

Sir John Staines in the Chair.

The following Report of the Council mni read by the Stcretary

:

—

The Council beg leave to present to the Annua] General
Meeting, in accordance with Rule 5, their Report of the 26th
Session, 1899-1900.

In the course of the Session, papers have been read by
Mr. Joseph Goddard, Dr. W. G. McNaught, Mrs. Henry
Newmarch, Mr. John S. Bumpus, Professor Niecks, Mr. J. W.
Warman, Dr. W. H. Cummings, and Mr, J. F. R. Stainer

;

and the Council desire to record their high appreciation
of the generosity with which these able writers have placed

the results of their thought and research at the service of the

Association. The papers with the discussions thereon have
been printed and distributed as usual to the members.
A connection has been formed between the Musical Associa-

tion and the Internationale M .Ksik^L'si.-ilfdiafi (International

Musical Society), a Society recently inaugurated in Berlin for

the formation in various countries of local Associations having
similar objects to those of the Musical Association, and held
in mutual communication by monthly and quarterly publica-

tions common to the whole in several lang'.ias-cs. Negotiations

between the Council of the Association and the English Com-
mittee of the Internationale Musilcgcsellschaft resulted in the
Association agreeing to act under certain conditions as the

London Branch of this organization, the arrangement being
finally ratified at a Special General Meeting held on 13th
February, 1900. The Council wish to point out to members
and their friends the greatly increased facility thus afforded

for gathering information and the results of research on
musical subjects from all parts of the world, and they antici-

pate a steady development of the means employed for attaining

this end. They are pleased to annnnnu: that no fewer than
seventy-four ladies and gentlemen have already taken
advantage of the special terms applicable to those who belong
to both Societies, while others are about to join.
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The membership has increased during the year and the
strength of the Association has been well maintained.
The Council have, with great regret, to record the loss by

death of Sir George Grove, C.B., Mr. George Cockle, M.A.,
Mus.B. Oxon., Mr. Battison Haynes, and Dr. james Taylor,
New College, Oxford.

The Finances are in a very satisfactory condition, for not-

withstanding that heavy exceptional expenses have been
incurred, the balance in hand is still over £50, while,

in addition, £30 has been expended in raising the invested
funds to the sum of £500 Consols.

In acccordance with the Rules, the President and Vice-
Presidents retire from office. Five ordinary Members of
Council, Mr. W.W. Cobbett, Mr. Mylea E. Foster, Dr. W.G.
McNaught, Dr. Charles Vincent, and Mr. F. Cunningham
Woods also retire by rotation. All the above officers are re-

eligible, but Dr. Vincent does not offer himself for re-election.

The Council submit the following nominations : — The
President and Vice-Presidents as before, and the retiring

Ordinary Members of Council as before, but with Mr. J. A.
Fuller Maitland replacing Dr. Vincent. Members are how-
ever reminded of their right to make, in accordance with
Rule 12, any other nomination they choose. The rule is as

follows :

—

" In voting, each member may erase any name or names
from the balloting list and may substitute the name or names
of any other person or persons whom he considers eligible for

each respective office
; but the number of names on the list

after such erasure or substitution must not exceed the number
to be elected to the respective offices as above enumerated.
Those lists which do not accord with these directions shall be
rejected."

On the motion of Mr. Blaikley, seconded by Mr. W. H.
Bonner, the Report was adapted.
The Hon. Treasurer's Statement of Accounts was laid

before the Meeting, and passed unanimously, on the motion
of Mr. C. Welch, seconded by Mr. Arthur Fox.

Dr, Maclean moved, Mr. Bonner seconded, and it was
resolved :

" That the General Meeting approves of the action

of the Council in having, as a special case, on the 26th June,
1900, admitted Mr. W. H. Hadow to be a joint life member of

the two connected Societies."

The retiring Officers were re-elected, with the exception of

Dr. Vincent, who did not offer himself for re-election. Mr.

J. A. Fuller Maitland was elected an Ordinary Member of

Council.

The Meeting closed with votes of thanks to the Officers and
to the Chairman.
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NOTICE.

Papers or short communications for the Monthly Meetings

are received from or through Members ; these and suggestions

as to suitable subjects and capable writers will be gladly

considered by the Council.

Members are desired to make the Association and its objects

as widely known as possible. The Secretary will forward

Prospectuses and Nomination Forms on application.

Members preferring to do so can pay their subscriptions

through their Bankers. A form for this purpose may be

obtained of the Secretary.

Any change of address should be promptly notified to the

Secretary, as occasional complaints of the non-receipt of books

and notices are usually traceable to either old or insufficient

addresses.

SPECIAL NOTICE.

At a Special General Meeting held on February 13, 1900,

the following Resolution was passed : " That the Council be

and is hereby authorised to add to the title of the Musical

Association on its publications and prospectuses till further

notice the words ' In connection with the Internationale

Musikgesellscbaft.'
"

The English Committee of the latter Society (International

Musical Society) consists of: Sir Hubert Parry (President),

Mr. Otto Goldschmidt (Vice-President), Sir Frederick Bridge,

Dr. Cummings, Mr. W. H. Hadow, Sir Alexander Mackenzie,

Dr. Maclean, Mr. Fuller Maitland, Dr. McNaught, Professor

Niecks, Professor Prout, Mr. Barclay Squire, Professor Stanford,

Mr. Sedley Taylor. The Society publishes a monthly journal

and quarterly Magazine, employing four languages, with the

object of promoting interchange between different countries

of information and opinions concerning the history, art, and
science of music.

Owing to the long-standing position of the Musical

Association, members thereof are admitted as members of

the International Musical Society on very special terms,

which can be ascertained from the Secretary of the Musical

Association.
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NOVESIBEB 1), 1900

PROFESSOR SIR J. FREDERICK BRIDGE, Mus. Doc,

ON THE MUSICAL INTRODUCTIONS FOUND IN
CERTAIN METRICAL PSALTERS.

By Sir John Staitjer.

Thbsb Introductions, Directions, or Principles, as they were
variously styled, contain what we should row te^i tho' Rudi
uient, of Mi.sic, or all ems. as ,,. ,<), ofllv ... «, is „ eel)( .d
tor those who wish to sinpr a simple melody. Tliev have
interest peculiarly their own, a:; illustrating the efforts made
by the pioneers of . ougr< ^ :LLion il ; aimod; !

intelligent, as well as a general participation in its rendering
Fsalm-smging was to our ancestors of the early reformed

Church, something to he approached with reverence not to
be dealt with lightly, hut worthy of serious study! This 'idea
of providing musical instructions was Landed on.and imitated
for certainly 350 years and though latterly it beeain" - 'n-re
fashion to afux something of that sort to every Psaini-ho"ok
prmted, the contents are none the h.-ss interest inV, ^ by view-
ing then, consecutively and continuous!^ we' -et a clear
insight into (he various methods of practical musir in vogue
during this long period. We can trace efforts (o record pitch'
key, tune; we discover the source and growth of several
systems oi solfeggio

; and incidentally, ivc can tend, t hough it
has been quite unconsciously recorded, the story of the
marvellous hold which the "ancient" has on the human
mind even when it has become obsoleti

" '

and all innovations arc profane.
Let us begin by looking into our English Psalters

are all aware that the famed Thomas Steruhold was G
of the Robes to Henry VIII., and that he lirst began to v
the Psalms for his own satisfaction and ! i:'\v i,.\'i ],.

efforts came under the notice of the voting Prince Fd
afterwards icdward VI.. who encouraged hn-i to r , Tsl !,-,

.his task for the public good. For a full histop- of iVs
and his co workers vmi have <,niy to refer to the admi
articles in Julian's "Dictionary of Hymnclogy It
suffice if 1 remind you thai onr naiionnl mc~rcal
were issued at first in instalments. Sternhold published
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teen of them dedicated to Edward VI. ; these were increased
to thirty-seven after his death and published in 1549 ; forty'
lour wore issued in 1551, consisting of the thirty-seven by
Sternhold and seven by Hopkins; in 1556 the collection
numbered fifty-one ; in 1559 John Day paid a fine for having
printed " serten copies without licnnse " of a " quartron of
psalmes with notes." There is no surviving copy of this

book. In 1560 an edition was issued with sixty-five metrical
psalms with their notes. One copy of this book alone exists

:

it is in the library of Christ Church, Oxford.
We now come to a period of great interest musically.

Two copies <>: the Stern l'.e,k! fsaller exist, d.-itcd 1561 ;
one

belonging to Mr. Octavins Morgan, the other, a complete
copy in MS., in the library of Christ Church, Oxford. No
others are known. Both these copies contain a " short
introduction to the science of music," though the number
of Psalms they contain is different ; the printed book has
only eighty-three Psalms, whereas the MS. contains the

whole 150, though not in consecutive order." At last was
published for the first time, in 1562, the "Whole Book of
Psalms," Ate, " with apt notes to singthem withal," the " apt
notes

:

' being ga ironi the many sources thrown open by
the e.le^e intercoms:; between Swiss, French, Dutch, German,
and Knglish Protestants. But here it is important to notice

that however " apt " the nolcs were to the metrical words, it

is certain that our congregations of worshippers were not
altogether "apt 'to the retidcriiii; of the music- a fact which
has hitherto, as far as I know, not been sufficiently recognised.

Hence, two remedies were tried—one, to give such instructions

in the rudiments of music as would enable those who chose
to take the trouble, to learn how to sol-fa and sing at sight ;

the other, lo boldly print in the staff the sol-fa name of each
note of the limbic by (he side of, or under the note itself.

The " Introduction to the skill of music " just mentioned
as being in the two copies of the metrical psalters of 1561, is

to be. foil mi in the only surviving complete psalter of 1562, and
was issued in the 1564 edition. With very slight alterations

it appeared in the editions of 1577, istir (8vo).-f As this
" Introduction " shows definitely how music was taught in

the middle o: the sixteenth century, I think it is of sufficient

importance to be printed out in full, as given in 1564.

• About ninety-five are given in the body of the boot, liie gaps being

filled up by an '"Ai!ih:io:V which also contains a few psalms in duplicate

versified b\ di:7cr.e:ii haiicis I am :'.ui,-b ir.dchli d lo IVst-wi York Pwt-il,

Librarian of Christ Church, for allowing me to examine these two unique

Hi n 1 r[ ll H ] M t !; ..i iir:ii " did r.nt re-appcar afiei

1577. Itcertainlv is givi-n in the bvn edition of 1581, though not in the

4to edition of the same date.
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"A SHORT INTRODUCTION" INTO THE SCIENCE OF MUSICKE,

MADE FOR SUCH AS ARE DESIROUS TO HAUE THE KNOW-
LEGE THEREOF, FOR THE SINGING OF THESE PsALMHS.

"For that the rude & ignorant in song, may with more
- delite, desire, & good wil, be moiied and drawne to the

godlye excercise of singing of Psalmes, aswel in common
places of prayer where al together with one voyce render

thankes & praises to God, as prmately by themselues or

at home in their houses. I haue set here in the beginning

of this booke of psalmes, an easy & most plaine way and
rule, of the order of the Notes and kayes of singing, which
commonly is called the Scale of Musike or the Gamma vt.

Whereby (any diligence geuen thereunto) euery man may in a

few dayes, yea in a few houres, easelye with out all payn, and
that also without ayde or helpe of an'yc other teacher, attayne

to a sufiicLente knowledge to synge anye Psalme contayned
in this booke, or any such other plain & easy songs as these

are
" Behold thisTatlc.

-fit -

fit

V
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"An Introduction to learn to sing.

" In this Table of Gamma pf, is contained a], what is

licet ssar; to !lio knowledge of sinking. Wherefore it must be
dilijrentlye waul, & must also be perfcctlj committed to

memory, so that yc can rediiv A. distinctly say it without
boke, both forward and backward, that is, vpwarde and
dov.th ward. And this is the greatest payne that ye neede
to take in this trauel.

" Ye must also note that the letters ascending on the left

band of the Table are called Kayes or Cleues, of which, the

first is a Greke letter, signifying
, g, ;u:t\ is vhY.vq Gair.mn (of

whom ye whole Table or scale is called ye Gamma vt).

All thother are lattin letters vii. in nombre a, b, c, d, e, f, g,
t JLL-ii rcpetin;; ye same Hgam, beeammi:; at a, ;h n : 1 the thirds

tune repctTngc the same til yc come to :[., la. W hie ! :
(. is the

last. But all these Kaies arc not signed or set in these
Psalms ; but only ii. or iii. most commonly C. or F. or B.
C. hath this forme or signe.

F. is signed after tills manner . C

B, hath thus, -j^z or thus^

Tile kayo.-; of this Sea!o -r>r table ar ::<:i:idc<l and set forth by
thrc diners ciders of letters. From Gamma, vt, to G, sol,

re, vt, are signed with Capitall letters it are called graue,
base or capitall Kayes, from G, sot, re, vt, to g, sol, re, vt,

they are written with small letters: i are called mcanc or

sinal kayes : and from g, so/, re, Vt, to £e, /n, they are written
-.vyth double letters, A are called Joulile kaies, and treble

kayes, Wliei: it channceth ii. kail.:; to be of one letter, as

G, sol, re, tit, & g, sol, re, vt, A, la, mi, re, & a, la, mi, re,

F, fa, vt, and /, fa, vt, E, la, mi, and e, la, mi, ye may (to

put difference and distinction betwene them) cal the one
capital, G, or G, sol, re, vl, the lower and thother small g, or

g, sol, re, vt, the higher and so of others. They are called

kayes bicause they open, as it were the dore, and make
away into song, for by the sight & place of ye kay ye
shal know casely the whole song, the nature of euery note in

what kay or place it standeth, & howe yc shal name it. Ye
sec also in the Table, that some of the kayes be set in lines

or rules, and other are set in spaces betwene ye lines as
gamma vt, is set in rule, a, re, in space : 6, mi, in rule, c,

fa, vt, in space, d, sol, re, in rule, & so ascending to thende

;

so also in the songes of your boke, ye see rules, & spaces, so

that euery rule & space in youre boke answereth to some one
rule or space of youre table or scale : and talieth ye name of

the same, which ye may easly find out, either by ascending
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or descending from tin: kay, set & marked m your song.

Moreouer it is to be noted, that ther are six voices or

not-.rs signified and oK-,>ressed by tinrSfi six syllables: vt, re, mi,

fa, sol. In : by which thorou ri:|)f.:t ition .if them, maya be song

al songs of what compasse so euer tliey be, which six notes

yon must lcarnc to time aptly of some one that can alredy

singe, or by some instrument of Musyke, as tiie virginals, or

some other such like.

" Which thing wel learned, ye shal necde no other teaching

of any. And for a playnur lcarnii:;;c tberciif, I haue set

before your eves, those vi. notes ascendini;, & d^cending
& again with a little varietye from theyr natural order

euer they he placed. For these two examples wel had and
tuned a right, all other songes & Psalmes, with little vse
and ii snial labon:, wil sonti lie attayned vnto.

11 First yt must diligently search oute in what kay euery
note of youie si.cig standeth: Which ye may easely do, in

beholding your signed kay (commonly called the cleaue)

which is st:: in tin: lii:j;i nning of euery song, and that line, or

space i'd) etc 1 ;i ;hal signed kay is set, bearelh tlie name of the

same kay : and al notes standing in the line or space are

sayd to stand in that kay and so ascending or descending
from that kay, ye shal strayghi v.viv se whcrin, or in what
kay euery Note of your song standeth. As in this present
example, if ye wil know wherein your firste Note standeth,
consider your kay, sig'neil i marked with t::is letter, c. in

the second rule and bicause it standeth in rule, ye find by
your Table, that it is c, sot, fa, vt (For thother two, c, c,

which are C, fa, vt, and cc, sal, fa, stande in space) wherfon;
lh.it second line throughout is called c, sol, fa, vt, and al the
Notes placed in that line, are counted to stand in c, sol, fa, vt.

Then descend from that kaye to the next space, which (as

your table telleth you) is b, fa, ^ mi. From thence to the
next rule, which is a, la, mi, re. And from thence to the next
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space, wherein your fyrst nole standeth, whiche is G, sol, re,

vt : so finde ye by desccndinge in older beginning at your
signed kaye, after this sort: c, sol, fa, vt, b,fa,%, mi, a,

la, mi, re : G, sol, re, vt : that your first note standeth in G,
sol, re, vt, wherfore ye maye sing it by any of these . 3 . notes
sol, re, or vt ; but bicause this note vt in this place is most
aptest to ascend withall, ye shal call it, vt, by the same trial

ye shall find that your second Note standeth in a, la, mi, re,

ye shall expresse it in singing by this voyce re rather than
by la or mi, bicause re, is in order next aboue vt, so shal

ye find the third note to stand in b, fa, X which ye
shal o.prcsse by mi. The fourth standeth in ye signed

kay or cleaue wherfore it standeth in e, sol, fa, vt, which
ye must expres by fa. The lift in d, la, sol, re, & is to

be expressed by sol, ye sixte & highest note, ye shal by
aseendir.j' from your kay find to stand in, e, la, mi, & is

to be expressed in voice by la, so haue you ye whole
compasse of your song ; & as in order of notes & sound
of voyce, ye ascended, so contrariwise, ye must descend til

ye com to the last note of your songe. Here note that when
b, fa, "X, is formed b. signed in this maccr, with this

letter b, which is called b, flat, it must be expressed with this

voice or note fa, but if it be formed & signed with this

forme whiche is caiiud b, sbarpi', gr it haue no si^n at all,

then must ye expresse it in singing with this voice or nole mi.

Likewise ye may practise, placing your Ikb-te note, vt in any
Other kaye, wherein ye finde t(, which are vii. Gam, vt,

C, fa, vt, F, fa, vt, graue G sol re, vt graue, c, sol, fa, vt,

f, fa, vt, sharp, g, sol, re, vt, sharp, ascending vp to la, &
descending ;is in your former example. Tin.se . vii. seuerali

ascensions & descensions, vpon diuers grounds or cleues :

ar commonly called of writers , vii. deductions: which ye
71 iay plainly and distinctly behold in your table or scale.

" One example more haue f set, wherein ye sing fa, in b,

fa, mi, whose deduction beginneth in uf : placed in F,

fa, vt, graue or capita)] as you see :

—

Ye haue also in youre songes diuers formes & figures of notes.

Of which al, it behoueth you to knowe both the name and
value.
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DlUERS FORMES OF NOTES.

The first of these is a Large : the second a Long. The third

a briefe : The fourthe a Sembrief: the fift a Minim. The
sixt a Crochet. The seuenth and last a Quaiier.

" The first is worth in value two of the second, that is, two
Longes : and one Long is worth two Breues : and one Breue,
is two Sembreues : and one Semehrefe, two Minims, and
hath twise the time in pronouncing & in singing that the
Minime hath, one Minime is worth two Crochets: and one
crochet is two quauers, as apperoth in the Table following.

To the Reader.
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prick set by a Sembreue, as thus is worthe thys

note, whiche is a Minime, and a prickby a minimashere

is worthe a There are also oftentimes in singing.

Pauses or rests, set in songs, sometime for case of the singer,

and comely stay of the songs, sometime where diners parts

ar, for swetenesof the Harmony <& apt rcpcticions & reports :

which are siirnifieii hy little strikes or lines, or half lines,

betwene rules as thus, The first, drawn from the fyrst line to

the thirde :

is called a long rest, and signifyeth that ye must pause whil

that a long is song, which is worth iiii plain songe Notes, or

iiii. senibr'eues. The second whiche is from one line to

an other is tailed a Breuu resc. & Eecuireth yi: pausing of a

Breue or of ii. Sembreues. The thirde, whiche is from
a line to the halfe space vnderneath : is called a Semebreue
rest, & requireth the pause or space while a Semcbreue is a

singings. The fourth,.- which is a^^idmi; from the ly.ie, to

the half S]wi- ahou,:, is called a Minim rest, and is but the

drawing of a breath, while a Minime may be song. The
fift and last, which is like to ye Minim rest, but croked at

ye top, requireth ye pause of a crochet.

"To set otit a fill am; a!.s,,hile knowlei;,: of the nature of

the scale, the differences betwene notes and halfe notes, and
halfe notes betwene themselues, of interuals, proportions,

and which notes concord & agre together, and which
disagre. What modes there ar, and how many. What is

perfection, what imperfection, how notes ought to be
bound together, & what their value is so bound, tayled

vpward or downward ; pertayneth to a iuste introduction to

thart of Musicke. These :fiin;;s before taii;;M, seme at

this time for the pore vnlearned and rude, sufliciente and
inough to the atteining of such knowledge in singing as shalbe

rt:i|uisils to the singing of l'salmes, conteyned in this boke,

for which cause only they are set out."

e present themselves, if we
;e was written before 1561,

thirty-six years before Thos. Morley's " Plaine and Easie
Introdvction." The expression signed keys, or signing a key,

is a fore-runner of our useful word signature. But our
author still uses the words clef, key, and note rather indis-
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tely. For example, he calls all the letters of the-
hexachord^ /.'(';,) , tie s[n;;tk'S uf (he C and I' riifs as keys : lie

says a signed kay is commonly called the cleaue ; lastly, he
describes two keys an octave apart as having the same
letters, meaning of course two notes. The word lines of a
stave had not yet displaced the older name rules, and they
were reckoned from the top downward 1

:, the first rule

being our fifth line, and so on. The word note is just

beginning to supersede the older voice ; our unknown author
speaks of the " voyce or note fa," but he also speaki
elsewhere of the "order of notes and sound of voyce,
showing that the word note was soon to be confined to
the actual sign, releasing the word voice for its normal
meanings of the sound of a voice, or, a voice-part, or any
part (as we now say, a tre voci, Sc.). We can trace the
germ of our octave system in the fact that the reader if

Greek Gamma) to G, from G to g, from g to ee (or gg had
the compass been extended two notes higher). VYc find no
allusion to bars, none arc used in the Musica Transalpina(i5881,
but they shew themselves in Morley (1597, pp. 34"5) and inhia
Part II. they are introduced into the specimens of Descant
without any remark. The word prick which commonly
meant a note (prick-song signifying written or printed i:hi sic),

a tlol. We sei' here also the rudimentary forms of our

modern rests. The semibreve rest which in the example
hangs " from one line to the half space underneath " in

our days retains its position under the line, though its

shape does not require that it should fill " half the space
underneath."
The crotchet rest which is " croked at ye top " accounts

for the fact that our modern crotchet rest is surmounted by
a curve towards the right ; and we may add, that when the

quaver was introduced and a corresponding rest was required,

it was obviously necessary to turn its crook to the left,

because the pre-existing crotchet had already assumed a
crook to the right. Our aullioi, who iiuisl have been a '.cry

good musician, cannot refrain from insinuating, in his cynical
closing words, how much more could and ought to be learnt,

and it must have been a severe blow to any wouid-bc psalm-
singer who had mastered the whole of this Introduction to be
told by the writer that he considered what had gone before

as being, for the present at least, sufficient to enable the
" poor unlearned and rude " to sing the Psalm-tunes
contained in the book. But trifling and contemptible as

our learned author considers the amount of labour required

by his Introduction, we who read it nearly 350 years later
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cannot be surprised that the " poor, unlearned, and rude

"

demanded some much simpler method of arriving at the art

of singing the mere melodies of Psalm-tunes.
Bourgeois had already grappled with this difficulty as

early as 1550, by placing solfa syllables by the side of each
note ; thus rt: admin;.; r l j J study of die hexachordal system
unnecessary. With this cNample before him it is hard to

believe that fourteen years later Daye, in our complete 1564
psalter, did not adopt this system, instead of driving his

readers through the ''Introduction to the science" which
you have just read. But, the serious task it imposed on the

rude and unlearned was clearly more than they cared to

undertake, and there must have been a general outcry
against it.

Consequently, six years later, namely, in 1570, we iind this

learned Introduction turned out to make room for a short

Preface of one page, merely pointing out how very little

trouble is required now that the first letter of the solfa

name stands by the side of every note in the psalter. I

now give the Preface.

" To the Reader.
"Thoushalt vnderstand (gentle Reader) that I haue (for the

helpe of those that are desirous to learne to singi caused a

new print of Note to be made with letters to be ioyned to
euerie jN'ote. Whereby thou maiest know, how to call euerie

note by his right name, so that with a very little dili^c-rico (as

thou art taught in the introduction printed heeretofore in the
Psalnies) thou rnnyiiSt the mure easilie by the vf.vin" of these

letters, come to the knowledge of perfect Solefayeng :

Whereby \hou li'.ayest sin^ the p :-ahiitH the more speediiie

and easilie : The letters be these V for Vt, R for Re, M for

My, F for Fa, S for Sol, L, for .La. Thus where you see any
letter ioyned by the note, you may easilie call him by his

right name, as by these two examples you may the better

perceiue.

Vt Re My Fa Sol La La Sol Fa My Re Vt

Vt Re My Fa Sol La Fa Sol La La Sol Fa La

Sol Fa My Re Vt
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Thus I commit theevnto him that liueth for euer, who grant that
wesingwithourhartsvntothe glorieof his holy name. Amen."
The simplicity of this system secured its success, for, the

editions having these letter-notes appeared (after 1570, 8vo.)

;

in 1573 (?), 8vo; rS75, 4to ; 1576, 4to.
In 1577 the learned Introduction appears again; but in

1381, a 4(0 edition contained the Preface, and letter-notes,

while an 8vo edition reproduced the Introduction.

This was followed by letter-note editions in 1585, 4to

;

1594,410; 1598, 4to
; 1605, 4to, the notes being lettered up

to Psalm 6g ;
and finally in [608, 410.*

After this time both " Prefaces and letter-notes," and
" Introductions to the science " disappeared from " Stenthokl
and Hopkins." The lmok ilsdf however, with or witho-t its

psalm-tune melodies, lived on, overlapping its "allowed," not
" authorised " successor, the New Version by Tate and Brady,
until at last it died a hard death in 1868, having passed
through about 600 editions.

I now wish to take you back to the musical instructions

in two early French Psalters. The first is " Pscaumes de
David, mis en rhythme Francaise par Clement Marot et

Theodore Besze, avec nouvelle et facile rnethode pour
chanter chacun couplet des Pseaumes, sans recours au
premier, selon le chant accoutume en 1'eglise, exprime par
notes compendieuses exposees en la Preface de 1'Autheur
d'icelles." Avec privilege. Par Pierre Davantes, MDLX.
A notice of this most interesting book was given by Herr

Geor« Becker in tin; " MuDat.siinfti.: fiir Mu^ikgescliichie,"

1869, p. 163; also, the whole of the Preface and one Psalm
are to be found p. 489, Vol. II., of the valuable work of Hons.
O. Douen, " Clement Marot et le Psautier Huguenot." But
as neither of these may be easily accessible to you, 1 venture
to give you an account of this psalter of Davantes', and of the

system which gained for him the title " Inventeur de la

musique chiffree." +

* Mr. Wooldridge, in his interring article on Psalters in Grove's
Dictionary, stales that the edition of 1607 has musical instruction^ and
that Borne solfeggio-names are added under some of the notes. The
Bodleian copy of this edition, a copy in my own library, and two ulhers

of different sizes in the British Museum have been collated, but in neither

case is there any prefatory mimical matter or letter-notes. It does not
follow that Mr. Wooldridge has made a mistake; for there is often great
irregularity in the making up of books of this period, and 1 have no doubt
he has seen 1 copy having the contents he describes.

j T wish to ogress my gratitude to Mr. Alfred Littletoi

there appear to have been two (lifftrrciit title-pages, u:ie having ihe name of
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The author commences by pointing out the difficulty which
arises, if only the first verse of a psalm has musical notes,

of carrying back the eye from the other verses to the tune,
and of course it may happen that after turning over, the
time may not be on the same page as the words. He then
excuses himself from printing musical notes over every word
of the Psalms on the ground that the book would be
" beaueoup plus gros, et par ce plus chair, et moins portatif."

He says he had long hoped that some musician would invent
a simpl'j method of represent ins Uir.es to untrained singers,

but as no musician has come forward with such a method,
he has himself undertaken the task. Taking the ordinary
staff of five lines, he places the number i below the line,

2 against the first line, and so on up to 9 in the fourth space,

he then, in order to avoid double numbers, uses a capital A
for the top line, and a B for the space above, instead ot

10 and 11, thus;—

These eleven signs are to represent the eleven regular
degrees, or diatonic steps, of the voice of a man.

Dots to the left thus, .1, .2, ,3, signify that the notes arc to

be sung "by B mol" (by that he means of course, in the
molle or soft hexachord). Dots to the right signify (hat

the notes are to be sung in the "chant de C quarri " (the

durum or hard hexachord). The absence of any dot shews
that the music is " It ch/uil iieulrr." lie explains this "chant
neutre" in words which themselves require explanation, for

he adds that " musicians say that it is not so hard as that

of tilt ' qtuirri, which they also call dm ; nor so sweel or soft

as that of the B rond, called also B mol."
I can only suggest that these musicians felt that a

succession o! sounds not coming under a definite hexachord
(such as the first or some other of the Church mcdcs.i stood,

in a sense, midway between " hard and soft " in effect, and so

mitfhi rightly be called "neuter." But in practice, his

"chant neutre" is always the hexachord, or portion of one,

commencing with ut on the middle C, or, the space below
the lines. Davantes' Time-system consists of adding upright
strokes, just like those in use in our Tonic Sol-fa as marks
of a higher octave. When no such marks are against notes,

they are minims; a short upright at right hand top indicates

semibreves ; double in length, a breve. He uses the sign ( I )
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for a rest, and also for the prolongation of a sound. The
assumption that the human voice had a compass of an
eleventh is curious and intcrcsling.it appears to have been
generally accepted. Let us take five lines and see how
Davantes' system looks :

—

128 4 6 6 7 8 9 A B

If we place a Soprano clef on these lines, the compass will

extend from b to e, thus

—

If we place an Alto clef, it will extend from E to a, thus—

If we place a Tenor clef, it will extend from c to /', thus

—

c d e / g a b e- d> S V123460789AB
It will be seen at once that the numeral remains fixed but
that it has to do duty for three distinct sounds.

Had Davantes moved his number 1 with the hcxachords,
or with the clefs, he would have forestalled the numerical
system of Rousseau, so much used to this day in France, and
advocated by many in this country.
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The difficulty and absurdity of Davantes1

system may also

be shown at a glance by the following diagram :
—

(These are the only clefs he uses.)

The general result is that Davantes' numerical system, far

from simplifying musical notation, creates an alternative

which is tolerably difficult even for an expert musician to

master, and would certainly be most confusing and puzzling

to any untrained person.
The reasons for its failure are easily recognisable; it is a

mixture of Guidonian hexachords and mutations with a

numerical measurement made from three separate starting-

points, owing to the use of fixed numerals with a movable

clef. I will now give some specimens of tunes as they appear
in his Psalter, so that readers shall be able to form their own
opinion as to its worth.

I have selected three examples so as to exhibit the use of

the three Clefs, or rather the use of the C clef on three
different lines, as shown above. These examples are worth a

little study, as I know no better exposition of the practical

connection between Hexachords and Solfaing. At the same
time they show the utter absurdity of Davantes' system for

practical purposes, and they prove that although he may
have bee.ii tin; first (o associate uniiiurals with :ioLes, hi;

was not musician enough to see the rich possibilities actually

within reach.

Davantes only prints the music over the first stanza of

each Psalm ; his numerical system alone is placed over the

remaining stanzas.
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Remarks on Psalm XXVIII.

N'otice that the firs: solfaing is reckoned from (lie hexa-
cli' ifd touiiiienciii:.' on miiliiia < {<'), III us ihfj firr-i iuk; is .sm/,

but please observe that its numeral is 6 although it is the

fifth of the hexachord from c\ It must be called No. 6.

notes, it will he scc;i thai there is a stroke above them to

the right ; this shows that the length of the note is a
seinibreve, and that they belong to the 5th hexachord.
There are no dots on either side of the next four notes

;

that shows they also belong to chant neutre, or the hexa-
chord from middle c. The first note of the second line of

music is fa, the 4th of the c sol fa ut hexachord (the 4th of
his chant neutre), but, the next note to it (g) is now called

re instead of so/, that is to say, a muiatio has taken place
;

the tune is about to exceed the limit of the hexachord
in which it commenced, therefore, a higher hexachord,
one containing the binml of the siynntiirs:, must lie used : we
are thus moved into the 6th of the Guidonian hexachords,

/ fa tit. Notice that the sign placed on the left side of

the 6 and 8 signifies that the notes arc semibreves
(

1

) and
are in the soft hexachord. The following notes to the end
of this line of music all have this mark , on left, by B molt.

Between the 2nd and 3rd lines of the music another
mutation takes place. The tune is descending below the

6 notes of the hexachord, and the writer must go back to his

original c sal fa ut system. The result is worth noticing:

the last note of the second line of music is fa, but the

next note below it (first of line 3) has to be called la.

Thus :—

Observe the sign for his semibreve

You will now find it easy to follow throughout the time the

system of solfaing, which oscillates between the two groups.
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Observe that the tune ends 011 Re, this result (rather

astonishing to the modem eye) is inevitable. The whole
melody is Hypo-Dorian transposed : the last note is its

legitimate Final. On the left hand side of the heading of

the Psalm you will have noticed this sign, 2,—-—,.5. This is

intended to point out that the hexachord commencing on the

numeral 2 is interchanged with that beginning on numeral 5
with a flat +th (soft hexachord). Thus :—

On the right hand side of the heading of the Psalm
you will have seen 3^—,.a. This is to show the compass
of the tune, which extends from the position of the numeral
3 to that of the note represented by a, the dot on the
left showing that the b is flat. Thus :—

W
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Remarks on Psalm CXXIIII.

On the left hand side of the heading we learn by the sign
3.-~-6 that the two licxachords used arc the one beginning on
the note where his numeral 3 falls, and the dot shows that it

is durum, or contains a b natural ; and, the other beginning
on middle c where his numeral 6 falls. Thus :

—

The sign on the right of the heading shows the compass,
which extends from his numeral 3 to the space above the top

line, represented by his B. The solfaing commences in the

c hexachord, but on the fifth note it passes into that beginning
on g, this mutation often occurs. It is worth noticing that

the last four notes of the tune, instead of being fa, mi, re, ut

of the c hexachord, are solfaed as fa, la, sol, fa. We here
get a very early intimation (probably one of the earliest), that

ut, re, mi will at a later period he entirely superseded by
fa, sol, la. Thus :—

the mi being only used in future for the leading-note of a

scale, and ut and re entirely discarded.
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Remarks on Psalm XXXIX.

The signs of solfeggio and compass do not appear in the
above facsimile ; they are at the bottom of the previous page
of the work. They are as follows : i,~^-,\5, that is to say, the

hexachord commencing on the space below the line c, and
that beginning on the position of the numeral 5, that is g.

The compass is 2,—-,.9, that is from d to d'. The melody is in

Mode X., and there is proof that no extraneous change of

muiica ficia was allowed to mar its pure modality ; for if you
look at the last note of the second line and the first two notes
of line three, you will find an / with a g on either side, and it

is called fa, which could not be the case if it were to be sung
/a sharp.

We are now in a position to see how far Davantes is

entitled to the honourable title of Inventcur dc la musique
chiffrle. Of course this depends on what we mean by the
term. I presume we may safely say that he was among the
earliest, if not the first, to discover that numerals could be
substituted for notes on a stave ; but he did not see that this

could not possibly he of any practical value so long as his

numbers remained fixed, while his ut started from three
different points. In fact a true numerical notation could not

exist until a veritable movable ut or do had become recog-

nized. This did not take place until a century after Davantes,
as we shall see later 011 ; so I think that Rousseau must still

be credited with the practical application of numbers as

signs of sounds one century later still, namely, towards the

close of the 18th century.
Almos! siiu:ilt;tni-;oiiily witii Davantes' lunik, perhaps in tlir

same year, there appeared a Psalter edited by Pierre Vallete,

in which, over every note of music was printed its solfa

syllable. The author must have the credit of having fore-

stalled John Day, who did not print his edition with the solfa

names by the side of each note till ten years later. But
neither Day nor Vallete provided a continuous method by which
the music could be attached to every word of the Psalter,

short of printing music and words in cxtenso. The preface of

Vallete contains much of interest. It is headed "Pierre
Vallete 5 tovs fideles desirans chanter les louanges du
Seigneur. Salut." Vallete like his predecessors laments
the length of time required by ordinary persons for mastering
the art of singing by note, but he says that whereas formerly
it was necessary to pass two or three months in study under
a "chantre," "maintenant, ne vous y faudra demeurer que
quince jours, on trois scmainos, pour apprendre d'entonner
lesdites notes." Vallete, you see, was more modest than the

author of John Day's preface, who promised that with " dili-

gence giuen thereunto" a man might master the subject " in
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a few dayes, yea, in a few hoiires." Vallete in the course of

his instructions states what at first sight might seem rather

remarkable ; when you find notes of this sort—

" la ronde faut autant tenir que la quarree en chantant : car

chacune ne vaut qu'une mesure, ou vn tact, e'est a dire, un
baisser et leuer de la main." This statement, that a Semi-

breve in the then more modern notation was equal to a Breve

in the older notation, is of some importance. It was stated,

as you may remember, in the English Introduction of ^64,
and it is fully borne out in the Instructions given in the

German Psalter which I shall next bring under your notice.

Please observe also our author's remark that a semibreve
isei|^,i] 10 two ben:.-;. This throws some light on the probable
tempo of music at this period.

Vallete next gives representations of the manner in which
more notes than one to one syllable are printed. The signs

are of course borrowed directly from the ligatures of

plainsong

—

en tre pri se ton vi sa ge ti

The reader will notice that no hyphens are here used for con-

necting the detached syllables oi a word
;
they were in fact

gradually being brought into use at this epoch, but without
definite rules." Vallete places his Sharp over a note, not

beside it :

—

He says that this sign shows that the note is to he taken

a semitone above "by raising the voice a little higher

than usual" ("en esleuant la voix un petit plus haut que
de coustume ")—rather a primitive form of direction 1 The
Introduction concludes with a set of exercises on the solfaing

compass of six notes, and are reckoned from the note ut

in three positions, C, F, G.

A reference to the Part-books of contemporary Madrigals shows thai

words ivcic jjenerjillv printed without sensraliiig the conjpoiient syllahles,

provided the music had a note for each syllable. Hyphens are only used

when si: vera! notes i;o to one syllable, ana when a word is divided between
the end of one line ami the beginning of the next.
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When the seventh (or leading note) is touched in the

exercises, Vallete does not adopt the hexachordal system and
call it mi, but contrary to all systems, names it fa, thus :

—

ut mi ut fa ut boI ut la re fa la sol mi ul

The musical instructions which arc found in " Die Psalmen
Davids in allerlei Tcutsche Gesangreimen bracht : Durch
Casparutn Vlenbirgium Pastorn y.u Kcisc-rwerd, vnd Canon-
ichen S. Swiberti daselbs. Coin. 1582. (8vo,) " are of
great interest and importance, as shewing that at the close

of the sixteenth century there existed a large class of persons
who, though capable of singing ancient plainsong at sight,

could not sing from the ordinary notation. So the author
actually provides rules [or turning psa!ii)-cinies into phiinsong

" Tliere are many people, particularly among those,

educated in Catholic institutions and dc:rical schools, who
though they understand the plainsong (Chorsang), do not
know how to deal with the signature and notes of musica
fiiruralis. Wherefore 1 thought at first of giving the melodies
in both sorts of notes for all the Psalms. But when I re-

membered, how unwieldy that would be, and that it would
take a great deal of room in the book, 1 thought of another
way, that could be used even by those who only know the
plainsong (Chorsang) : And it is this, that for each melody
two kinds of clnites signatat are given ; but one signature is

divided from the other by a long line drawn across. Now
when anyone wishes to have and sing the melodies in

plainsong-notes (Cbornotcn), he must only look at the first

claitis, which is written in the plainsong style (Chorsangs-
weise), and disregard the other, and sing all the notes
equally, like plainsong-notes (Chornotcn). But if anyone
finds difficulty in doing this, he must write out the melodies,

which he wishes to comprehend, taking only the first signa-

ture, which is written in the plainsong style (Cborweise), leaving
the other alone, and place after it the plainsong-notes
(Chornoten) that lie knows, instead of the Figural-notes

;

writing for the four-cornered ones ^, also for the tailed ones

^ i this (• ; for these tied ones H£| this [T ; for these

this -[* ; for the final ones d this
; and he wil
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thus have the melodies in plainsong-notes (Chornoten). For
example. The melody of the 30th Psalm is :—

" Anyone wishing to turn this into plainsong, will remove

the [rj with the sign (j}, and change the notes in the way

just mentioned, and this would be the result :

—

Again, the Penitential Psalms begin :—

If the Figural-signature with the sign is now removed, and
the notes, in the order in which they stand, are changed,
this results :—

" As to the pausa or sign of silence, which is written —

,

the chorister (Chorsenger) should know that when it occurs,

he must remain just so long a time silent, as it would have

taken to sing a note like this [, in mensuration one beat,

about as long as it takes to draw breath properly. The
melodies are so arranged, that each syllable has its own
particular note, for I have not thought it advisable in this

work, to make long series of notes over one word. But it

sometimes happens, though not often, that in the middle of a
Psalm a versus is necessarily lengthened by one syllable, so

that at a convenient place, two syllables must be squeezed

under one note : where this happens, this sign —l.— is placed,

signifying, that both syllables, under which the sign stands,

belong to one note; and the same note must be broken there.

Every melody can therefore be brought into plainsong, and
with great ease too ; those that go from the g b moll may
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seem rather more difficult 10 the inexperienced chorister

(Chorsenger) ; but are not really so, if one only knows how
to keep the particular character and style of a minor key
(bmollargesangs). But several such melodies, if they occur
more than once, I have transposed, to aid the chorister

Chorsenger), from the g b moll to d b dur ; as it is to he
ound in the melody of the other Psalms ; so as to be easier

for the plainsong (Chorsang).
" Do not doubt, that whoever has a slight knowledge of

plainsong, will, by the help of these instructions, he able to

grasp and use the melodies. May this then happen to the

honour of Almighty God, which this work seeks, Amen."

The importance of the direction that semibreves and
minims are alike to be rendered by the same sign in plain-

song I have before alluded to. The remainder of this

paragraph will be very useful to students. Notice also

the attempt to fix a metronomic standard by a " beat
"

being » about as long as it takes to draw breath properly."

Our author has described a method of turning the then
modern notation into the older ; most of us will be glad to

reverie the process, and learn how to read the older by the

light ofthe later.

A somewhat later German Psalter, published in 1606,

contains a Preface which lias an important bearing on the

position of the Choral, Church-song, or melody, in har-

monized Psalm -times. I will read a translation of the title

and Preface.

"The whole Psalter by Ambrose Loinvasscr, Doctor.
" Here given from the French composition, with the same

melody and number of syllables daintily and charmingly
brought into German metre. Similarly, some Psalms and
spiritual songs of Martin Luther and other learned divines.

Now newly set in four parts, so that the melody (choral)

is always in the Discant, this never having been so printed

before.
" Hy Samuel MareschaJ, musician and organist Lo the town

and University of Basle.
" Printed at Basle. Ludwig Kiinigs. 1606."

Preface.

" I have learnt through experience that placing the ordinary

voice-part or usual melody in the Tenor, is not suitable for

the sort of singing as practised in our churches, with the

whole congregation to sing. For it brings these, unlearned
in music (the latter part of die congregation':, oft<!n into a

state of uncertainty so that they often know not what is
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being sung, because the melody (choral) is crowded among
the other voice-parts which are some being sung above, some
below. So a few years ago I took many of the best known
Psalms and spiritual songs of Martin Luther and other learned

divines, and placed the melody (Choral) above in the treble

(Discant), and thus arranged the composition in such a way,
that not only can everyone at once hear what is being sung,

but anyone, man or woman, old or young, unhindered by the

other parts, high or low, as fitting to each one's voice, can
join in the singing of the melody (Choral).

11 And this work of mine having being well received, 1 have
undertaken something further of the same sort. 1 have taken
the whole Psalter, as done by Ambrose Lobwasscr, from the

Hebrew text, with the French composition in melody and
number of syllables, transferred straight into the German
text— which has been in print for thirty years past— and put

the usual melody (Choral] in the treble (Discant), in " simplici

ContrapunctO," as is expected in such songs when the whole
of the congregation sings. Other compositions, some French,
some German, are also given here, but in a different

manner." (etc.)

1 have been unable to trace any musical Instructions m
Dutch Psalters. One reason for this is because so many of

their early Psalters had the solfa letters placed against the

side of the notes ; and when this is the case, formal Instruc-

tion is of course unnecessary. In our early English Psalters

it is an invariable custom to omit instructions when the

letter-note system is used. I mentioned just now that this

system was introduced into an English Psalter in 1570. Ten
years later, namely, in 1580, we find it adopted in "Met
fioeck dcr Psalmen Davids— door Phillips van Marnix.
Antwerp " (8vo). In the next year an edition of the
celebrated Psalter of Dathenus was published at Dordrecht
with letters against the notes. Similar editions were issued

from time to time till the middle of the following century.
The great success of Dathenus, whose version was first

printed in London in 1566, was due to his having adopted the

same metres as Marot and Beze, thus enabling his country-
men to enjoy the beautiful melodic of the Ttiijjiiijiiol Psalters.

The compilation, by order of the States-General in 1773, of
an authorised version which superseded all others, threw into

disuse Dathenus' popular book, amongst many others more
or less in use.

The Psalters of Estc, 1592 and 1594., arc without any
musical instructions; so also is Ravenscroft, 1621, although
there is a short preface on the notation of music, addressed
to " Harmonicali Brethren," in which the author confesses
that he has not attempted to study the Hebrew music-
accents, but says they are somewhat similar to those used in
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the ' Rushian Church who had their skill in musicke from the

Graecians." Evidently Ravenscroft's notions of musical
history were slightly confused. He goes on to say that a
staff of 4 lines is used in the Church for " Phonaskes," and
a staff of 5 lines for " Symphonaskes " or parts compounded
of 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 voices,* and a staff of 6 lines " for instrumental
musicke as Organs, Harps, Lutes, &c."
The first issue of Plavfbrd's "Whole Book of Psalms,"

4to, 1671, contains no directions, nor are any in his 8vo
Psalters, 1677 to 1695 and onward, but in later editions (e.g.

the 12th in 1713), a few pages of instructions are printed
from engraved plates.

Id these, Playford has not had the courage to ignore
altogether the hexachordal system and names, but he drops
the Ut, and adopts the "Fa, sol, la, fa, sol, la, mi, fa," for

his solfeggio.

The complete Tate and Brady " New Version" of 1698 is

xvithout any music. But though there is music, there are no
"Directions" in the Supplements of 1700, 1702, 1703, and
1704 ; but those of [708, 1712, and 1716 have " Plain
Instructions for all those who are desirous to learn or improve
themselves in Psalmody, &c," In both sets of instructions

the hexachordal system is given, hut as the tunes are all

printed in two parts only, in the Treble and Bass Clefs, the

treble and bass notes only are grouped in the diagram, and
the old grave, and hard, and soft hexachords have disappeared,
with thuir rounii and square b, a first Step towards Ousting the
Gui:!oni;iii systci:;. In solfain;; ut, rc, mi, is superseded by fa.

Although not a Metrical Psalter, a little book published in

1686 deserves careful notice. It had for its object the
simplification of the art of solfaing, and by this means the
encouragement of psalm-singing, and the author's intro-

duction is followed by a selection of psalm-tunes. As far as
I know, this work contains the earliest attempt to use
modified solfa names in order to provide a singer with the

means of escaping the mutation of hexachords. This attempt
therefore, though not successful, encloses the germ of those

modified solfa names the utility of which was discovered 150
years later by advocates of the movable do, and also, by imita-

tion, those pledged to the fixed do system. The following is the

title: "A New and Easie Method to Learn to Sing by Book:
Whereby one (who hath a good voice and ear) may, without
other help, learn to sing true by Notes, Dcsign'd chiefly

* This uaeot the word "phonask" for an unaccompanied single-vocal part

is fortunately as rare as it is uDclasaicftl. 1 presume he derived it, not from

fuvamcit t>m Iroin foivaatia, an eicrcisinj; of ilitr v;ni:c ii: .lri:la,:ialiou.

The use of " symphonask " for part-singing is even [ess justifiable. We
may well congratulate ourselves that both terms arc obsolete
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for, and Applied 10, the promoting of PSALMODY : and
furnished with i-nrli;ty of FSALM TUNES in Parts, with
DIRECTIONS for thai kind of Singing. Licensed
Ian, 29, 1685/6. Rob. Midgley, LONDON. Printed for

William Rogers of the Sun, against St. Dimstan's Church in

Fleet Street 1686.""

The author's trenchant criticism of the system current in

his time is as logical as out-spoken. He says in his Preface:

—

" That so few persons (out of cathedrals) understand
Prick-Song a main reason is. the Obscurity and Confusion in

the Method commonly taught, wherein the following Par-

ticulars make it a long drudgery to attain proficiency.
"1. At first sight, we have presented a long' Bead-roll of

hard and useless names, to he comi'd backward and forward
in the Gam-ut.

" 2. When this drudgery is over, follows a worse, to learn

differing names of the notes, according to the several places

of jlfr, which in each Cliff hath three sever,-] stations, being
one while in If, another while in E, another while in A, the

other names (Fa, Sol, La,) attending its motions.
" 3. When you are past these two, and can name your

Notes three manner of ways, you are yet lo seek for the chief

thing, the Tuning of them, if you have not a Master at hand
to lead you with his Voyce or Instrument.

"4. A fourth difficulty arises from the many Cliffs, which
no less than seven ways change the places of the Notes
upon the Lines and Spaces, and makes it a most tedious

thing to be perfect in all, or but some of them.
" The removal of these difficulties, and thereby the En-

couragement of Learners is that which I have endeavoured
in this Essay. What I have done in order thereto, I shall

here give the Reader some account of."

" First, as to the Gam-ut, omitting the old Names of the
Notes as nuiiei.-.essiiry. I retain only the letters of the

Alphabet, by which the Notes are therein express'd. These
letters heme; seven, A, H, C, D, li. V. G, I assign them as
N amiss for the seven Musical Notes, taking only the liberty

(for better sound sake, and indication of the Half-Notes
places) instead of calling theses three letters A, E, F, as in the
Alphabet, to name them UR, LIS ,-ffa.

" When a Flat or Sharp alters the nature of a Note, its

Name also admits the like alteration, yet so as to keep the

Letter belonging to the Line or Space, thereby making the
change to be of no trouble to the Memory, but an help to

sing the Notes in Tune. So being sometimes sharp, and

• Dr. McNaugbt also quotes from this book in hii admirable paper on
" The history and use or the sol-fa syllables." read before the Musical
Association, January, iSg3.
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sometimes fiat, I call it Q when it is sharp, and 13e when it is

flat, as in (Begin, Before) with a softer sound, and therefore

the more agreeable to a flat or soft Note, as the other is to a

" The like is done by (ft, IS being a Vowel hath before it,

when sharp an L, and when flat an M.
" By this means we have seven distinct Names for the

seven Notes, keeping always the same places in each Cliff, and
those Names such as both comply with the Gam-ut so much
as is needful, and also with the Alterations that are made by
Flats and Sharps, without burthen to the Memory."
Having thus formulated seven names for the seven degrees

of the scale, our author wonders why musicians only use
"4 or 6"; and he quotes Dr. Wallis, who, speaking of the
absence of any name for the seventh degree of the scale says,

"quod mirum est Guidonem non vidisse et praecavisse.'
1

We all think so too ! Our writer then recommends students
to learn "to tune the voice" (that is, to learn pitch and
intonation) by listening to Bells, such being an easy method
"in this Ringing Island," and six of them being enough to

show the position of the semitone. But this step forced him
to number his notes like bells, that is downwards ; thus :

—

LIB E) (Te i$ 1-3 G

and this makes some of his explanations rather punzling at

first glance. Moreover, it brings him dangerously near the
very hexachordal system from which he is struggling to

release himself. After this, he claims to have further

simplified labour by reducing his clefs to two, Treble and
Bass. Here he deserves great credit, tor 1 believe the three-

part tunes he gives are among the earliest examples of a
Medius being written in the treble clef.

The following exhibits his whole scheme of nomenclature:—

©e (tt IB MIS LIE JF4 ^a ffl La U Cte

These must be pronounced as follows :

—

Seh, See, Dee, Mee, Lee, Faw, Fah, Gee, Lay, Beh, Bee,

Seh.
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He avoids any scale involving an A flat, in the thirty-one

pages of psalm-tunes with which the work concludes, so La is

not modified. You can Rather from what I have said that our
author was provokingly near milking valuable discovery

and revolutionizing musical methods, but his fixed letter-

system and his unlucky appeal to "six bells" caused his

book to he, like so many oilier ciTorLs of pioneers, placed on
book-shelves as a curiosity.

Before bringing to a close my notice of this " new and
easie method " of leaching psalm-singing "from book,'

-

I

must make one more quotation which will r;nist: surprise to

many. The author gives the following Tune (Southwell) ;
—

He then adds: "The notes of the foregoing tune are
usually broken or divided, and they are better sung as they
ate here pricked " r—

Now >uf - fer . me

Thee

1 shall have to say mor<
speaking of Godeau's Fre
use in psalm-singing mor
although the tune just givei

it is proof of the English I

I should like to say in
]

d of vocal c

about "graces" later on, when
ch Psalter which advocated their

than thirty years earlier, But
was not the first sign of downgrade,
ndency in this vicious direction,

issing, that I attribute the rapid

n at this epoch to the increasing

e and popularity of the Violin. I think it more probable
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that singers irrigated the l: figuration "' they constantly heard
perpetrated by fiddlers, than the graces more specially suited

to, and used on the harpsichord. Players on the new "Treble
Violin " must also naturally have been delighted at the power
they now possessed of " slurring " from note to note ; of

course, the frets on the finger-board of a Treble Viol made a
pvrtitiiiwiio absoliiLdv impussiliie. it is easy lu see that

singers would be only too pleased to imitate violinists in this

respect. Hence the constant directions for the port de voix in

books of this period.

Signs of dissatisfaction with existing systems of instruction

continued to show themselves. Thirty-nl:ic yt;ars later

another book appeared, " An Help to the Singing of PSALM-
TUNES by the BOOK. In a method more easy than is

generally taught. With DIRECTIONS for making an
Instrument with one String, by which any TUNK may be
easily learned. As also A large Collection of TUNES in

Two PARTS. With Psalms, Hymns, and Spiritual Songs,

in various Measures. By W. S." &c. " London i Printed,

for Richard Ford, at the Angel in the Poultry, near Stocks-

Marktt. MDCCXXV." This book contains 31 pp. of
" Help," 82 Tunes in two parts, followed by 262 pp. of

Psalms and Hymns, Indices, &c. The author at once
acknowledges his obligation to the 1686 book just described,

although he docs not blindly follow the method there proposed.
Like his predecessor, he renounces the C clef with its shifting

positions. His idea is, to keep the word Mi to represent only

the fixed note of the normal scale ; and to call the movable
semitones Fee-sol. Here is his scale in D :—

The first note is called Sol because it is the second note
of the normal Scale C which l>t:p:is on fa : this makes the

next la ; then comes fee for fa-sharp, followed by sol, la, mi,
from the normal scale; and lastly, a new fee for fa-sharp; he
ends on sol, because it is called sol in the scale of C.

Surely this is "confusion worst confounded!" No
wonder that this book now lies with its predecessor among
other rare curiosities ! As if this were not enough, our author
tumbles into the old snare of teaching by six bells ! But as
so often happens, some of his casual remarks are important.
For example, he says :—" The voice should be drawn out at

a Semibreve, about as long as you may tell four in an ordinary
reading Time; saying r, 2, 3, 4" (The word "tell" is of
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course used in its old sense, " count.") This metronomic
direction would, I think, lead to a much faster tempo for tunes

than has been generally attributed to this period.*

I have more than once had reason to suspect that the notes

fa and la were not always called fah and lali as in Italian,

but were anglicised at this time into fay and lay. I do not

say that this was universal, it may have only been a dialect

form. But if our writer's rhymes are to be trusted, he at

least intended them to be so pronounced :

—

and elsewhere he says :-

In another place e says that In is pronounced as in the

weird labour; he adds, fa is pronounced as in the word
father Hut those who think he is here contract ting himself

must remember that fayther is a common dialect form of

father to this day.
Wc cm now leave thfc iwn interesting quasi-psallers.

I must leave my sub|cct for a time, and make a shott

digression. In manuscript ritual music the words and music
of hymns are sometimes written out at full length, and this was
imitated in what was (as far as I know) the earliest printed

Hymnal with continuous music : thisis: " Hymnorum cum
notis opusculum insignis ecclesie SARUM subserviens in

quo quidem et illud imprimis est observatum ut quilibet

syllaba suam participet notam : id sane cum extrema manu
curahint, ut singula singulis sibi corespondeant suisque

debitis rite coaptentur locis. Impressutn Londini per
Toannem Kyngston et Hcnricum Sutton Typographos 1555."

The value of this work is much reduced by the shockingly
bad registration of the black notes on red lines : it is a most
discreditable specimen of music -printing, t

I have ever met is quoted in an article by J. V. it. Slainer, in ihe Musical
Times of October, 1899, from an old book (about .700) giving a description

Of ,L musical birds in this kingdom " and showing hqw they can be taught
tunes by means of a smail flageolet. It is as follows :— " Two minims

the wild chaffinch. 1 except the Essex chaffinch which is longer than

this author almost always uses a crotchet for each beat this would

+ About thirteen topics me known to exist, one being in the library of
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In 1572 was published at Heidelberg, a Psalter which
contained a note of music for every syllable of text through-
out. It was entitled " Die Psalmen Davids in Teutische
Gesangreymen nach b'rannosischer melodien tint syllien art

mit sonderlichen fleise gebracht von Mellisso." But this

expensive method of publication does not appear to have

Later on, towards tin: mid.llc or end of the: 17th century
and onward, when there was a large demand for French
Psalters, the printers set them out in full, giving a note of

music over every syllable?, just in the same manner as

Helmore printed the prose version of :he I'snlms in the: well-

known Psalter Noted. This "setting out in full," which
Davantes shirked in 1560, but which afterwards became so

common amongst continental Protestants, seems not to have
been attempted in this country till

appeared " The whole book of Psa
in the Churches, with the singing
set lo every syllable, made plain

standing of all that can read ; by the din
part of the preface
Then is given Col. 3, 16.

[sow sung
ind Tune

e latter

r before done in England."

" Licensed, July 26, 1688, London.

Printed by It. livcringliam for the Company of Stationer::,

and are to be sold by E. Brewster in St. Paul's Churchyard
and S. Kccble near the Temple-gate. 1688."

I quote at once from the Preface a curious attempt to lay

down a metronomic standard :

—

"The first Time a (and which is least used) is called a

Brief, or two Times, or, a double Time, being about the

duration of eight pulses at the wrist of a person in good
health and temper . .

."

T::is statement is of consideiraihL- interest. Availing thai

70 to 'd-j is the average, number of pulsations :n a hcalthy
human being, this will give a metronomic standard of

ci _ 70 to 80. If you sing or play a psalm tune at any pace
between these limits, you will find thai it is much more: rapid

than thai generally attributed to our ancestors' style of

singing. But of course such a standard is very variable
;

many healthy persons have a very slow pulse, not much
above 60. Yet I am inclined to think the author wished to

make a a - (say) 72 to 75.
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Then having treated of Time on this basis and having
thrown in a few remarks about the faults of the clerks of his

period, he goes on to say :

—

" The next thing to be spoken of is, the lowness, or height
of the voice; of which there arc eleven degrees, plainly

demonstrated by five Lines, upon and between which, the

Notes (aforementioned )of the Tmus arc set. Wherein observe,
That the degrees of the Voice are alike unto the difference in

tlie Sounds of Bells, save that in siis^in;; is practised a two-
fold contrary order to that of the Bells: For in ringing,

the smallest and mast shrill Bell (which begins first) the
Ringers call the Treble or lowest ; and so the Belis go (in

their terms) upwards to the- biggest, and itn>.st full expression of

the Sound : But the first note in singing begins at the biggest

and most full delivery of the Voice next to grumbling, and so

goes upwards to the smallest and most shrill utterance of it

next to squeaking ; so that what soundings the Singers call

downward, the Ringers call upward."
It is difficult to see what the author gains by calling atten-

tion to the difference, or rattier contrariety, between the

naming of a scale for the voice and that for bells, unless we
are justified in assuming that people at this time were more
familiar will: bull-ringing than psalm-singing 1 He then

proceeds to give exercises on the numerical system :
—

" Begin to tune your voice at the lowest degree, which is

at the first Note, and is under the lowest line, and sing the

numbers upward, one, two, three, and so forth, up to eleven
;

and then sing them backwards down again, eleven, ten, nine,

and so back down to one." (For convenience rr is to be
called 'levn.) He then gives the Scale thus—

Please notice that he goes on boldly to eleven, not stopping
at 9 nor using a capital A and B as did Davantes.
A little later he gives an exercise which includes semi-

breves and minims, not on consecutive notes of the scale—
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By these examples it is quite evident that our author does
not mean to mskr.' his number oiu a movable, key-note, but a
fixed sound. But in order that there should be no mistake
about the fixity of his number one, he gives half of the set to

Psalm I., as follows :—

'2 4 264776 6 6 8 4 8 2

Theman is blest thathath not bent
J
towiek-ed men hisear]

(i 66S4705 684054
nor lead his life as sin-nersdo] nor sate in scorners chair.]

Later on, a paragraph, about what formerly had been in

use, is interesting :—

" Musicians in teaching to Sing, did use to give unto the
Notes of the degrees of the Voice these seven terms, ut, re,

mi, fa, sol, la, ci, as the French yet do ; but now they teach

by no more than four terms, sol, la, mi, fa, and so double
the repetition of either sort of terms, until they come up to

the number of eleven, as thus :

—

Ut, ye, mi, fa, sol, la, ei, ut, re, mi, fa.
I. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11.

But now they change iff, re, into sol. la, and do teach thus :—

Sol, la, mi, fa, sol, la, fa, sol, la, mi, fa:'

1 am afraid our author shows Uv this example his ignorance
of the subject a'nosit which lie is writing, hecusse this last

represents the scale of F, though beginning on C, whereas, he
started with a scale of C. To reproduce his original scale of

C it should have been written thus ;
—

Fa, sol, la, fa, sol, la, mi, fa, sol, la, fa.

Unluckily for us, though fortunate for his reputation, in
printing out the Psalms in full, he has put no numbers under
the notes. In this respect he did not, as you see, follow the
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example of the older French book. Whether he was cognisant

of the previous book or not, it remains very interesting to find

this hopelessly impracticable system turning up after an
interval of 120 years. It is a wonder that he did not at
once perceive that a fixed -one system made change of key
impossible without sonic moibiied syllables or other device.

IIov,- delightfully easy it would be to teach singing, if (as

assumed by these two authors) all human brings possessed
the sense of absolute pitch, and had but one uniform
con:v:ass of voice !

The story of the Paraphrase des Pstaumes de David, en
vers h'rimen i.t far A uioini- Cn.de.iit, ene.iquc de Grasse et Vence
is probably familiar to you all. The French Catholics
reco^nisirj; the cnornioas inl!t:i -nee of Psaim-sin^ing among
[he Huguenots issued liishop Goderi:: version for the use of

Catholics in 1645, as a sort of counterblast. Following on
this an edict was issued forbidding the Huguenots to sing

thtir M;m>i and Bezc. Tint a very unexpected result

followed: the Huguenots ratln-r thai': siug no Psahus, took
the C.aLhohr paraphrase into use. in order to suppress this,

a cruel edict forbade them to sing metrical psalms in the
Fienoli lririj;-.iii-;e. Tin: letimate r< suit was (h;it Godeati's

set^to^miisic by four different fompo'sers,' Jacques^ de'Vouy
(1650), Antoine Lardcnois (1655), Artus Aucousteaux (1636),
and Thomas Gohert (1650). The two most used were those

issued under the musical editorship of Lardcnois and Gilbert.

I am so fortunate as to possess copies of both these books.
Lardenois introduced some popular melodies into his issue,

and Liv.:;s XI If. is credi'ed with liavhi.L! o-nu posed four 1 tines

in it. Gobert seems to have composed the whole of the
tune, hiv i'is edition, and dull ;n:d d: v !l u-v .a! : are. Hut in

the Preface which was included in soute, not all of the copies

of Gobert, the writer says "il ne faut pas obmettre a Hen
faite. Its pr d'- vein. :}ui soul K s transitions a!, icublcs, ct

les ant'ci[)a: : ons sur les nottes smuaules.'' "On iloil

observer a propos les tremblements. ou flexions de voix qui

bicit fairo les cadances, dont la grace consiste a appuvcr les

ports de voix qui doiutnt preecder." I believe this to be the

earliest case in which musical graces were recommended for

use in ps;drn-s:iigine;. liul I fa'u-y lite 1 1 agueuuls ncver
sacrificed the beauty of a simple rendering in order to

popularise their tunes. The fori de voix was the slurring up
or down to a note, and anticipating it in the rhythm. A
trciniilaitciit was a sort of short shake, such as those so

common in clavecin and harpsichord music. The cadence

was a full trillo preceded and closed by a turn. But this

direction in Godcau's Psalter is an unconscious witness of
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the fact known to all students of church music ihat the
French from the lalter part of the 17th century, up to

the end of the 18th, absolutely mined the grand old

plainsong of their church by profuse common-place

A French Psalter of 1686 is of interest, as being one of the
very few in that language printed in London. Its title is

" Les Pseaumes de David mis en rime Francaise, par
Clement Marot ct Theodore de Bt/.e. a Londres. Impnme
par R. Everingham, 1686" (!Jrai>). The Bodleian copy of

this is hound up with the complete French Bible, also printed
by ICvuringham in 1687. The musical instructions in: vi-ry

short. After the usual lament over the difficulty of mastering
singing by note, the reader is told that the lowest line of the
stave is always ut. The C clef on the middle line being
always used, a b Hat is required in the signature to form the
diatonic scale of F. The leading note is called si, hut when
it is flattened in order to admit of a melody in the key of

B flat, the note E flat is called/a—e.g.

A few years later, in 1694, some interesting Instructions are
found in " A Collection of some verses out of the Psalms of
David : suited to several occasions. Composed in two
parts, Canlus and Bass us- : being the common tunes to

the Psalms in metre now used in Parish Churches. To
which is added, some instructions fur sinking of then;.

Collected by Mr. Daniel Warner. Revised by Mr. Henry
Purcell.

"In the Savoy. Printed by E. Jones: and sold by the

author at his house at Ewelme in Oxfordshire. 1694,"

(Front. 8vo,)

This is a selection from forty-four of the Stetnhold and
Hopkins version of the Psalms, with the words and music
printed continuously from beginning to end; the cantus

on the verso, the basstts on the recto. But the Canticles and
a few " Hymns " are printed in the ordinary way with the

treble over the bass.

The compiler in his Preface finds fault with Ravenscroft
for having given [he melody {plaiiisuiig: Lo die Tenor voice,

and for giving it "prick'd with the C fa ut Cliff,'' therefore

lie has followed Playford's Psalter with music in three parts,

and has used nothing but the G and F clefs ; and, to still
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further simplify it, he has Riven the tunes in two parts only.

One sentence in the Preface may require a little explanation.

The author says: " Those who shall make use of these Books
may sing without the Scots way of reading the words, and do
it in a standing posture." This means that as the music is

continuously printed over the whole of the words, there is no
necessity for the Clerk or Minister to read out the words of
each line before il is sung. This remarkable custom of pulling

up at the end of every lint: in order to hear the words of the

next, is still kept up in some of the outlying districts of Scot-

land. The Scots used to sit to sing, and stand when praying ;

Mr. Daniel Warner, no doubt with a view to the better

expansion of congregational lungs, wisely suggests a standing

posture for Psalm-singing. With regard to the tempo of

tunes, Mr. Warner is concise ; he Hays : "As to the Tunes,
they are neither swift nor slow, but of a fit mean between
dulness and precipitancy." I am afraid the writer, could he
listen to psalm or hymn-singing in these days, would find

that we have not yet discovered this " fit mean between
dulness and precipitancy." The diagram of the Gamut is

extended beyond the old limits, namely, from CC fa nt to

A la mi re in Alt, that is from C| to a" . This is an intima-

tion that musicians were beginning to realize the inadequacy
of the Compass of the Hexachordal system, merely G, to e" .

The limitation must have been so obvious that it seems
extraordinary that theorists should have adhered to it so
long, especially if it be remembered that the possibility of

'arging its ambitus had been proved by the many

before this particular psalm-book was issued, namely,
in Morley's " Plaine and easie Introduction," you may
remember 1'hilomathcs ask?; his Master why the Scale
" was devised of XX. notes and no more," to which
his Master replies, " Because that compassc was the reach
of most voyces : so that vnder Gam ut the voice seemed
as a kind of humming, and above E la a kinde of constrained
scrickine."

This answer seems to have satisfied the curiosity of

Philomathes in 1597, but in 1694 we find both the
" humming " and " scricking " authorized in this book with
the name of Henry Pur cell as reviser. The solini/.nlinn

in the Select Psalms now under our notice is on the system
of fa sol la fa sol la mi fa. This method had at this period

become firmly established in this country owing to the

widespread influence of two popular educational works,
Playford's " Introduction to the skill of Musick," first issued

in 1655, and Christopher Simpson's " Compendium," first

issued in 1667. Both these works passed through a large

number of editions. Rhyming verses were taught to young
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people inculcating the way to localize the mi. These rules

are printed in the Instructions before us.

Our author uses some curious terms, he speaks of

"breaking of notes" where we should now say "singing
intervals." Another expression which he uses is of

importance as showing the growth of musical terminology
at this time, the close of the seventeenth century. He
describes three dirts {al t!s.>u;;h i:i t!ic book he onlv uses two
of them), the G sal re ul, C sol fa ut, and F fa ut, that is, the
Treble, Alto or Tenor, and Bass clefs, and he says these are

the three signed cliffs, a term, you may remember, used by
Daye, just r30 years previously. But his expression also

implies that there inigh; be other "clip's;" not in the

signature, showing that there were cliffs or keys which
could exist without being signal. Such was a fact, for at

this time we commonly find music in the key of B flat with
only one flat in the signature, and sharp keys had usually
one less; sharp in Use signature than we should now ^n e, the

required leading note being made liy an accidental. It is

evident therefore that the words e'ef am! key were not ye!

completely disentangled.
" The Psa ha -Si liter's Xecessary Companion," published in

1700 {although the I'refaee is dated '69')}. follows I'urccll's

good example. The author says plainly "there be some
notes in Vocal and many notes in Instrumental Mustek that
doth (sic) exceed these {Gamma ut and c la)" and he too

carries his diagram from C to a'. Twenty years later (abo-it

1720) a certain Israel Holdroyd published "The Spiritual-

Man's Companion," in which he not only somewhat extends
bis diagram of the Gamut, but he makes it do duty for the

keys of C, F, B flat, E flat, and A flat, G, D, A, and E. His
attempt to push the (then) remote keys into the old

system shows with what deep-seated reluctance the human
mind casts away anything clothed in the shabby and
tattered garb of rcspet-t able ;.«e. i will now give Hobimyd's
diagram in full. The reader will at once notice that if he
bad simply stuck to the list of leading notes (iifi) at the

bottom, the whole of the superstructure might have been
dispensed with.

"The Gamut or Scale of Music, as allowed by the Moderns :

The first two Columns of wb.ich. cicrv Learner must of Ne-
cessity observe to get perfectly off: beginning at G in Alt. and
proceeding to CC, sol fa ut. and then from CC, sol fa ut, to

G in Alt. Ascending and Descending, 'till he can with
Readiness, A seem! and Descend upon each Rule and Space,

as in the Gamut, always observing to count from the Cliff

where ever he finds it plac'd " :

—
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I should like to make here a short digression in order to

combat a popular error. Most people: when tli.-y see th<: i:i

of the hexachords starling from three different notes C, G,

and F. jump to the cone] usion that u system of ii;:r.;ii'U- <lo

existed in the i6th century. But they quite disregard the

fact thai in nine eases out of ten the reason for going from

one hexachord into another was not because a modulation

or i-lian-'i: of key required it, but iiiv.ply because tin: extension

of the melody beyond the limit of six degrees compelled the

use of a fresh hexachord in order to provide tin: ni:i:i*aiy

sol-fa names. Per example, iT a melody which started on
middle C. reached tin: hading not,: b, the only way lo name
il was to assn::;e that i! "'as 'he thud of the hexachcird

comment- ing or. (1. m> it was called "". AKain. if the melody

in the key of C happcr.ed to include a passing; h flat, the only

way of finding a r.ai:ic for it was to assume that it was thu

ill the hex ichord commend OR on K. so it was called

fa. ,\r elimination of the tunes which had sol-fa letters
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printed by the side of each note will soon prove to any one
how completely the hexachordal system was alien to what we
now understand by a movable do. This is more apparent in

the attempts our ancestors made io sol-fa a melody in the
minor mode. Here are the first and last lines of Psalm
xxxvil. from Marot and Bezc as solfacd,—

1 23450789 10 II

re re re re re fa fa ut re mi re

12 18 14 16 16 17 18 10 20 21 22

fa fa sol fa la fa sol fa mi mi re.

I have numbered all the notes for reference. Nos. 1, 2, 3,

are re in the c sol fa tu hcxachord, bi;t as Nos. 6 and 7 exceed
the compass of this hcxachord, the g sol re ut has to be called

in, therefore i\
T
o^. 4 and 5 arc ;£, this hexaehord continues to

the note A, No. rt. The notes Nos. la and 13 arc below
the g so! re ut group, they have therefore to be reckoned
from C, th::s they lifconii fa, and No. 1,] becomes iol : but

note No. 15 can only be found in the f fa ut hexachord,

therefore it is fa, but Nos. 16-22 can be found in the
c so/ fa at hesschord, so this tune in D minor is brought to a

happy conclusion on re.

I commend this extract to the study of enthusiasts who
talk about a 16th century system of movable do. When in

the middle or towards the close of the 17th century the

syllable mi was used to fill up the nap of the leading note,

and was kept solely for this purpose by ejecting the previous

ut re mi and substituting fa sol la, then a veritable movable
do began to he evolved, but not before.

There exists^ mos: interesting French Psalter printed m
London in 1722. The title is *' Les Pseaumes de David,

mis en vers Francais, par CI. Marot et Theodore de Beze,
Nouvelle ediiion totite en mnsiquo, e.t dans latpelli.' on a

ajoutc sous chaque ligne du chant ordinaire, une Basse
Chantante en partition. Londres. Imprim-j par Guillaume
Pearson, e:i Aldcrsffaie Street. MDCCXXII.
The words are printed between the two parts, Treble and

Bass; the book has a very sensible preface, and one page
of explanation of keys and scales. It was prepared and
issued hy a Committee, who succeeded ill turning out a useful

work, beautifully printed and very correct. Incidentally,

the author of the preface slates an amusing fact. He says;
" Ordinarily amongst the Protestant Refugees, they used
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to siny the Psalms m 4 or 5 parts as composed hy Goudimel
or Claudiii ' ci.- qui faimit uiic tris a^rcabk' harmonie' ; but

that when they sang only thr: treble and bass, leavihg out the
middli: pan?, one noticed thai the harmony was very incom-
plete and ' plcinc de faux accords.' " Naturally so ! but the
bass part given in this Psalter is fjoud and satisfactory.

'• Les Pseaumes de David, mis en vers Francois, Revus
et approuves par lc Syrjode Walon des Provinces- Unies,
Nouvelle Edition. A la Haye, Chez P. Gosse & J. Neaulme.
1731." This book gives the most concise and curl Directions

I have ever seen :
" Avertissernent. Principe de la Voix du

B-mol : e'est a-dire, quand il y a un b proche la Clef, il faut

toujours prendre Sol." (This signifies, that when there is a
flat on B in the signature, the line on which the clef stands

will always represent Sol)

:

—

'Principe de la Voix de B-carre : e'est a-dire
; que lors

qu'il n'y a point de B proche la clef, il faut toujours prendre
Ut.sur la Clef" (meaning, that when there is no flat in the

si<;n;iiure, the line on which the clef is placed will always
he Ut).

Ut mi ut sol fa mi re mi ut la si la sol.

Si ut mi ut re mi ut sol mi re si la si ut re mi re.

Thesecret of the possibility of such conciseness is discovered
when the book is opened, for all the tunes are in the C clef,
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and are either placed in the open key, or that of V. 1 should
add that the music is written out in full, in a small but
beautifully clear type.
The following is interesting " Les Pseaumes de David mis

en vers Francais, revus et appiouves, par les Pasteurs et

les Professeurs de leglise et de 1'Academie de Geneve.
Nouvelle edition avec les cantiques sacres, a laquelle on a
ajoute la Basse, qu'on a reduite sur une seul Clef pour la

commodity de ceux qui chanlent cette panic, et 011 la mnsique
est trus exactement corrigce. A Geneve clicz Pierre 1'ellett.

1742."
In this Psalter the Tenor (melody) and liass are both

given, one facing the other on the opposite page. All the
melodies arc so arranged that tlicy appear to stand in the

key of F, in the Alto clef with one fiat in the signature. The
Bass part is in the F clef placed on the third line. The two
clefs are therefore the Alto and Baritone.

But the " Principes pour le Tenor" and Ills? " Pi iucipes
pour la liaise," which j;ivt pielimiuui y Exerciser in solfaing,

show some curious auoniaiies. The author chooses a imHil

ut on the note F, for his Tenor part (melody), calling the
seventh of the scale si. When however he wishes to give an
exercise in the key of B flat, he calls the si both ascending
and descending, by the name fa, thus:

—

sol la fa ut fa la sol, &c.

But the Bass-part receives still more remarkable treatment.
An tixtirfiso practically in llic ki:y of C minor ;h ;,'iven, with
the following extraordinary folfaing :

I give a specimen : il is i txxxiv.. the tunc of which, as
you know, became our Old tooth. The bass part is worth
examination, it is very bold, and forms a most satisfactory
harmony. It should be noticed that the art of dividing the
words into syllables had not yet been attempted in Psalters.
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Considering how slightly Lhe Rcfo-matinn L : 1 (1

:

m -in: i:i i 1 lie

general masses of c 1 u Italian people, it is not a matter of

surprise that so few Italian metrical Psalters exist. In the

IJut a " Breve I ntroduzioiic al Canto h'crmo " in the form of

question and answer is found in "Li cf. sacn salmi di

Davide {&c] Tradotti cd accomodali alle melodic di A.

Lobvasscr da Andrea G. Planta. M.I.C. In Strada nella

Stamporia di Giovanni Jannetto. 1740 (8vo.)." In this there

still remains a wish to cling to hexachordal systems, but
they have to be politely bowed out, eg.:—

" 4. Quanti e quali son le note ?

Propriamente son 6. Ut. Re. Mi. Fa. Sol. La.
Ma ordinariamente si usa 8. Ut. Re. Mi. Fa. Sol.

La. Bi. Ut."

After instruction in notes, time, rests, and keys, a table of

the Introduction is interesting as showing that the question
as to whether the melody should be placed in the Tenor pan
or the Treble was still unsettled.

" Kir" La voce ordinaiia del Coro e il Tenore, ma quando
v'e posto questo segno d'una mauo, si cangiano le voci, ed
in vece del Tenore si canta il Discanto." In our own country
the Psalm-books of this period were by no means uniform
hi this respect, and the true position of the melody Kd to

disputes of a very warm kind. The music is in four parts,

printed separately, two on the verso, two on the redo.

In the early Scotch Psalters no instructions ^in the

appeal till the lirst hah" 0: the eij;h veemh century, they are

not therefore of any special interest. But in England at this

same period an extraordinary number of i'salni-ljooks of all

sorts ami kinds came into existence, it is no exaggeration to

say that during this century they .'iU pea red hv hundreds.
They generally contained onk ' eh gaul extracts" from the

Psalms, bnl il was fushional /lc to preux I nstimiions which
gradually grew into long Treatises containing a vast amount

Many favour us with a history of music from the days of

Jubal to David, quotations from the early fathers, and not

only an explanation of notation, time, and keys, but rules of
harmony, counterpoint, can on : pomeiiines winding up with

a Dictionary of musical terms, not one of which can be
discovered 111 the music of the hook irself !

That conceited old pedam. William Tam-'ur. in his " Har-
mony of Zion " (1736), adds 10 all the above. " a Mathema-
tical Demonstration of the: Nature of Sound"! " Genetai
rules for the composition of two, three, four, five, six, seven,
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and eight musical parts." " General rules for tuning the
Harpischord." Why all [his ? But we now also find

amongst the subjects thought necessary to ho mastered by
those who wished to jolii in [In: simdni: in church, one which
tells its own sad story; 1 allude to musical graces. John
Arnold's " CouLiileiil 1'sahu ;.st," published in 1750, contains
besides the usual useless mass of talk, a chapter On "the
several Graces used in music." In order that there should

he no mistake as to these graces being intended for vocal,

and not instrumental use, he says :
•' The first and most

principal Grace necessary to lie learned is the Trill, or

Shake; that is, to move or shake your voice distinctly on
one syllable the distance of a Whole Tone " :

—

O prai .... se the Lord.

The author continues :
" The Trill ought to be used on all

dt::;ccndii;f,' prick'd notes, and always before Close, also on
all descending slinni'd note; and on all descending Semitones,

but none shorter than Crotchets."
Imagine the horrible result if this Direction were carried

out 1>J a cony relation I lie also says: " Another Grace in

Music is called the Grate of Transition; that is, to slur

or break the Note, to sweeten the Roughness of a Leap;
of which see the following example " 1—

These remarks are neither new nor interest in;: in them-
selves, hut haie a serious import when applied to psalni-

singing. The constant appearance of Graces in these later

Instructions proves the universality of bad taste. They are
inculcated in "David's Harp well tuned," 1753, and more
elaborately in " Divine Melody," 1758, in which eight kinds

of Graces are enumerated and explained.
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We are all familiar with the result. The fine old tunes of

previous generations were either discarded altogether or so

Farded with graces as to be hardly recognisable. A vast

literature of commonplace florid melodies sprang up ; secular

music of many kinds, especially glees, was adapted to the

Psalms; a considerable number of tunes consisted of soli

parts followed by only the last line tutti ; and a taste for

repeating the words developed itself to a remarkable extent.

These vicious inroads on pure psalmody resulted eventually

in robbing the COngregatiOD of all share in the singing, and
the establishment of the West gallery quartet of voices. And
towards the close of the century, instead of finding a few

Hymns in the Psalm-books, we begin to find a few Psalms in

veritable Hymn-books.*
My task is now nearing its close. You have with me

peered into the archives of three centuries, and in addition
to the many interesting details of the practice of the art of

music disclosed to us by these Introductions and Prefaces, we
find displayed before us the broad fact that whereas in the
infancy of metrical Psaim-singing, worshippers were directed

to iearn the Guidonian system " back and forward, upward
and downward " if they wished to take their proper part in

the holy song, in the latter days they were Lold that if. older

to do so, they must learn Eight kinds 0/ Gmces.' What a
change! and what a powerful light this throws oil the story

of the Psalm-tune 1 We began this evening to trace the
steps taken for its nurture almost from its birth, we have
passed along the path of its healthy existence, and at the
last we watch it, diseased and dying.

The eternal succession of creation, existence, and dissolu-

tion, binds its implacable chain round forms of Art, jus; as it

does around all that is : either in being, or conception. Vet
we must not forget that this inevitable and relentless dissolu-

tion is itself providing matter out of which new creations

spring, though only to rush into the whirl of short-lived

existence. But what a bright and hopeful thought it is for

the worker in art, that all which glide-., off the shore of the
present into the dark unfathomable ocean of the future, is

being dissolved into its nobler and purer elements, as being
more worthy of a new organization, a new life, on the marge
of the everlasting, illimitable, circle. Yet it is impossible to

reflect on the decadence of Psalmody without regretting that

it did not die a more dignified death. Nevertheless, these

apparently worthless remains, nay, we might almost say,

this foul and revolting residuum of once-pure Psalmody
was soon to be called into new life by the stirring, vivifying

* Take, for example, the two deeply interesting Wesleyan boots " Sacred
Melody "

( ; r76ij and " Sacred Harmony " (? 17B9).
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words of evangclisers ; and from it was destined to burst

forth and blossom that beautiful type of warm-hearted lyric

poem and sweet devotional melody, which, happily wedded
together, have raised a k.dder on which thousands have
climbed and are now c! imbi tie- from ibis poor earth to higher

realms of Ihouelit. Go into any bulldine. wlu-te aie pilfered

together those who proiess and call tlu-n:s:-lvt:s Ch ri slia n.s,

and llit.' swelling, mighty vol i
n;:<- of s^imd will leil you, in no

uncertain way, that dissolution has been followed by

re-creation, the new has indeed come. Yet the old has not
been entirely lost to as. tor v.'c lint! ours;. Ivc.5 now r.nd .again

rejoining our ancestors in one of their much cherished

metrical psabus and stately time!;; and we rejoice thus to

record cur gratitude tc those early reformers who in times

of trouble a::d distress, and hampered by a netwoik of diffi-

cult its and dangers, left us a noble example, and many a

priceless jewel for the church's store of treasures.

DISCUSSION.

The Chairman.— I think if anything justifies the existence
of this Society it is such a remarkable paper as we have
listened to to-night, and I congratulate you that on this

occasion, when we have elected so ninny :icw members, we
should have heard a paper read by our President of such
immense authpiarian knowledge and research. We must
congratulate ourselves that the President has the time and
the opportunity and the inclination to do such work. No
one can perform a more valuable work for the musical art

of this country, and I am sure we hope Sir John will be
spared lor n u i

r

l
y

years in tin: repose hi: mi.-, .so y.eli earned.

Fot llie musical youth of litis country win) lane \::li<;. leisure

lor research el this kind, these papers arc of enormous value

;

for think wim; the r on-position of this extra ore. in -try history

must have meant in time and labour. As far as I am
concerned, it has taught me much. It has made some
matters perfectly plain to me. With regard to the corruption
of tunes, one is yeu pleased lo find it eanie from a French
source. I am glad it was not from an English or a German
source. It is the lij;hi breech work that we admire so much
.in flippant finery, but which is not well grafted on to the

music of (In.- church. I was very glad to hear [hose admirable
closing words. 1 think it is very important, although we
have swept away the Irippcry ot h'rcne.h linoiy, not to sweep
away the modern beauty o.'some of cur limes. 1 am sure

our President has set a good example in the tunes he has
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hilei> published and the excellent preface he lias written,

which I hope you will all read. I know there is ail impression

that we should have Umes in die church otdy >>f a dreary and
dry d;-sci]ption. 1 llnnk we have an aigiuueul in the preface

Sir John has written to his own tunes. The reason why
these peopU published these prefaces of which wi: have
heard seem:-, to me possibly ihe same as the reason why
we publish in our anthem books a long account of all the

composers. I think il is tha". the people who Jo not care to

hear. Just as Mr. Pepys also, you will remember, enjoyed
himsell in church too with his perspective passes, 1 have no
doubt he would have read one of those terrible prefaces—
probably he did. I have only to ask that yon will show your
appreciation of thi;-. paper and the historical knowledge Sir

John has displayed in it.

The vote of Ibanks was passed iman imously.

Dr. Cum minus.—There is no doubt that this hexachord
use and the change of the clefs and figures eame from the
recollection of the old seivice books, where Ihey hud only

" printed certainly in 1745 or

2lody still in the tenor. One
o:ber faci 1 would like 1;; emphasise, fearing we mav 30 LLway

and forget or niisijuotc some remarks of our chairman : it is

that these1 distortions and ornamentations belong to the
eighteenth and not to the previous centuries—at least, in

England.
Sir John Stainer.—The French 1 quoted as the earliest

instance 111 which people were told to do it; but ivc cannot
tell what may have been done before that.

Dr. Cummings.—Pepys probablv wanted to introduce it

into the tune which he wrote but did not compose, " Gaze

Mr. Arthur M. Fox.—May I suggest that the eighteen or

twenty a minute includes the tin::' l.'diL-i) between respirations ?

When your lungs are at rest you will find there are several

seconds between the inspiration and the next expiration.

You will lind it comes to about sixty or seventy a minute.
The Chairman.—But are we supposed to make a pause at

the end of each breath ?

Sir John Staineh.— I am very much obliged to the gentle-

men who have spoken. There is so very much to be learnt
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about this. This is such an immensely loos paper that I

could not read it all. It seems to be absolutely a fallow

held, ami in important books like dictionaries of hyrcmology
you will find very little, if any, information about these
musical introductions. I have a list here of some hundreds
of books that I have examined. When you do find something
it is almost always interesting. But I am quite certain that

any other hearers than " harmonical brethren" would have
got up and walked away before I could have got to the end
of this lengthy discourse.



W. G. McNAUGHT, Esq., Mus. Doc,

In the Chair.

THE TEACHINGS OF HARMONY AS A BASIS
OF EAR TRAINING.

By Frank J. Sawyer, D.Mus., Oxon.

In commencing a paper the writer frequently feels it a duty
to begin with an apology for introducing such a subject. In

the present case I feel that no apolotv whatever is needed,
for to those interested in the teaching of music, the training

of the ear of their pupils is a subject which is rapidly

becoming one of the greatest importance. It is still in its

infancy, bul (o the large number of conscientious teachers il

is presenting itself with an ever-increasing force. We have
been at great pains in England to secure that the rudiments
of music shall be taught intelligently to the young pupil.

Every scheme of examination in practical, as well as in

theoretical, music has insisted on all candidates properly
understanding the basis of the art. How greatly tin: musical

perception and intelligence of the average pupil has improved
by this means, anyone may see who will but compare a
musical schoolgirl of twenty years ago with one of to-day.

But we are, if we arc true to our art, always living fur

further progress, and thus it has become apparent that in our
endeavours lo teach the rudiments, we have done so too
much from the theoretical standpoint only, and have not

combined with it the practical side.

The child is taught that a certain shaped note is called a
half-note or minim, while another shaped note is called a
quarter-note or crotchet, and that the latter is half the iungtli

of the former.

This is the theoretical side. But do we at once try to train

the practical side by singing 01 playing a passage and asking
our little pupil to tell us which were the half-notes and
which were the quarter-notes? In other words, do we train

the child's ear to recognise the musical fact which was
represented by the mashai symbol '
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Again, we teach our pupils major scales, minor scales, and
intervals, on paper. They can, perhaps, tell you all about
them when trjey see them printed ; but the training of the

mind's eye by means of the car we have hitherto neglected.

We are now beginning to recognize that it is not sufficient

if our pupils can show us a major third on paper! They
must be able to tell it when hoard. Hence, in this desire

on the part of teachers to train their pupils as well as they
possibly can, the subject of ear training— i.e., the develop-
mem of the power of hearing to analyse sounds, has become
of more and more importance.

Considering, therefore, the great bearing that it has on the
further progress of our musical art, I feel no apology is

needed as a preface to any attempt to further sitl the slnriy of

ear ttaining.

As preparatory, it may not be amiss to briefly notice the
history of the subject in England. Practically for the last

(ii:y years, imtil a few years ago, it lias hcon only taught in

connection with class singing, and in class smging only by
those who taught on tonic sol-fa principles. Grasping the

great doctrine of good teaching—"the fact before the sign

that represents it "—the late Mr. Cxirwen sought to find

qualities pertaining to each scale degree, by which the singer

might recognise on what slop of the ladder of the major
scale he was.

Hence the tonic was called the Strong or firm note.
The dominant, the Grand or bright note.

The mediant, the Steady or calm note.

The leading ;ii.Hv was the Piercing tone.

The supertunic, the Reusing loin;.

The submediant, the Sad or weeping note.

The subdominant, the Desolate tone.

By the perception of these peculiarities, the child's mind
-was taught to recognise and name each degree of the major

While we may be tempted to smile, especially those of

us who imperfectly realise as yet that the relationship of

every note to its tonic is the basis of all music, these first

attempts at locating the mental effects of each degree have
proved an important beginning to the development of ear
training.

In many of them there is the germ of truth, even if in

others there is a superabundance of picturesqueness.

It is hardly necessary to do more than mention the fact

that in sight-singing teaching, tonal relationship has far out-

grown its early connection with the tonic sol-fa, and has
practically become the recognised method of teaching the

yoimg singer to read music.
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Turning to the history of ear training in instrumental
music, until a few years ago it was almost a blank in

England.
In the old Society of Arts' Examination in practical music

a test was given, but that -was in absolute pitch. Notes
were struck having no connection with each other, and the

young candidate was required to tell the absolute pitch

of these sounds.

Such tests were, of course, a iaici . huMuse the pupil was
either endowed by nature with the gift of absolute pitch and
so could not help answering rightly. 01 nature had not given
her the gift and in such early years she had not been able
to acquire it, Special marks might therefore just as well

have been awarded for the possession of blue eyes.

The pioneers of the subject of ear training seem to have
been the professors of the dictation classes at the Royal
College of Music and at the Royal Academy. Gradually an
interest in the subject was aroused, and :Le authorities

responsible for examinations in connection with Trinity

College and the Incorpuiiiteii Society of Musicians decided
to require tests in ear training from all candidates.

At the annual Conference of the latter body—the Incor-

porated Society of Musicians—at Plymouth, in January, 1899,

a most important advance on the subject wris made in an
admirable paper on " The Training of the Ear," by Dr. Shinn.

It is not too much to say that in the eloquent and forcible

address that he gave, he did more to drive into us the

immense importance of his subject—not in the realm of sight-

singing alone, but in all musical study—than has anything
that has taken place.

Following on this excellent paper Dr. Shinn produced last

year the first part of a text-book on the subject.

Such is the brief history of ear training up to the present

In the further development of the subject it has occurred to

me that it may not be inadvisable to approach it from an
absolutely fresh point of view. While the singer treats it

from the melodic standpoint, our piano pupils will approach
it from a harmonic. Again, it lias been said that no ear
receives a melody without instinctively supplying a simple
harmony. This is certainly true to some extent, because
those who examine in sight singing know that passages in

which the singer's mind cannot apply a natural chord
progression are always the more difficult. For instance, a
singer will readily sing:

—
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since it implies a stranger chord, G, B, E, the major
thirteenth.

Apart from such interesting considerations as these, it

must be palpable to all that harmony is the essential factor

in the music of the present day as we meet with it in our
everyday work.

'

Let us therefore subject the teachings of harmony, as it

appeals to the ear, to a more critical examination. We will

begin with discords, as being those which strike the ear
most forcibly in desiring definite progression.

If I play the progression at No. I

—

and pause on the third chord, the car immediately demands
that the F sharp shall ascend while the A fiat descends.

The chord A flat, C, F sharp is the augmented sixth on
the flattened sixth of the scale. We may therefore say that

the mental effect, that is, the effect produced on the mind by
the augmented sixth, is that the extreme notes shall move
away from one another by diatonic semitones. Although
other progressions are possible, yel to the ear this is the most
natural.

Examine the progression No. i, first on paper, and then

in actual fact, pausing on the third chord :

—

=1

What does the ear demand ? The bass must ascend, the

A flat and the F must descend. When, therefore, we strike

this chord of the diminished seventh the ear receives a

definite mental picture, and instinctively requires that these

notes should move as given above.
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Descending from these mote extreme discords, let us take
the milder discord of the dominant seventh, as given in

progression No. 3 :—

wm

Pausing on the second chord, the ear at once asks that the

treble shall ascend, the alto descend, and the bass return to

the tonic. Even if we invert the chord and put it in five

parts as at No. 3, b, still the same mental effect is apparent
;

the subdominant—the F in the melody—falling, the leading
note—the B in the bass— rising, and the dominant seventh
being most naturally followed, according to the teaching of-

the ear, by the tonic triad. This, therefore, is its mental
effect.

From this study of discords—both extreme and mild—we
may deduce the fact that the car makes of each a definite

picture, and that picture of each is in these cases dependent
on the resolution to something which will produce on the

mind a state of rest.

This constant striving after a point of rest is a feature in

our music, the importance of which we hardly at first realise.

A German writer has said that the desire of contrast is the

underlying principle of all music, and he even traces in the
simple progression of tonic, dominant, tonic (No. 4), the

germ of musical form. Thus, the tonic chord, which in

itself is at first satisfying to the ear, at length begins to pall,

and we ask for something to contrast with it, to which the

dominant chord responds, affording exactly the counterpart

by its brightness and moving power. But this again brings

about in the mind a desire for repose, which is satisfied by
the return of the tonic. The same writer goes on to show
that the early song form is but an extension of this idea of
" rest—motion—rest." The first section is in the tonic, the

contrasting section is in the dominant or other key, from
which the ear demands we shall return, and repeat the first

section, ending on the tonic.

This desire to return to a state of rest is therefore a salient

feature in harmony, and we shall find that it will afford us
most useful aid.

It is, in the first place, necessary to determine what are the

points of rest to which all chords seem striving. They are to

be found in the notes of the tonic triad itself. On these, and
on no others in the scale will the ear rest satisfied. The
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typical feature of the tonic chord is the feeling of perfect

completion which it contains. It is this feature which we
regard as the mental effect of the chord. It is true that

it has various degrees of completion, according to the

position of the chord. Thus, the tonic chord, with root in the

bass and an octave of the root in the treble, gives the best

idea of rest, while the weakest effect of rest is apparent in the

second inversion of the tonic chord, where the interval of the

fourth with the bass makes itself felt as a discord demanding
further progression.

Not Only i:- tin; come chord s:Liis factory ;o the ear as a

point of rest, but melodically it will be found that each of the

notes of which it consists will also, in a greater or less degree,

satisfy the ear and demand no further progression. Thus,
the tonic most fully arouses this feeling and seems to spread
around itself a home-like feeling or sensation of finality. In a

similar manner, though in a lesser degree, the fifth of the
'Ionic chord— the dominant of the scale—will satisfy us, and
ask for no further motion ; while the third of the chord—the

mediant of the scale—also contents us, and gives the ear such
a feeling of rest that no further progression is compulsory.
Thus we see that while in harmony it is the tonic chord

which is the central power of repose in the scale, that power
is so strong in the chord that its force is extended to each note

of which the chord consists.

Having sounded our tonic chord, let us now sound the

In this conjunction what have we found ? Is the ear
satisfied with this second chord ? Is it at rest ' No

;

assuredly not. The feeling of rest and repose has entirely

gone, and we recognise in the dominant chord that a bright

expectancy has been awakened of further motion. This-

bright feeling of further progression is typical of the dominant
chord even without the seventh of the chord being added. It

may be called the " mental effect " of the chord on the fifth

degree.

The position of the chords in No. 4 is such that the tonic

in the melody falls to the leading-note, and the primary
sensation produced in the mind is that this " leading-note "

should, as its name implies, " lead up " to the tonic. Even

tely after it :

—
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supposing there is someone in this room who lias never heard
of notes of the scale producing effects on the mind, yet I

suppose no one present will deny the desire or tendency of

the leading-note to ascend to the tonic. I have only met one
such person, and it may not be amiss to digress for a moment
to consider this exceptional case. Those who possess the

gift of absolute pitch (and I do not think they are 1 in 10,000

of the population) are often either entirely unable, or else only
partially able, to understand how music appeals to us

who, not having the gift of absolute pitch, hear and accept

our music by relative pitch.

To such people, tonal relationship—that is, the relationship

of every note to its tonic—appeals only very slightly. Thus, if

the possessor of absolute pitch listen to a symphony in C he
will hear the second subject in G. They will be lo him two
absolute and separate keys. But to those of us who have
not the gift of absolute pitch, we should hear the principal

subject given out in the tonic, and, when the second subject

arrived, we should hear that it was in the dominant of the

original key, and thus the inter-relationship of the two
sections will he established. In fact, to quote the words
used recently by Mr. George Langley, " the whole apprecia-

tion of the centre of pitch is (after the first note of a

composition has been heard) merely one of relativity."

To the- possessor of absolute pitch it is not always so, and,

to such, a note will sometimes appeal so fully as a certain

definite sound at one definite pitch, that its tonal relationship

will be entirely obliterated.

It was in this way that the m.^ir.il s:u.-it-nt in f;-,:(-s:io™

perceived sound. I struck the leading note as part of the
dominant triad, but the student honestly assured me that she
could not perceive that it had any tendency to ascend, and
that she had always wondered why it was called the
" leading-note."

In conclusion of this little parenthesis, this fully explains
the difficulty that teachers with absolute pitch have in

teaching ear training to pupils without it.

Returning to Example No. 4, the leading-note may there-
fore be taken as the note having the strongest of mental
effects in its tendency to lead up to the tonic.

This is the case in all triads in the scale which contain the
leading-note:

—
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The mediant triad is lnosl sul i^latto; ily followed by one
which admits of the leading-note ascending, either, as at
No. 5, a, to the submediant chord, or, as at No. 5, b, to the
tonic chord. In the diminished triad, either in uninverted
form (as at <:) or inverted form (as a d), the same desire of

the leading-note to ascend is palpably clear.

Let us now place the tonic and dominant chords in another
position, in order to discover what harmony teaches us about
the supertonic of the scale. Striking the first and second
chords of No. 6—

and, pausing on the second, we instinctively feel a desire that

the second degree may fall again and the tonic chord be
resumed. It is true the second degree might ascend to the
mediant, but that is not what the ear regards as the most
iiutiiial progression, and for this reason : were the supertonic
to rise to the mediant it would reach a note which is not so

strong a point of rest as is the tonic, and hence the ear leads

us downwards. That this tendency of the second degree to

fall to the tonic is, melodically, very marked, I presume few
would dispute. It is the penultimate note of every canlo

fermo in counterpoint, and it is therefore self-evident that the

ancient writers considered "supertonic, tonic" as in their

time the natural termination of every melody. On turning

to the first twelve tunes in Macfarren's " Old English Ditties,"

ten out of the twelve thus end. Since, therefore, the striving

after a point of rest seems inherent in every chord other than
the tonic, which itself is the point of rest, we may regard the

two notes of the dominant chord as desiring to seek repose in

passing to the tonic.

The mental picture of the leading-note is to ascend to the

The mental picture of the supertonic is to fall to the tonic.

And what does the octave of the dominant itself do in this

progression ?

The dominant being itself a point of rest it remains
stationary. Returning for a moment to No. 5, a and b, we
find that in the progressions of the mediant triad the same
thing was apparent : the octave of the mediant, being itself a

point of rest, remains stationary. Do not misunderstand my
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meaning. I am far from saying that the teachings of harmony
always show ih;it [he tonic, the dominant, and the mediant
always remain stationary. [ would simply say, taking the
simple*; jirogrcT to.is tin- pii»:u:y ,i:nl rim l of the
Sfromi.iry triads this is so.

The tendency of the super tonic to fa;l is aiso found in other
rhonis iic.nlt.-t> doi::i:i.itit :riad—

m

Thus, in No. 7, a and b, as octave of the root in the super-

tonic chord itself, or at c, as third of the diminished triad,

it seems natural to thus progress.

Let us now turn to the subdominant triad and place it to

follow the tonic triad as at No. 8, pausing on the second
chord—

It is necessary that we first notice the peculiar effect of the

chord itself. It does not possess that firm stability that

belongs to the tonic chord, nor does it produce that bright

effect of motion that we found to be characteristic of the

dominant chord.
Its effect is one of dulness, or, as suggested to me by Sir

Hubert Parry, a "clouded*' effect. In this it seems the

antithesis of the dominant, and hence the three primary
triads present to us three clear contrasts : the tonic, stability

and rest; the dominant, brightness and motion; the sub-
dominant, dulness or cloud. It was this clouded effect of the

subdominant, both as chord and as scale degree, which was
evidently felt by the late Mr. Curwen, when he wrote as the

mental effect of •• fah " that it was ''desolate or awe-
inspiring."

As I said before, even if we smile at this ultra-picturesque

description yet there is a germ of truth in it.
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The general effect of the subdominant triad we may thus
take to lie its dulness ; and this is also apparent in the

melodic nature of the fourth degree of the scale.

But harmony teaches us more than this. Let us sound
again No. 8 pausing on the second chord. Is the ear at

rest? No! it is not, but it feels instinctively that the

simplest progression would be to follow the subdominant
chord by the tonic, the fourth degree thus falling to the third.

Let us examine other simple chord progressions in which the

subdominant note occurs—

In No. 9, a, we have the dominant seventh in which the

fourth degree ;s that discordant .seventh, and therefore desires

resolution by falling to the third. Wherever, in the
dominant series of discords, the original seventh (the sub-
dominant) is present, it will thus always want to descend.

Thus in No. 9, b, we have the major ninth, where the F
desires to progrts;. downward;-. At No. [,, d. we have ll.'j

diminished triad, which is here of course only an incomplete
form of a dominant seventh with the root omitted. Here
also the subdominant descends. Even in No. 9, c, where F
occurs as third of the supertonic triad, it still wants to

descend.

Hence we may say that harmony teaches us that the effect

of the fourth degree on the mind is " dulness," and that it

has a desire or tendency to fall to the third degree. We
have now to examine the other note of the subdominant
chord— viz., the submediant

—

Let us again hear the tonic chord, this time with the fifth

degree at the top, and follow it by the sub-dominant chord
with the sixth degree of the scale in the treble (No. 10),

pausing on the second chord.
The ear is again not al rest, but desires that the tonic chord

may be resumed as a point of rest, the sixth degree thus
falling to the fifth of the scale.

g|s||J§|j||
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We have now to examimr other simple progressions to see

if they substantiate this tendency of the sixth degree to fall

—

In No. 11, a, we find that the triad of the sixth degree

passes naturally to that on the mediant. The bass ben: riso

a fifth ; there is one note in common between the chords ; it

is the most natural progression from the sixth degree, and, in

the melody, that degree falls to the fifth. In the second pro-

gression, at h. ttu: sixth dirgrui: iippi.ars fifth nf 1 :n; liiiiinr

triad on the supertonic, and that chord is followed in its most
natural way by the dominant chord—in fact, we may regard

this as the most usual use of the supertonic triad. Here
again the sixth degree of the scale falls to the fifth, passing

thus to a point of rest. On other occasions in the same pro-

gression we find the sixth d(rj;rir<: passing up through the
leading-note to find its ultimate goal in the tonic.

We may therefore rightly say that the sixth degree of the
scale has a general tendency to fall to the dominant. As
regards a distinct mental effect to the sixth degree we
may seek in vain. It has been called in Mr. Curwen's
description the " sad note." This definition is clearly

based on the fact that the relative minor scale begins on the

sixth degree of the major, and, as the minor mode is more
melancholy than the major mode, the degree on which it

starts—the sixth degree of ;he major- was called the "sad
note." But this is illogical since we are treating of the sixth

in its relationship to its tonic, and not when it has become
itself the new tonic of a minor scale. Again, harmony teaches
us that the sixth degree is far more often used not as part of

the relative minor chord than as part of it, since it is the; third

of the subdommant chord and the fifth of the supertonic, and
ic neither of these chords does the sixth degree give the ear

an idea of sadness, as the following simple melodic passages
will at once show

—
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the progression shows the A in this example as part of the

Supertonic triad. In none of these eases doi s the sixth decree

produce a " sad " effect on the mind.
Gathering together the results of our examination of the

movements of scale decrees in the simplest harmonic pro-

gressions, we find that we have evolved an easy way for the

young beginner in ear training by which each degree may
be recognised.

Firstly, the degrees of the scale prove to be of two kinds in

the effects that they produce on the mind: one class, which
have been called the "strong notes," satisfy the ear, and
consist of the tonic, which gives the most perfect idea of

conclusion and rest; the dominant, which, in comparison
with :he tonic, sounds clear and bright; and the mediant,
which sounds peaceful and calm. On these three scale

degrees, and on these only, the ear will rest satisfied and
require no further progression. They are the three " points

of rest " in the scale.

The other degrees are incomplete on the ear, and require

further progression, and have for this reason been called the

"weak cotes."

Of these four, the leading-note, as its name implies, has

a desire, or tendency, to lead up to the tonic; while the

supertonic has a distinct tendency to fall to the tonic ; the

subdom mant appeals to the ear by its dull or clouded effect

and its desire to fall to the mediant ; while the sixth

degree—a rather colourless note—desires to fall to the

°These deductions we arc clearly entitled to make from the

foregoing examination of simple harmonic progressions. 1

would, however, most emphatically ask that no one present

should imagine that these tendencies and mental effects are

always present. They are not, and no one would be so

foolish as to say that they were. But this we can, and do
say, that basin;.; our siif,'.Llestions on sinijilo chord progressions,

we have here a set of ge<ie:alisat.o:is which will aid the

yu'jng i lanist or vuilir.ist to ree<it;:.ise and name the single

•
'.;<<.. r>l (he major scale.

To i.lusltate n:y remarks, 1 have brought with me a young
pupil of .ibout 14 years of age who has had one hour's total

teaching in ear training, divided iuto twelve iittlc lessons of

five minutes each. 1 believe you will find bi-r able to tell

you accurately any degree in the chromatic scale that you
may strike (having first given her the tonic) and also that she
will be able to name every interval sounded between the

tonic and any degree of ihc chromatic scale. And this 10

after on.- hour's teaching by means of the harmonic efkets of

:u<- ;,..•<;•.

(Illustration with Miss [Jlakistori.)
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Extending our examination of harmony to the chief chords
of the minor mode we, of course, lake the tonic minor ; for if

the essence of all music is the relationship which exists

between the tonic, or key-note, and the various degrees of

major, and therefore C minor and C major must be compared
—not C major and A minor.

Comparing C major with the harmonic form of C minor,
we find only two notes different—viz., E flat, the minor
third of the scale, and A flat, the minor sixth of the scale.

Tracing the origin of the scale in the primary triads of the

key we find the tonic a minor chord, having the minor third

as its middle note, this minor third imparting to the whole
chord a more sad or melancholy effect than had the major
chord. The key-note and the dominant retain exactly their

former character, the one of finality, the other of brightness.

The dominant triad remains as in the major, and the
leading-note still desires to rise, and the supertonic to fall.

The subdominant triad contains the flattened sixth degree,
being F, A flat, C. The subdominant F retains its character
ofdulness and its desire to fall. Comparing the minor sixth

with the major sixth, we find that the desire to fall to the
fifth is greatly intensified in the minor sixth

—

This imperative tendency of the flattened sixth to fall is

borne out in every chord in the minor mode which contains

that note-

In No. 14, a, 6, c, d, we find this true, nor is it difficult to

account for it, since in the majority of cases the flattened

sixth degree may be traced to its derivation from the
dominant root, from which it is the minor ninth. Hence its

strong feeling of a desire to fall in resolution.

No. 14.
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But three other notes remain to complete the chromatic
scale of harmony—viz., D flat, F sharp, and B flat. Of these
the flattened seventh is easily recognised by the ear, since it

builds with the tonic a minor seventh, desiring to fall, and so
alfordin;; a strong contrast to the major seventh, which
desired to rise.

Tlit; augmented fourth (F sharp) is seized On by the ear as

being the leading-note to the key of the dominant, and thus,

in its desire In rise, it contrasts itself with the diatonic fourth

degree, which, with its dull effect, desires to fail.

Lastly, the flattened second degree (D flat), which harmony
allows 115 is so often used as part of the Neapolitan sixth (as

shown in No. i+, d), desires, though in a more Intensified

manner than did the second degree, to fall to the tonic.

We have now, by the teachings of harmony, been able to

formulate a method by which our young pupils can tell us
any degree of the chromatic scale which we may Strike,

always provided the tonic is first given.

Since the method is based entirely on the relationship of

each note to jls tonic, the pupii will, when once the plan has
been mastered, be able as easily to work in one major key as
in another.

(Illustration in the notes of the chromatic scale by Miss
Blakiston.)

We are of course to-day onlv deaiinc; wilh the :v;'j' elemen-
tary work of ear traiitbg. and therefore, in conclusion, 1 shall

very briefly show how the elements of harmony enable the

pupil to tell intervals. These we will divide into two classes :

those of which the tonic is the lower note, and secondly, those
intervals in which it is not the lower note.

In preface to this portion of the work we may well

reiueruhct that it i: was inn: tj:at the: ear supplied harmonies of

a simple naUi:-<: to the. single note? of every melodic passage,
it is doubly true that the ear receives every simultaneous
sounding of two notes— i.e., every interval, as pint of a chord.

Therefore, if harmony has proved to he a basis of recognition

by the ear of single notes, far more so will it be in the
detection of intervals.

In the majority of cases the old mental effects which we
foil rid peuah::n.i: to the: notes as seale decrees will be found
still existing in intervals; but it must also be noticed that

some intervals have i:\ Ihi.inselves so strongly a special

harmonic effect that the melodic effect is overridden. Thus
any minor seventh, as a part of a chord, has so marked a

harmonic effect in the desire of the upper note to resolve

downwards, that it will overcome the melodic effect of the
upper note. Thus, seconds, sevenths, and perfect fifths often

have harmonic tendencies, which supersede the melodic
tendencies of the various notes of which they consist. It will
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be found, however, that in the majority of intervals this is not

the case, and the old mental effects of the scale degrees will

remain, and be of the greatest use in tho determination of the

Thus the perfect fifth between tonic and dominant is at

once recognised by the bright mental effect of the fifth

degree (No. 15, <i)—

The major third (No. 15, b) still sounds calm and peaceful— in

fact, I leave it to you to decide whether the third degree
makes the interval calm, or whether the interval of the

major third makes the degree calm ! The minor third (No.

15, c) is sad and melancholy. The perfect fourth essentially

desires the resolution of that fourth on to the third degree
(No. 15, d). The major sixth (No. 15,;) desires to fall to the
dominant, the minor sixth (No 15, /) imperatively demanding
to do the same thing. Even in the interval of the major
seventh (No. 15, g), the tendency of the leading-note to

ascend is not completely overcome, but the ear seems to

grasp the seventh degree as a retardation of the tonic.

6. e. rf.

Of the other intervals from the tonic, the influence of
harmony will he more direcliy apparel':;. Tims in tin: minor
second (No. 16, a) the ear demands the resolution of the lower
note a whole tone downwards to resolve it on a consonance
—the minor third. In the major second (No. 16, b) the lower
note has a tendency to fall a semitone, and is less fierce in its

discordancy than was the minor second. The augmented
fourth (No. 16, c) the car seizes on as creating a modulation to

the dominant, and it recognises the interval because of the

desire of the two notes to move away from each other by
a degree. Lastly, in the minor seventh (No. 16, rf)theteach-

ing of harmony and the desire of the ear for resolution agree,

and the interval is known by the tendency of the upper note
to descend and of the lower note to rise a fourth.

(Illustrations by Miss Blakiston.)

We have treated of the class of intervals arising between
the tonic and the various notes of the harmonic chromatic
scale. This scale, which ascends by flats with the solitary
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exception of the sharpened fourth degree, is, as Sir Hubert
Parry says in Grove's Dictionary, " obviously the most
consistent," since h was " such accidentals as can occur
in chromatic chords without changing the key in which the

passage occurs." It is very interesting to note that the ear,

thai infallible judge in all matters musical, fully endorses this ;

for it is in this way that each of the degrees of the chromatic
scale will appeal to the ear. Thus C—E flat struck alone

will never sound to the ear as C—D sharp ; nor will C, F
sharp sound as C, G flat and the upper note desire to

descend instead of ascend.

I must not trespass on your time in dealing fully with
intervals of which the tonic is not the key-note. Briefly let

me [joint out that in these, as was the case in the other

class, frequently the mental effects of the scale degrees will

s:ill remain. This is the case in all intervals derived from
the primary triads, as No. 17 will show :

—

In all these cases the ear can trace the notes of the intervals

by their individual peculiarities. In other cases, the power
of the harmonic effect of the interval will partially, if not
entirely, override the more simple melodic effect of the scale

degree. Thus, in No. 18—

each of the intervals has its own harmonic effect ; but on
heating the Ionic first the ear of the pupil will readily grasp
some fact that will aid it, and thus by systematic, practice

every interval struck will lie readily named. Further than
this I must not go to-night.

What lias been the object of our researches ? To try and
evolve from the harmony which is constantly surrounding
our little pianists and violinists some few salient facts—
" ger.ei Eilisations," if you like to name them so—winch can
aid the young ear to analyse the sounds it is hearing.

Tan-., by utilising the brain, as well as the ear, a far more
intelligent pupil will he produced, the acuteness of per-

ception will be greatly enhanced, because the pupil will

not only interpret symbols into sounds, but also—the great
reflex side—will leatn how to interpret sounds into symbols.

The quick and ready way in which any well-trained

schoolboard hoy will name in his sol-fa the sounds sung

No. 17.
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to him must put many of us staff musicians to the blush.

It need not do so, if we will take the matter up, and with our
greater and more adequate knowledge of music will try

to teach it on a rational plan. It is perfectly easy to do
;

in our desire to advance our pupils' musicianship it is

demanded of us that we teach it them. Therefore, if in

the very near future the great subject of ear training is not

considered a .sine i/mi iiuii fur every young beginner when
learning the rudiments, and for every student of harmony
from the time he learns the primary triads, we have not done
our duty to the great art of music which we profess to love

and desire to serve.

DISCUSSION.

The Chairman.— I am sure we are all much indebted to

Dr. Sawyer for the very instructive lecture he has given us.

He manages to put a great deal in a Email compass, and I

am sure you will all look forward to seeing this paper in

print. I have always considered this subject as of supreme
importance. I have had a great deal to do with it in the
course of my life. For some thirty years ear training has
been part of tlx: musical work for even' schoolmaster in trie

training college, and it is an essential feature of the Educa-
tion Code tmdei winch some four or five millions of children,

have been plied with ear exercises throughout the country.
Dr. Sawyer alluded lo instrumentalists rather than llir- singer

at large, ar.u there undoubtedly he is right. The subjecl lias

been woefully neglected in these quarters. It bids fair now,
I think, to be taken up; and with such teachers as Dr.
Sawyer and Dr. Shinn about, 1 hope a great reform will be
accomplished. The supreme question in relation to your
exercises always will lie how to arrange the order of teaching.
Many efforts have been made during the last century lo

devise plans of ear training. Some of them go upon an
apparently hi<;;i logical basis, but arc really governed entirely
by llie form of Ihi- my.alii.ei which is ti-ed'; a:;d so you may
pick up a hook on eai Lrair.ing in wliLch every lium; seems to-

be arranged admirably, and yet the method fails miwcably
when it is applied to the average jiupil. That is he'-ause it

has been governed more by (he fori:! of tin; notation than by
what I may call the psychological treatment of the subject.

There is really no rational way of approaching ear training,
except by rinding how the average pupil works; and the
average pupil, I am sure, does not work by absolute pitch,

Dr. Sawyer has told you so, and with his great experience
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and thai of many others before us, we must conclude that we
cannot base methods on the assumption that ordinary pupils
can gain the sense of absolute pitch. There arc two other
courses open to us. We may observe the interval as perfect
fifth, perfect fourth, major third, Sec, without regard to the
tonic. As every piece of music may be said to present a set of
intervals, this method may seem feasible. The perfect fourth
certainly has a definite, somewhat ghastly effect ; the perfect
u::h is comparatively bnghl

; the major third is sweet; and so
on. That was the plan adopted by sonic teachers. It is not

possible now to give anything like a history of the subject.

I am sorry Dr. Sawyer did not notice Hitter's Musical
Dictation, which was published in Novello's Music Primers
in 18S7. It represents an honest and hard-working effort to

hr-.r.li the subject before the. British musical public. But I

am afraid that the public was not then in the mood to receive

it. Unfortunately, Ritter bases his plan too much on the
observation of intervals. He begins by asking the pupil to

roll major seconds, minor seconds, and so on, and it looks very

logical to take gradually larger and larger intervals till you
:;eL to the octave. But though I think the book deserves
attention for many things in it, I must say I do not like the

principle on which, it is based. Vou can observe intervals,

I think, pretty well, and 1:111 teach pupils to observe then;

when they are struck together; but it is much more difficult

to take them in melody. Many, I think, hear the mental
effect of the scale degree and afterwards translate it into

terms of intervals. When C and E are struck together the

memory is not called upon for the purposes of the comparison.

It hears them both at once, just as when you see these two
book?, together you have a clear idea of their relative size;

but if I showed you one and a little while afterwards the

other, it would not be so easy to decide. I noticed that the

young lady you have just heard first had the notes played
as scale degrees and then she named the intervals—minor
sevenths, &c. But the main reason why melodic intervals arc

found difficult to recognise directly is that scale degree effect

occupies the mind ami draws attention from specific interval

effect. The third plan is to try to awaken this sense of

tonic relationship. That is the only plan that you can
assume as possible on the part of the average pupil; and
that, I am glad to see, is the plan which Dr. Sawyer has
adopted and Dr. Shinn also, 1 believe, agrees. All music
courses, no matter ivhat their object, should include ear-

traffling' If it is necessary for the training of children in

elementary schools, it is necessary for our pianoforte pupils.

I am sure we shall be very glad to hear other speakers
; but,

before I sit down, f should like to have the pleasure of

proposing a very hearty vote of thanks to Dr. Sawyer.

Digitized by Google
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Perhaps Dr. Shinn will second that, and take the opportunity

of letting us know what he thinks on the matter.

Dr. Shinn.— I think I should be particularly uncnitc-inl,

both to Dr. Sawyer and to yourself, if I did not rise to thank

Parratt \vho
R
rirst introduced the subject of ear training to

me, and my book on musical memory is dedicated to bim

to musical dictation !•%••:• !•;•>•. With lei^in

method, t may say that very largely it is m;
o far as regards the treatment of the tonic a

ipect
fixed

of harmoriy. To make harmony the basis of ear training is

somewhat analogous to taking grammar as the basis for

the study of the meaning of words. You do not go to

grammar to explain the meaning of a word
;
and I do not

think you ought to go to harmony to explain the sound of
a chord. Unless you take ear training as the basis of
harmony, harmony is a non-musical subject. The two
first examples strike me as illustrations of the influence of

Digitized by Google
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environment. Dr. Sawyer said A, is more readily grasped
than B. That is because we hear it very much oftener.

It has occurred in music so frequently that the human mind
and ear have got to the condition of accepting A more
readily than B. If Spencer's theory of heredity is right-
ami many men of science believe in Spencer—the human
mind through generations has been familiarised with par-

ticular combinations and progressions, and we have inherited

a tendency to accept what our ancestors accepted more
readily than what is novel and unfamiliar. I think that

is the foundation of the whole thing. It seems going a
long way off, but I believe that is really at the bottom of

thu subject. Harmony must be taught as we teach ear

training. You must introduce your chords to the ear first

of all and then you introduce them on paper. We owe a
great deal to sol-faists for what they have done ; and I

say this the more readily because I am not a sol-faist.

Dr. Sawyer spoke about the chromatic scale, and said we
would never think of C—E flat as C—D sharp. I think
that is a matter which will depend on the influence of our
environment upon us. With regard to C going to F sharp,

I should not agree with him. 1 do not think we hear an
augmented fourth more often than a diminished tifth. With
regard to G sharp, I admit that an augmented fifth is a
rarer interval than a minor sixth. The whole basis of the

question is what one's mind is used to listen to and what
is familiar to one. In seconding this vote of thanks I am
sure that we all feel that we owe a great debt of gratitude to

Dr. Sawyer. The paper is not one to be discussed at a
moment's notice; but it is a paper we should all read
carefully and from which we should learn something. With
regard to this Subject of ear-training, we seem to lie passing
through the second of those three stages mentioned by"
Herbert Spencer. A few years ago we were unanimous
in our ignorance; our present stage represents the differ-

ences of opinion of the inquiring, and many are coming
forward to tell us what they think best. Then in the third

stage we come to the unanimity of the wise. I hope we
shall some dav reach that happy condition.

The vote of thanks was then passed unanimously.
Mr. W. Harding Bonner.—One thing occurred to me

while these illustrations were being given, and that is that
two chords do not always mark a key. For instance, 1

beard Xo. 8 as clearly in the key of F. I think Dr. Sawyer
should have played more chords in order to establish the

key. I should always play five or six chords so that the
pupil might have the key well established. The ambiguity
is often heard in Tallis's Responses and similar passages in

the Church services. I think Dr. Sawyer's plan is the right
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one. We must begin with the very easy things. One of the

critics, in reviewing Dr. Sawyer's new book, says that he
thinks he goes too far in the subject of the mental effect

of notes. Of course these things should be learnt in child-

hood; and if you commence at the beginning of musical

knowledge you will find children will learn most easily from

the scale effect. After they have thoroughly imbibed the

mental effect of scale notes they can then go on to more
difficult things ; and there, I think, the study of interval

comes in. The effect of chords depends very largely on
the intervals contained in them ; and in teaching chords
it is always well to analyse those intervals. The different

inversions have totally different effects, largely because of

the different intervals introduced. The effect of interval

is a strong point which we must not omit ; but it is not

wise to commence with it. Certainly the mental effect of

the scale is the best way of training the eat at first. The
question of the minor key we had better not go into. But
the intervals of the minor scale certainly have a very
different effect from those of the major. The effect of an
interval, I agree, is not so obvious, because this effect of

scale tone governs everything. This study is a most
interesting one, and if care is taken in teaching children

at the beginning, we find they can do a great deal more than
we should expect from them. But later in life very little

can be done, as a rule, unless pupils arc gifted musically.

Dr. Sawyer.—I will not take more than a minute, because
1 think \vc have far too much encroached on the time of

Mr. Rose, whom we are all looking forward to hearing. It is

curious how we all look at the world from our own point of

view. I looked at it from the point of view of staff musicians,
which is the real musical world. Outside there is a small
world who learn tonic sol-fa and know a little about the staff.

Well, now, considering that not, perhaps, more than four or

five per cent, of those children would ever learn the staff, the

influence of that teaching is entirely lost when they leave

the Board schools, whereas these children whom I have in

view are all, or nearly all, familiar with the staff already, I

entirely agree with Dr. McNaught about intervals. But it is

most interesting to note what a different mental effect the
same pair of notes have in different combinations. Sound
B flat—G alone. They probably suggest the minor chord of
G. Now add E flat below. You have the major chord
of E flat. Or, instead, we may add C. The combination
appears to be a dominant seventh in F. Or add A. It now
appears as a dominant ninth in D. The effect of the two upper
notes is wholly different in each case. I think the experi-

ments I have made with pupils who have learnt that way
is that they soon get very hopeless. With regard to the
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supertonic. Dr. Shinn must bear in mind thai we should take
the simplest possible progressions. I have used that basis

now for the last ten years, and have never known it to fail at

all in appealing to the car of an instrumentalist. The proof
of the pudding is in the eating. That is the point we want
to get at. With regard to the teaching of harmony, that, of

course, is the way in which I have applied it. 1 do not,

of course, mean to say that these tendencies are always
apparent. 1 have simply tried to evolve from the simplest

passages that which will be of help to our little pupils. You
noticed, time after time, that the student whom I questioned
instead of telling what I wanted gave the name of the scale

degree, f think the classes that are carried on at the
Royal Academy of Music and the Royal College of Music,
though they are taught by very able men, are not taught on
the right system. The teachers have both of them a fine

sense of absolute pitch, and they are not able to realise the

difficulties that their pupils experience. I should, of course,

have taken care to establish the key properly if I had had
time, but I was obliged to give it you cut and dried. No. 5
would, of course, strike you as in E minor, if you were cot
previously led to C major

;
but that is a condition you were not

intended to assume. 1 am very much obliged to you, because
not a word seems to have been found fault with in the
deductions that I have tried to make from harmony.
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In THE Chair.

THE BALALAIKA.
By Algernon Rose, F.R.G.S.

It may seem impossible, in these limes of musical progress
and emulation, that a family oi" ir.s1n;tnc:iiip possessing unusual

musical attributes should be in vogue in a large portion of

Europe and yet be unknown to musicians generally, Never-
theless, such is the fact. Outside Russia the peculiar

charm of the balalaika (pronounced bal-a/iie-ka) is unknown.
In our standard works on orchestration it is not mentioned,
although its claims for association with the modern orchestra
for special effects are as great as those of the mandoline,
guitar, saxophone, sumisophone, or ophicleide.

The recollection that certain very interesting and erudite

papers on Russian opera and Russian church music have
been read before this Association fills me with much diffidence

when I venture to draw attention to an instrument which
has hitherto been identified with the serf of Russia. Yet,
when it is remembered that the Russian peasa7it is as musical

as the poorest Irish piper, that this instrument during many
generations has been ihr.ost his only artificial means fur

giving ir,iwo.i! expression to his thoughts, a^.d that the

balalaika is ubiquitous throughout the Russian Empire, the

importance of the instrument may not or.ly be conceded by
liberal thinkers, but the musician may. even regard it wit;i

Having alhided to the Irish ijipes, another typically national

instrument ofCLrs to inc. The Irish hand harp might stul

he pleasurably cultivated ;:i ou: sister isle. It has,

however, sunk into irretrievable oblivion. Its musical value
is consequently dead. The balalaika is, however, a living

reality. It may therefore be regarded as a factor of immense
value for conserving and revealing those peculiarities of musical
thought—of phrasing, accentuation, ami uis! uicl ive melody—
of a great people, as yet unyoked to the musical laws accepted
by the rest of Europe.

In July last I had an opportunity of hearing the balalaika

in St. Petersburg. The best performances were those
given by the Capelle organised by Mr. Herman Rode, of
Moscow. His son, Mr. Iliia Rode, a clever violinist, is leader

of this Capelle. Iliia's four sisters—Wera, Soffi, Elisawetta,
and Raisa—took part, being all musicians of remarkable
talent, although two of them were very young. Four other
good players, not members of the Rode family, completed the

band. Potpourris of Russian airs constituted the main part
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of the programme. This was listened to attentively and
with manifest pleasure and understanding by a large and
enthusiastic audience.

As a solo instrument the balalaika has Utile value
;
but

In ensemble playing it excels. I learnt that the chief of
all balalaika players in Russia is Audreff, of St. Petersburg.

At the time of my visit he was away at Paris, having been
engaged to play at the Exhibition. To him credit is

due for having, firstly, increased the resources of his instru-

ment, and, secondly, for having promoted excellence in

ensemble rather than in solo playing. Since he has done
this, the popularity of the balalaika in Russia has increased

by leaps and bounds. The ins'.rnmenl has, in fact, become
fashionable. ! i is wrus-pered that the Czarina herseh" di-li^hts

in it. Even as the Scot will always love his pipes, so the
Russian lias always loved his balalaika. Away to the

east, as far as Vladivostock, the balalaika is to be found.

In the north its tone solaces the peasant during the long,

solitary, and dreary winter. At the fairs at Nijni it is to

be heard incessantly, and from any convivial vodka parly or

wedding feast the balalaika would, indeed, be sorely missed.

Thus, the instrument lias long been cultivated by the lower
classes; but only in recent years has it been affected

by ladies of fashion, who often now play the balalaika

to their friends of an evening. Professional players are seldom
engaged to teach the instrument. It is mostly learnt by ear,

with the help of a primer for self-instruction, such as
E. Dekker-Shenk's Tutor for the Balalaika. As such
publications are only printed in Russian, they are of little

use to musicians unacquainted with that language.
Let me repeat that, by itself, a single balalaika is not heard

to advantage. One should listen to the performance of a
good band of these instruments, where the playing is properly
harmonised, to gain the best impression. In Russia such
an opportunity is not difficult to find. Nearly all schools,

factories, cadet and naval corps possess such bands, and
soldier-musicians are now required to play the balalaika for

their officers' mess or regimental dances. No firework file
in Russia is complete without some balalaika music, and at

the dinner parties of wealthy Russians a balalaika band
is usually engaged to play during the feast. It may here be
mentioned that Russians mostly get married in the evening.
Church service is at eight ; dinner follows at midnight,
accompanied by balalaika music ; the bride and bridegroom
and their friends afterwards dance till five or six o'clock in

the morning, prior to the couple going to their new home, a
honeymoon tour in Russia being unusual.
The effect produced by a full choir of balalaiki is as difficult

to describe in words as would be the effect of a new shade of
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colour. There is something ol tlx

the tore, although the balalaika

ndoane quality about
ids softer and more

seductive. Again, the M>un<l might U: likened to that which

!<•> h- Cn;K',if the players showed wonderful dexterity, preci-

sion, ant) control over the ir r-.nirv.is instruments. Wayir.g
well in tune, they produced beautiful ptannmna and crescendo

eff'Kts, whilst they gave out. when desired, an astonishing

forte.

It is a truism 10 siy that a musical genius can make any

musical man can la.i-^e ihe best miisica': instrument to

displease the ear. In ordinary hands, the bal ila;kn — like

the violin- is by no means remarkable. In the hands of an
artist it is wonderful. If there beany secret in obtaining the

best effects in balalaika playing, it is due to the artist's "style,"
or that subtle power of changing rhythm and unconsciously
producing contrasting shades of piano, forte, fortissimo,

crescendo and liliiiiimHiido soi..:n.l, which dciics analysis and
cannot be taught any more than can be a beautiful literary

style. With the band in question—under the leadership

of a gifted player, their capacity for expression, unity of
attack, and correctness of rendering (thuy played, Hungarian
fashion, without book), created an ensemble which was
evidence in itself that constant and patient rehearsal had
been gone through for a lengthy period before a public
performance had been given, or the criticism of an exacting
audience had been challenged. The nine instruments

constituting the complete balalaika family were as follows :

—

would result from a large silvery- toned
for. in the balalaika, the harpsichord
again emphatic. On two occasions

d Kuckers harpsichord,
rd "crash" is now and
ns when 1 heard tile

Two piccolos, tuned li, la, mi-

Two bassos, tuned to

One alto, tuned to mi, la, mi

—
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The measurements of the Prime balalaika were as follows :

—

From nut on finger-board to bridge, 17J inches; length of

finger-board, j 1 inches; from nut to top of sound-hole, 14inch.es
;

from nut to tail, inches
;
length of head, 5 inches

;
hack of

neck to hack button, 1 1 inches ; corner to corner of bottom
side, i.'.j inches

;
corner In rornur of side feces, r r-i inches ; and

width at bottom of finger-board, ij inches.

A balalaika player is seldom happy unless he plays on his

own instrument, because the instruments in no two bands

s possible. It

eight times,

twice. Thus,

For pizzicato playing, the hand is closed. One finger

after another produces a better tone than if the same
finger is always used. Appoggiatura are given pizzicato

with the thumb of the left hand, whilst the other fingers

press the finger-board to produce the notes. When a

glissando ia played, the appoggiatura are sounded with the
right hand.

Passerbski, late of Moscow and now of St. Petersburg,
is reputed to be the best balalaika maker. For the Rode
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Capelle he made one piccolo, one primo, and the alto

instrument. Akusen, of St. Petersburg, made the other
piccolo. Ivanoff, of St. Petersburg, and AlexandrofF, of
Moscow, manufactured the two basses and the giant
contra-bass.
The best balalai'ki cost about £10, or 100 roubles each.

Mr. Rode's contra-bass came to 60 roubles.

Being too poor to buy an instrument, the Russian peasant
makes bis own balalaika. Rough though the instrument
may be, the moujik often gets marvellous music out of it.

The wood used is the Russian spruce fir, of which there

is plenty to be had. Fine instruments, however, are often

made of other woods. A superior one I saw had a bird's-

eye-maple belly and a mahogany neck, the head being
beautifully carved to a design of two sea-horses facing

each other.

In the best balalai'ki the belly is as thin as cartridge

paper. A surface of black veneer is often placed over the

belly below the neck, where the player's finger thwacks
the strings, to prevent the wood being worn through or

scratched. Tiie sound-bole is characteristic. It is much
smaller than that of the mandoline or guitar, being only }-in.

in diameter. An exception to this is in a balalaika which
belongs to A.J. Hipkins, Esq., F.S.A. It has an ornamented
sound-hole as big as a five-shilling piece. The absence of

any frets on the finger-board of Mr, Hipkins's instrument
shows that it was unfinished, and it is possible that the maker
intended to fill in this large aperture with a perforata: disc.

This balalaika is illustrated in Mr. Hipkins's monumental
work, " Musical instrui-'.e;ns. Rare, Historic, and Unique."
Much ingenuity is exercised in the decoration of the sound-
holes of the balalai'ki. These are sometimes rimmed with
Polish silver. A favourite device is to make the mahogany,
ebony, and mother-o' pearl inlav resemble a Russian cluilet,

the window of which is perforated. In " Lavignac "
(p. 571),

an excellent illustration of such a sound-hole is given.
Another form is to constitute the sound-hole of an inlaid disc,

containing five or six perforations. Makers of :hc balalaika

are more modest than those of the violin, for, if the manu-
facturer has placed a label inside bearing his name, it is only
visible when the instrument is taken to pieces—a by no means

Tiie bead of the balalaika is guitar shaped. As already
mentioned, it is occasionally well carved.
There are only three tuning pegs—similar in shape to those

in the violin. These are usually of ivory. A few balalaika,

however, have six pe™s, each string being doubled to increase

the tremolo effect. In the unwieldy contra-bass balalaika,

an iron rod, or peg, projects from the right hand comer,
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so that the player, like a cellist, may get a firm hold from
the ground.
The neck is usually of pine, being fixed into the body of the

instrument with a small block like a mandoline. On the face

of the neck is the ebony finger-board. This is fretted with
thick silver wire, and the ebony nut stands well up from the

finger-board. According to the register of the instrument, so

does the number of the frets vary. It should be understood
that the rough balalaika, made and used by tiie peasants, has
only three frets, and these are merely pieces of string bound
tightly round the neck. In the article on " Frets," in Grove,
the balalaika is referred to as having " coloured lines that

serve for frets." Musicians in St. Petersburg have seen no
such instruments. The ordinary bought instrument has
five frets. These are intended to produce only eight notes.

Andreff claims to have invented the chromatic balalaika with

sixteen frets. With these, all the chromatic intervals within

two octaves can be sounded. Inlaid in the finger-board

—

instead of at the side of the neck as in the guitar—are four

Small discs of pearl to indicate the positions. These are

between the second, fourth, sixth, and eleventh frets.

In the little, or piccolo, balalaika, the number of frets is

twenty- one, Passerbski adding live additional frets like leger

lines below the neck on the belly. In the simple or old

balalaika the drone strings are n-.erefy used as drones, whereas,

in the chromatic balalaika, they are used for chords. Thus,
the simple bakdai'ka is seldom played in more than .me key

—

A major or minor—but the chromatic instrument is played in

all keys. Compared with the twenty-one frets of the piccolo,

the great contra-bass balalaika has but tourteen.

In shape the back is not rounded like a gourd as in

the mandoline. It may be described as hemisphericonical.

Seven pieces of plain maple are glued together ia a mould or

matrix, in tin.- same way that a mandoline is made. These
pieces form a: the bast- a roegl; ouarlcr mire which narrows
as it tapers upwards towards the neck. The best, as
well as the home-made balalaika, have sometimes flat

backs. With well-made instruments, nevertheless, the
usual custom is to flute and purfle the back. Although
usually of maple, the back is- sometimes of mahogany.
The enterprising German, being desirous of eonipeting

in this growing Russian industry, has imported a
number of cheap balalaika with lliiteil backs from Markneu-
kircben. The upper edges of the side—into which the

belly is inserted—are inlaid with ebony lining instead

of violin pu riling. Observe the odd number of the

strings and the odd number of the pieces of the back

—

analogous to (hi; strings of the lyre. In "Musical Instru-

ments and their Homes" (M. and W. Brown, New
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York), two balalaika are mentioned, one possessing three

strings and the other four. The first is described
" Balalaika (sic) — Rude specimen unpaintcd, 3 strings,

used by Russian peasants. Length 27 ins., greatest width
8 ins." The second is detailed " Balalaika (tic), a rude
guitar with 4 catgut strings. The body of triangular shape,
the back rounded. The face of white wood, the back
painled red, and the handle (sic) black. Used by the
Cossacks. Length 26J ins. Greatest width rot ins., depth
4 ins." No frets are shown in either instrument, but, as
the illustrations are facsimiles of bad freehand pen
drawings, they cannot be relied on.

Underneath the bridge in the typical instrument, where the

back is most expanded, the bitter is jointed to a flat bottom-
piece, which rests on the light arm of the player, and meets
the belly of the instrument at an acute angle. In roughly
made balalaiki, the lieptagonal back if secured to tin; bottom

-

piece by means of wooden peg-. This bottom, which connects
the back and belly, consists of stout 1-inch maple to carry
the chief strain on the instrument. Into the bottom three

tail-pins are placed. These are ordinary guitar pins, and
pass through a tail-block 1 inches wide by 1-inch thick.

As already notiid, there are im'.v three string in the normal
balalaika. The hrs:, or melody string, is usually of silver,

lr. cheap instruments it is of steel, similar to the mandoline E
string. Gut is the substance of the two others, which are

generally timed in unison a fifth below. They serve the
purpose of a reverberating drone. It should be noted that the

two Kill si rmgs are in unison, but thai t;:uy :a'e 11 ill ike in gaiiu'e,

the first being of the vmiin R size and the second of ihe A
thioimess. In the C.ipelle of . nsl , u refits named, then laterial

of the strings was as follows:—The leader's piccolo had three
steel strings, sometimes doubled and laiied in pan;- as in the

old citterns : he alone nse;; the plectrum One steel string

and ,'.c of gut were oil the other piccolo, primo ami sccondo
instruments. The altos and one basso had each two gi;t mid
one copper siring; the oilier bass having three overspun
silver strings like the contra-basso.
An exlraoidinaiy feature cf the Russian balalaika is un-

doubtedly its shape, beeause :if we except the tromha marina)
it is the only known musical instrument of which the emiinc of

the body is triangular. With its small sound -hole it suggests
a triangular dulcimer, or psaltery, furnished with a neck.

Whence, I would ask, did this singularly shaped instrument
come? Many theories might be propounded. It Is possible

that the triangle or pyramid shape w-m suggested by the

pagan sign of fire, and thai the sound-hole represents the eye
which is seen 111 such symbols. May be, tile shape was, alter

all, merely adopted for the sake of convenience.
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In the sketch I give, showing a peasant playing the instru-

ment, the performer is supporting the bottom-piece on the
upper part of his right arm. And here it may be noted that
the front face of the balalaika is almost level. At first sight
it appears flat and is therefore not a " belly " in the strict

sense. Carefully examined, however, it is seen to be slightly

convex, after the style of the cittern. It is, in fact, part of a
true sound-board, because the ['ilaycr who does not nurse his

instrument and thereby impede the vibration, holds it, during
manipulation, well away from him so as to take advantage of

all possible resonance. The belly usually consists ol four

strips of Russian silver fir taken from the centre of the tree.
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Instead of beiu!; laid over the sides of the lustiuuie:i I as in the

violin, it is rabetted. round and let into the sides. On the
belly, the bridge is like that of the old English mandoline—
i.e., of banjo pattern—with two feet. Inside there is no sound

-

post, but the bdh i- supported i>y three bars ur ribs, like a

guitar. Tilt tirst bar is below the bridge, [he second above
it, and tile third is just beneath lliu serir.ddiole .and can be felt

on insertion of the little finger through the hole.

A stranger in Russia, on seeing a balalaika for the first

time, naturally concludes that its derivation was from the
East, But the t(uss:a:i warn:lv contend; that its origin was
not Tartar. Nevertheless, Ogilvie says that the ba:alaika is

" A musical instrument of very ancient Slavonic origin,

common amongst the Russians and Tartars, and, according to

Niebuhr, also in Egypt and Arabia. It is of tin- guitar land
but lias only lav. struts, of which one only is used lo produce
the air. the other Lfi .iny a monotonous Inss." Taiuhnit/'
Russian dictionary defines " balalaika a 1 1 are estriugod late,

whereas in the article on the " Lute," in Grove, the Russian
Kob.su is classed as a lute, but the balalaika as a guitar.

Eli! gel gives an interesting illustration of '.lie Kfiisti (p. 219).

In regard [0 the elymolo-y. TauchmL?. translates " baiUkery
'

as a buffoon, coming from the verb " balachooret," to jest, to
play the buUoon ; a, id " baiakanae '' means to gossip, 1 hat,

talk. Alexandrow's dictionary gives the following kindred

words: Balagoor," a merry-and rtw ;
" Balaiaechka," the

dimininive of balalaika; " halagansktck." a showman or

booth holder, the root being " aalovat,'
1

(0 plav the fool.

Obviously. th<-r., the Russian ;s derived fro: 11 the Latin bnUdru,
a luhbli-v, jester. bulTooiL. and the Latin word came from the

Greek /9<&\tOjuo?—a jumping about, dancing. Thus it is

evident that the balalaika was the chosen instrument of the
Russian pieiaoi. lis ti i-.ngulai shape suggests his conical
hat. On the balalaika, therefore, merry nines rather than
dirges were played. Carl Lugcl says: '• The majority of the
various tribes of the Caucasus have bards, called Kikoakoa,
who recite in verse old stories, fairy tales, and occasionally
extempore poetrv, acconipunvkiL' their vocal effusions with a

three-stringed kind of guitar.' called balalaika."

In regard to outline, the balalaika's nearest European
relation is, perhaps, the Quit) tenia. Mow, Mr. Blaikley
has demonstrated that the shape of a musical instrument
has more to do with its tone than has its substance.
Nevertheless, substance also affects lor.c. Undotibtedlv the
three corners or points of tiie balalaika cause an acoustical

peculiarity in the limbir of this instrument, in contradistinction
to the full and mellow tone produced by the curves of the
violin, it would he unfair to compare the " balloon "-shaped
Pip'a of China, or the square-bodied Samisen of Japan, with
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the triangular balalaika, because not only the proportions of

these three instruments, but the materials of them, differ

essentially from one another—the wood of the Chinese instru-

men; being very thick ami heavy ami the },, panesc having

only a thin belly of vellum. For the same reason—thickness
01 deadliest of sublines;— tin; pondeions, hut small-toned,

pear-shaped Chinese guitar, entirely lacks the power of tin;

pear-shaped Spanish guitar, the thickness of the body of

which is reduced to a minimum.
Whatever a stranger may think of the picturesqueness of

the triangular balalaika, tlx; Russian considers its form
perfectly beautifid. Familiarity with musical instruments
heists love for their appearance, however bizarre— like the

lop-sided ((rand piano- u'.usieal artists tnaj at ars; sight

consider them to be.

During the four altd a half years which tin: Rode Capellc

has been before the Russian public, it lias appeared with
invariable sucscss in Moscow, St. Petersburg, Odessa, Ki::v.

Cracow, Wnisaw, and olhei places. Adaptations of op<U"as.

arrangements of L;sxL
:

s rhapsodies, ice. , a re -.iic.hidf'd la the

piogi amuies, the clnel iti-uis of winch are some twenty pot-

pourris of Russian airs.

Such Russian melodies if" The Ni;;ht
:

are much beloved,

and certain tunes by Glinka, Tschaikowski, Vcrtoffski, Lvoff,

and other wa ll-kno-ve native musicians are popular. The
glorious folk mclodns ef Russia coaic niostly from tin Volga
district, la:! ween Moscow and Nipd Novgorod. When
Russian uauees are pbo.rd, the 1 alaiaiki leadir die music
with a p'-euilai lilt, and accent. The KasalJioek and
Kamarinska are danced by the men, and the Harovod is a
village dance in which all join, encircling h.nnis. and singing

at the same time. As the music changes, the players often

appear to get excited, as they smile and laugh towards each
other. The- fun ready begins when one player puts down his

instrument and dances wildly, thrusting out the feet

alternated in a squatting position, extending ids arms, and
whirling around hki- a mail dervish. A nut lief pi aver joins in.

and then another, whilst the onlookers mark the rhythm by
clapping their hands.
That the balalaika is as much a vehicle of sentiment as it

is a stimulus to icrpsichorcau excitement, the following

incidenk may show. An Englishman 1 met, who had come
by the overland route from Vladivostock to Moscow,
informed me that under certain circumstances the instru-

ment can become hateful. In the train between Stretensk
and Irkutch, a young man was making love to a girl by
playing the balalaika to her. This went On all day long-

morning, noon and night -foi several davs ' Vet— die maid
liked it.
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The balalaika is as much the national musical instrument
of Russia as the Samisen is of Japan. To show how it is

cultivated by all classes, I may mention that General
Kutapoff, master of the imperial Hunt, at Peterhof, has

lately formed a balalaika capellc of young huntsmen, who
are instructed by Mr. Iliia Rode.
Apart from the balalaika, two other curious Russian

instruments may be noted. The Svistulka is used by the
basket -sullei;;. II is a II i: U-- n-c made from tin: pear trei.*.

Then there is the ubiquitous Rajolt, a species ofsmall Russian
accordian bean; ev^rywhui'i:. An article, unlit led " Die
Industrie iter M ucni k insL i-'.iti ic r: Lt- in Uus.iland." published in

the Zeitsckrift fiir lust rumen tcubau (Paul lie Wit, Leipzig
from Consular Reports, says that "in 1897, 48,850 such
accordiaus were made in Russia at a value of 137,000
roubles, and that the other Russian folk instrument which
now enjoys great favour in the highe-l classic is Ike balalaika,

hi certain (lis; riot s an industry developed in the manu-
facture of these -it st nimeii vs giving em ploy rin;::l to a very
large number of worker:,, but the labour is badly paid. It is

only recently dial these large fat tonus have been ustab.ished."

The Rn/ok is often played most cleverly and humorously by
the Moujiks, who delight in patter songs. One man 1

heard v.-as eMeeedm^lv mmiv; hu liad tin: voice of a

Henschel, the gestures of a Grossinith, with the pedal
dexterity of a Peace.

If I have demonstrated that the Russian pride in their

national instrument ;.i jas-ti lied my object is fullii'cd. From
a masical standpoint the balalaika is. assuredly, worthy of

attention, hei.-ausu it has a peculiar lone-colour of its own.
because it is as complete a familv as is the violin tribe, and
because a skilful nonet of such instruments is capable of

expressing a high degree of musical poetry. Possibly, the
balalaika has already been associated with the orchestra in

Russian opera. It is not for the writer to suggest in what way
the culnvatur-. aud a pprcd atie'i 0: such an instrument may be
furthered. To a music-lover ii\ in™ fiutsidu Russia the

singularity of shape and peculiarity of the tone of the
balalaika render it as interesting as is a rare species of

bird to an ornithologist. The instrument has impressed me
in that manner.

Digitized by Google
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DISCUSSION.

The Chairman.—This is a paper which may nol invite

general discussion, 1ml tbere may be some here who may
have something to say on it and we shall be very glad to

hear them.
Mrs. Newmarch.—Mr. Chairman, it is getting so late that

I feel hardiy justified in detaining you by any remarks of

mine. Mr. Rose has not Said anything about the antiquity

of (lie bahdadfa. I; is not ;i very instrument. It existed

in its oldest form as tilt: j.W/mi. a sort o(' guitar, the strings

of which were vibrated by the fingers. This is still the
special instrument of the Tatars, whicli seems to suggest

that the balalaika was of Tatar rather than of Slavonic
origin. The gusdt'j is, perhaps, the national instrument of

the greatest antiquity, and possesses the most interesting

literature. There is also the gondok, a stringed instrument
which p:ayeil a very important part in the music l;{ ancient

Russia, This instrument is supposed by many authorities

to be extinct. \ few years ago, however, it was rumoured
that a gondok-player still lived on the banks of Lake Onega.
An enthusiastic amateur, in a high official position in St.

Petersburg, telegraphed to the governor of the Olonetz
district to detain the man at any cost—even to arrest him
if necessary. The peasant, hearing that he was " wanted "

by the police, fled with his gondok into the wilds of Siberia,

and has never been heard of again. Thanks to misdirected
enthusiasm, the last chance of hearing this instrument is now
lost! Other instruments allied to the balalaika are the

bandoara of the Little Russians—commonly possessing eight

strings, iiu: occasional!', having , ; s many .is twenty and i:ie

fluiiiizottr, the balalaika of the II icgielia ns, a Caucasian tiibe.

The th,»:go:tr has four silken strings, one of which is shorter

than the others. This string is sounded continuously, and
acts as a pedai in the highest register. Although the
Mitigrelians are an oriental people, their melodies are not

at all oriental in character. They are purely diatonic, and
evidently based on scales borrowed from the ecclesiastical

modes. (Prevalent modes, Ionic and Doric.) This is to be
accounted for by the fact that the Mingreiians, like the

ii io. Lii.ins, are devout members of the Greek church, and
the iuliue.ncc ol religious music seems to have entirely wiped
out the memory of their old musical system.

The Chairman.— I should like to move that a very hearty
vote of thanks be given to Mr. Rose. I knew the name
of the instrument by sight, and I have learnt the way
to pronounce it for the first time in my life. I have certainly

learnt more about the instrument than I ever knew before.

The vote of thanks was passed unanimously.
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Mr. Soutiigate (who occupied the chair pending the
arrival of Dr. Maclean).—Pardon me for standing for a
few moments between our lecturer and you. It is my sad
duty to announce that since the last meeting we have lost a
moi: distinguished member. Dr. Williair. Pole, oner of the

founders of this Association, who died last week at the age of

fifth:;, in. Hit: we may pass over the fact that he was
widely recognised as a great engineering authority. Upwards
of fifty years ago he was Profcssur of that science in the

F.iphinston Coilege, ISomliay, ami then he occupied the same
position at University College. London, and later at the

Royal Hng.i'-i establishment at ("liatiiam. He was a

member of several Government Royal Commissions, and.

amongst other works, planned the Imperial Railways of Japan,
but we knew him as a musician mu^r was his rixreMion,
and he was especially proud of his Oxford Mi;s. Doc.
degree, wh:ci. he took in :S57, It was owinc to him that the

* '
sity of London e

for t tctcd : the

acuity of Mus
He

Hon. Fellow of the Royal College of Organ isl

of several scientific. ;imt learned socielms. Chess shared with

music his chief attention outside his purely professional

work. Beyond his numerous writings on many important
subjects I think wu may count us the greatest that masterly

work " The Philosophy of Music." It was the first attempt,

so far as I know, to reconcile the philosophy of aesthetics

with the acoustics of music. Dr. Pole also read some valu-

able papers here, and, in the early days of the Association,

was a very regular attendant at our meetings, taking part in

scver.il discussions with no small advantage to us. Besides
all his learning he was a practical musician, an excellent

organist, and he played almost to the very last. At the first

part of the funeral service, which our President amended with
other members, I heard, with great pleasure, his Motet,

which contains so masterly an exposition of the Hundredth
Psalm, in ei|;lit purls. It is, I vmliirn to think, one of the

finest specimens <>l the Lin. of counterpoint we can boast of.

I will ask you to pass a vote of condolence to be'sent to

Dr. Pole's family from the members of this Association.

Passed unanimously.
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MUSIC AND MUSICIANS OF THE WALLOON
PROVINCES OF BELGIUM.

By W. W. Cobbett.

Bki-okh touching on the musical side nf uiy paper it may
be well to point out tliat the population of Belgium is

divided into two so:Cl ion:; ; the l/l.'irjmgs of Teutonic origin

speaking a language which is practically Dutch, and the

Walloons, of Celtic origin speaking l'Ycnch and Walloon.
The lattet occupy the S.W. provinces of Liege, Nanmr,
Hainault, S. Brabant, and W. Luxembourg, and spenk a

Romance dia-ecl, very akin to northern French of the

thirteenth century. Roughly speaking, the Flemish dialect

cannot lie said that there is much difference between the two
populations in point of numbers. But the two races are
quite distinct, as much so as Welch and Knglish, and for the

same ethnical reasons. The very wordWalloon has the same
signification as the word Welch, both meaning foreigner,

Nrvillmr Fleming nor Walloon belies hi; oiigin. The former
is fair, phlegmatic, and inclining more to the reilective than
the active life. The latter is dark, sanguine, lively and
energetic. The Walloons were always to the fore in

revolutionai> struggles, especially those which culminated
in the overthrow of the Dutch in 1830. But they were
already very unruly as far back as the fifteenth century, as

you may jearn in a very pleasant way from the pages of
Scott's novel, " Quentin Durward," or from Michelet's
" Louis XI."

It is a fact which is not quite in harmony with the theories

of Mr. Ruskin's disciples that the industrial and commercial
pursuits which are paramount in Belgium do not hinder the

people from taking an absorbing interest in the arts. The
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frequent mixture of the blood of this northern race with that

of sunny Spain may partially account for this. Be that as it

may, the Flemish have an innate love of painting and feeling

for colour.

Antwerp has been for centuries a metropolis of art and
every Flemish burgher craves to include among his belongings
a fine picture. On the other hand, the Walloons possess
remarkable inuticul aptir.tde. which disastrous wars and
social upheavals have in nowise lessened, and it is my
mission lo-d.sy (u treat of their achievements, though I

disclaim any pretence to be an authority on the subject.

I take, however, a great interest In it, and circumstances
conspired las; year to so deepen Ibis feeling that 1 made a
journey to l-iegi; in order to (earn ;-.::>m(:i bine; lr.orc than 1

could learn from books of Ibis remarkable race of industrial

workers from whose midst have come to us such executive
artists as Vieiis.tem.ps, Ysaye, Cesar Thomson, and Jean
Gtrardy, and such composers as Grelry. Cesar Franck, anil

Orlando di Lassus.
I think I may trace this interest to its first source by

recalling certain cotivrrsalions with n:y friend Jean Crcrardy.

the fhstinguished young violoncellist.

r.Ionsicur Gerardy talked ^o mc much about his native

town, Liege, which is celebrated in the arts of peace and
war, the manufacture of firearms being its leading industry.

But especially he spoke of the mining population of the

province, whose musical proclivities put those of the Welch
miners in the slunk', for whilst rivalling ;lu::u in love of

choral music, sending choirs like " La Lcgia " and the
" Disciples of Oretry" all over Europe to win applause in

concerts and prizes in competitions, they have a really extra-

ordinary love for and appreciation of violin playing. They are

not cultured people; they know little about literature and
politics; have perliap:- never lizard of Gladstone or fiisitiaiek,

yet they know all that is worth knowing about every famous
violin I si of the day. In sotu:; workmen clubbed together

to give Yieuxtemps a laurel wreath, which be kept to his last

hour as one of" bis most highly prized souvenirs, In a letter

to his friend Kadoux he wrote : " Decidedly our country is

dedicated to the violinist-- - II en poussc co unite rffs chain-

pignotis," Yes, these sons of toil are possessed with a

passion for stringed instruments. It seems to he in the

blood, antl Liege is a nursery of violinists and 'cellists who
spread themselves all over the world, making music for high

and low, forming, as it were, a tributary stream to the great

river of art. Ysaye and his three coadjutors in the Ysaye
Quartet ; Martin Marsick, until recently principal Professor

at the Paris Conservatoire; his successor, Kemy
; Jean

Gerardy, and many other soloists, hail from Liege. At the
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Cologne Concert in the Paris Exhibition, out of eighteen first

violins twelve win*.: from the Walloon provinces. The same
can be said of many first violins and the principal 'cello

ai the Lamoureux Concerts, and of ;i large proportion of the

artists in many oilier first-class orchestras. But not all, not
even nil the first-rate players ran obtain engagements in the

front rank, as a little incident which occurred to :ne during

my visit to the Paris Exhibition will aptly illustrate. 1 was
sitting in a restaurant in the Street of Nations, listening to

the strains of a very excellent little hand. I hardly know
what prompted rue to ask the leader if he came from I.iege,

bat 1 did so, and his reply was in the affirmative. Later, a
vocalist sang an admirably written Ave Maria, the composi-
tion of the 'cellist of the orchestra. He also was from Liege.

I hope yon are with me when I say that such performers, who
belong to that great proletariat of art which has sprung up
on all sides owing to tlx: facilities for cheap even gratuitous,

as far as Belgium is concerned— musical education, are

deserving of sympathetic mention if Ihey help to raise the

taste of the public.

Many of the greal Net lierlandisb composers of the past
were horn in the Walloon district. They did a great work
in enriching the musical art in the direction of polyphony
and counterpoint, and the world profits to this day by their

labour.

How early the Walloons wen:- interesting themselves in

matters musical may be judged by the fact chronicled by
Eetis. thai in I he thirteenth century Baton, who was a Canon
at the Cathedral of Liege, wrote a book- in Latin treating of

a philosophy which found a place for music. But the first

composer of the Walloon school appears two centuries later.

GuiHaume Dufay was born in Hainault in 1400, and little is

known of his life
; but students who watch the evolution of

music from simple to complex will find much in his work,
primitive as ii is. to interest [hem. In the course of a paper
read to us in Novembei, 101)5, by our learned President, Sir

John Stainer, lie spoke of Dufav as :
' the grerdes; master of Ins

age." am! gave us at the same time a masterly ar.n lysis of

certain secular songs, the MS. of which had been fourd in

the Bodleian Library. But his compositions consist maiuiy
of church music. In fact, he was for ten years in the Pon-
tifical Chapel of Rome and eventually became a priest, and I

will take the opportunity of pointing out that since then
almost every Belgian musician of note has been an illustrator

in his own person of the proverb, "All roads lead to Rome."
He has not always been a prophet in his own country, but

he has invariably found the atmosphere of Rome sympa-
thetic. For instance, Josquin des Pros, the next great
composer of Walloon origin appearing in musical history, was
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to be found in the Papal Chapel exactly one hundred years
after Dufay, and was treated wild exceptional distinction by
Pope Sejetus IV. Passing afterwards into France, he was
much feted by Louis XII. Indued, the musicians of that
period basked more in the sunshine of royal favour than
those of later days. It is not uninteresting to hear what
that great music lover. Martin Luther, thought of Josquin

:

" Other musicians," he wrote, " do what they can with notes

—Josquin does what he likes." His compositions were not
only written for the church, but include some secular works
which are said to be full of vivacity ; and here the true
Walloon nature comes out, a nature in which invincible

gaiety and joviality are predominant. The composer who
came after him. Roland de Latre, belter known as Orlando
di Lassus. was still more conspicuous in this ruspect. Di
Lassus was bom in 1530, at Hons, and was destined to

receive the homage of all the musicians of his time. Royal
persoaages vied with each other :n doing him honour, and
eventually he was summoned by Albert V., Duke of Bavaria,
to the Court of Munich. This Prince, in character, had but
little in common with the King Louis of Bavaria of our own
time, who wan the friend ami benefactor of Wagner; but he
resembled him so far that he became the nation of Lassus,
am: by giving him immunity from all sordid cares enabled
him ;o work ir. peace for the worki's benefit. Thus history

presents the spectacle of two princes and two composers
joining hands across the centuries. Lassus was, above all,

versatile. He wrote much music, sacred and profane, his

works numbering no less than 2,000, and it is evident that

he must have lived laborious days. Yet lie earned a reputa-

tion at Munich not only for his music but for his gay humour
and conversational powers. But, alas! his brilliant mental
faculties became obscured in later life, and the man who was
wont to set the table in a roar became a victim to settled

melancholia. A grand life's work, however, had already
been accomplished, and it may be said that, next to Pales-

trina, he was the greatest glory of liie sixteenth century.
Of the sevrailranth century ! have no story to tell, hi

LSclginin many makers of musical instruments Hourisiied,

and history was made in connection with the national art of
which we know so little here—that of the Carilloncur. I3ut

bell-music is rather a Flemish than a Walloon art. The
most prominent among the carillon composers, Mathias Von
der Glehn, was a Fleming, and beyond Tournai, with its

chime of forty bells, 1 know of no Walloon town of import-
ance which lias a belfry with clavecin or keyboard attached.

It is not until the eighteenth century that Andre Ernest
Modesto Gretry, whose name looms large in the records of

Walloon music, first appears on the scene. Grfitry was born
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at Liege in 174:, anil at the age of seven ]>cj;an lift;, like so

man; musicians, as a chorister boy, learning the elements of
music in (he College of St. Denis.

In 1753, an Italian Opera Company gave some representa-
tions iit Liej;e, which included 1 'crgolesi's ' Servo Padioea,"

1 1 e made an impression on the young composer which

He contracted a taste for the type of music which is simple
and goes straight to the heart. No complexities appear in

his scores, instrunien Lai ion in the modern sense was unknown
to him

;
but he knew hew to move his. public by the elegance

of his melodies, ti v his declamation ami perhaps liy his

knowledge of stage devices—m (ji.-.:
: uih: opera of Ins, to which

posterity has shown complete indifference, was performed over
500 times, a noteworthy run even for modern days. This
was in his city of adoption, Pari?;, tin-try heme, imiissoln bly

connected with French art. Of the long series of operas he
wrote, numbering about fifty, " Richard G.eur de Lion" is the
best known through the excerpts occasionally given in the

written as a quartet in the opera of " Lucilc," has become
historical from the fact that it was commandeered by the

Bourbons after the Restoration a:id used as a loyal tune.

The words of the song have become almost proverbial in

Belgium, (hough Belgian musicians have not always pul inlo

practice Lh<- sentiment tiiey contain, OA /vi/r on tin mieux
qu'au scin da sa fninilh ? {" Where can one he Metier off than
in the bosom of his family ; "') M. Hillter will perhaps let us
hear this " Home, sweet home " of the Belgians.
As to Gr6try's operas al! have merit and have gained him

a reputation which would have been much greater had he not

been so completely eclipsed by Gli'.ck, working on -miliar

lines bill with powers infinitely gieatei. Nevertheless ;] lt.

name of Grelry is an illustrious one. Napoleon made him
Chevalier of the Legion of Honour and awarded him a
pension. He died, in rHi3, at the Hermitage in .Mont-

morency, formerly the house of Rousseau , and his funeral was
attended by all the notabilities of the time. Fifteen years
later his wish that his heart should repose in his native land
of Wallonia was realized. It was transferred from Paris to

Liege, anil in the yea'- 1S4? a statue was inaugurated to his

memory amidst lcs:ivilies and gala per lor. nances at v. hich
Mendelssohn and Meyerbeer were present.

I must not omit mention of Antoine Gresnick, another
Liei;t: composer of die eighteenth century, inasmuch as he
seems to have had much success in London as an operatic

composer. I confess that until the other day I was in the
same plight as the '.own councillors of Liege, who, bein;;

requested to call a street after the name of Gresnick, refused
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on the ground that they had never heard of him. If anyone
present has specialised the musical history of London and
knows something of Grcsnick's doings, I hope lie will speak
on the subject.

The music of the Walloon composers is mostly of the type
known as universal. I mean that it is not dialect music like

that of Norway or Bohemia. But one Jean Noel Hamal,
born in Liege in 1709, seems to have imparted to his music
something distinctively Walloon. At any rate, in his quaint

comic Opera, "The voyage to Chaudefontaine," of which I

have the score here to-day, [here are choral numbers based
upon the popular melodies known as Cranugiions, about
which 1 shall have a good deal to say. Meantime I may
remark that the serious music of this opera is quite in the style

of the great composers of the period. A troupe from Liege
gave n performance of Hamai's opera a few years ago at the

Nouveautes in Paris, with, I believe, considerable success,

especially as regards the choral parts, inspired, as 1 have laid,

jjy popular times. ::f which il seems a si;i!ai>le mom en I to spak,
as M. Dcvillez has Lo leave ',is early. Me and M. liiiiier

arc both froin Liege, and have kindly volunteered to give

us ar. idea of the Liege CrAmignon. which is sunt; and
danced at ever)- Kcrmesse a:id parish fete ill the Province or

Liege, ami is indigenous to the eouiurv. The Cramigr.on is

interesting to the musician, lo the folk-lorist, and to the

student of human nature, telling at once of the love of music
and of the native gaiety of the Walloon nature. Miners,
male and iomale, descend in their cage to the dink icri/.sscs

of the earth, the men .singing r;ailv, the women bright of eve.

True daughters of Eve the latter. Mo: even the hideous

garb she wears can banish entirely from this Mimi Pinson of

the mines her :oudn.s of native cooiu.try. Von may believe

that when these people are out for a holiday they let go the

painter. A voice sings a couplet to a popular Crumigcon
tune, and a few, with hands enlaced, unr. in the refrain.

More come in til! the numbers swell to dozens, whilst the fun

grows fast and furious, the merry Jingle louder and louder.

The crowd swells to larger proportions s:ill, spreads, to the

adjacent streets, and other solo singers s:arl singiug the same
couplet. It is like so many bees swarming. The crowd by

this time numbers perhaps two or three hundreds, all gam-
bol I in;: along aster a leadei hokliug a Msg aiofl

,
jigging in at

one deor and out of anolliei like a gigantic serpent, surround-

ing passers-by of the belter classes, dancing around them and
chaffing them, then dropping back; again into single file,

and so the fun proceeds till fatigue sets in. Such is the

Crimignon, the farandole of Liege, as it has been called. I

have omitted to mention that one among the dancers—he
who brings up the rear—always carries a large bouquet.
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This reminds me that there is in England a counterpart to

the scene in the Carnival of Flowers, the so-called "Furry
Faddy,"' which lakes place annually at Helston, in Cornwall,

on May 8. On this occasion the tradespeople and rustic lads

and lasses trip it merrily through the streets to the tune
of " Sally the Glover," and those of the gentryfolk who can
succeed in throwing off their native stiffness join in. There
is some analogy herwMi tin; won;, of the average Cram ignor.

and the words of the Cornish song—both deal with the shafts

of Cupid ; but here the analogy ends. " Sally the Glover "

deals it: simple country swecthcarting, whilst the Cramignons
contain an undercurrent of satiric meaning, and are

almost always—I must use a French word— wit pen teste,

not always un feu. They are like the more audacious of

Beranger's Mir.;;;;, without the touch of sentiment which, an

Robert Louis Stevenson remarked, the poet infused into all

he wrote. But the songs of the people of Gallo-romanic
stock were ever so, and no one need be offended at what is

frank and primitive rather than licentious.

I have with me to-day a collection of Cramignons, the

compiler of which. Mr. Leonard Terry, gained the gold medal
offered by the Liege Society of Walloon literature for the

most couipleLe c;>! iirctiiin possible o: [he Liege Cramignons.
Mr. Terry, a very distinguished antiquarian, wrote-, or

began to write, a preface to the book, which was unfortunately

cut short by death. Assistance was also given to him by
Mr. Chaumont, to whom an acasiit had bee'- awarded in the

same competition. It is here and at the service of anvc-ne

who cares to look it through. There exist societies which
arrange Cramignou competitions, performing them with
elaborate costumes, and sometimes the towns organize

competitions in which prizes ate offered for CrSmignons of a
(ligmticd character, odes ;nidre=sed to fatherland, to the king,

to the constitution, and so forth. But these are hot-house
varieties. They do not smack of the soil.- In the real Liege
Cramignoi: there is, if the truth be said, more of earth than

of heaven; but it is beneficent mother earth, who spaies. her

Walloon children the heartaches which lurk in the Volks-

lieder of some other countries.

With regard to the music, Mr. Terry points out the curious

antique tonality of some of them ; but what strikes me most is

their frequent irregularity of rhythm. In modern music one
is often sadly bothered by uneven measures of time, but these

good Lifigois are not bothered at all, but sing theai absolutely

without effort. Baring Gould, in a preface to his collection of

West of Knglatid folk-sOags, traces all the tunes to seme
centre of musical culture. With these Cramignons it is quite

otherwise. The very irregularity of the rhylhai shows them
to have been a spontaneous improvisation of the people.
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I At this juncture a selection of Liege Cranhgnons was sung
by MM. Devillez and Hillier.)

To some extent you are now able to form an idea of the
WhIIikhi C[j"mii[:i)(i:i. Danced as well as sung with chorus
you can well imagine il is sin net 1 1 ing quite di Heron I

.

I trust I am not in conflict with the austere traditions of
this Society in Treating of those popular songs. They are
not hi;;h an. but i consider that t::cy form a guide to certain
traits of chi.i racier, ami a manifestation of the musical
proclivities of the people, and, as such, I have offered them

Last year, in company with Monsieur Gerardy, I paid a
visit at Liege to the director of the Conservatoire. Monsieur
Radonx. Like the heads of our own great- musical schools,

he is a man of all-round ic .'....:.! ts . not only a musician
of yreat gifts

i
whoso ooetas have been given frcfjuently at

Brussels, Uii-f-e. and Palis), but versed in ail live arts ami an
accomplished public speaker. The welcome he extended to

rue, hrub as friend of Monsieur Ce.rardy anil represer I alive

of this Association, was very precious. Any information lie

could give mo cither personally or by referring me to the

library of the Conservatoire was placed at my service, and I

in my turn place it at yours to-day.
The Conservatoire of Liege is probably the oldest in

Belgium, having a history which dates further hack than

Belgian patriot.
1

A proposal was made as far back as 170.0 by one Henri
H.Lir.a! for the establishment of a music school on r.oooum of

the Jo '.'a 1 Ion cc- of U10 ruaitrisi -, thr only horn-: s ior instruction

for eight centuries. Holy Mother Church had, since the
revolution, ceased to be all in all to the art of music.
Hamal's idea, however, was not realised till a quarter of a

century later.

In 1 Ss(> .. school . :-
1
niiisio was fo irnli d. untlei ih, : direction

of a nephew of the groat Mehul. and already in May, 1827,
there were tiurtv-l:vc pupils ami ton piofessors : Ijl I in 1 H50
all com old of sweet sounds was siiemei: by ihe clash of arms.
For a moment the school was disorganized, but aftei the

a desire, to v.'hii h we must t;i ve uus[ in tod admit at;on , to create

institutions for the fostering of art, and, amongst others, the

Conservatoire at Liege profited by its generosity. It had
never absolutely shut its doors, though for a lime nothing

in the way of music was heard in Li&ge save the strains

of the Brabancjonne, the Marseillaise of biclgium. Bui now
it began a new period of slow but sure development. Mfhul
was pioneer in the encouragement of literary, by the side

of musical, education, and instituted a course of French
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literature which, wan afterwards supplemented by a chair

of history and musical .'esthetics. After Muhul came Lticiinc

Soubre. and in I S72 |. Theodore liadoux was appointed
director, and has remained at the helm ever since. He
is just [he man to keep alive the flame of artistic enthusiasm
without which the musician is nowhere. A lover of the

classical in music, he never neglects the more modern
developments ol die art, as evidenced by the programmes
of the Conservatoire Concei t-., and among hi:-: innovations as

teacher may he mentioned a class for lyric declamation,
evening classes for adults, and public competitions m trans-

position at sight. In his younger :1a ys lie himself uah-rd the

Grand Prix de Koine, which h- offered every two years 1
>

y

the Academy ol tlt-lgium, to be. 1 oeapelcd fir by the sl-.idi:nls

of the many subsidised schools of Belgium. Of these, sub-

sidies I should bkt: now to speak a word. It is quite remark-
able how they stimulate the musical development of the

nation, and yet, linancnlly speaking, they art of suhicicntly

rnodest ]>'-opor;ions. For instance, the Conservatoire of

Liege, with its forty professors and fifteen assistant teachers,

only receives ^3,200 annually from the State, from the town
£800, and from the provinces ^270. The so-called Royal
Conservatoires aie endowed as follows

Prussels. a world famous institution, receives '.Xooo

annually.

Ghent, a school which has trained many excellent

musicians, including Gevaert, the principal of tiie Urussels
Conservatoire, receives /j,7+o, and Antwerp ^4,030. But
mo:,: Belgian town:, have sclieols of music which are muni-
ci|>al institutions, subsidized by the town only—Guildhall

schools of music in miniature.

I 1111 nut pieparcd to say how many of these exist,

but I have a note that as early as 1^75 official documents
show that schools existed then, some giving primary
Instruction only, hat some being genuine academics, cm-
bracing all branches of the art.

The Walloon towns of Tournai, Verviers, Namur,
an:! t'haileroi leay tie signalized as posses-he; admiral de

schools of this kind.

Returning to the subject of :he Prix de Rome, I find that

it is not universally known that this competition exists in

Belgium as well as in France, and so I conclude that a
few particulars in regard to the way it is conducted may
lie acceptable. After a preliminary examination as to the
ability of the competitors in regard to four-part writing,

six art chosen for the final competition, and the libretti

of two cantatas, one in Flemish, and one in Walloon
dialect, are placed in their hands, with the option of

choosing which they like. These libretti, 1 may add,
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are previously chosen in a preliminary competition among
Belgian authors. Twenty-three days arc given to the

competitors in which to score the cantatas, and they
ari confined together within the walls of a house, with a

Km den in which to take the aii. They aic allowed to

communicate freeiy with each other !njt not with the outside

wur.d. At the end of t went y- three days they give in the
score and every scrap of paper upon which they have made
r.otr's. am! copies of the scoria an- handed to each meinbur
of tht* jury, upon whom rests the onus of aw.irding the first

i>i Giatid pri/^. .1 pension of 4.000 francs annually fur four

yv irs, a so calli-d first si rond \1t\7.1 . and otiirr honourable
mentions. I-"aeh competitor gives a hearing to the jury of Ins

work with piano, chorus, ami solo singers, and ills- decision is

made as soon as the whole six.have hee:i heard. The winner
of the Grand prize has his cantata performed at the next
sitting °- the Academy of Belgium, and the winner of the
tin:: second prize enjoys the same honout tl u foil >w::ij \;< ar,

during which there is, of coarse, r.o competii ion, Tl;e first

prize winner must satisfy ii literary examiner before he starts

on his travels. This accomplished, he is obliged to travel in

foreign countries, and to send home every year an important

work. The happy winner of this prize receives a reception

at the Town Hall, and an ovation from friends and
neighbours, speeches, flowers, and ivric enthusiasm being the

order of the day. Other countries, other manners. It is

barely imaginable that any Englishman should think of
i>M;anising such a reception on the occasion, let us say, of
the home-eomini; of » .Mendelssohn scholai. .Such honours
arc reserved here for the heroes of llic cricket or football

field.

As I have alreM.lv explained, the sui iventions allowed to

the Liege Conservatoire do not amount to much, yet for sixty

years no fee has been asked from any student ; but now
foreigners are called upon to contribute 300 francs yearly.

It is thought to be hardly fair to ask the taxpayers to con-
tribute to tin- education of foreigners. N'ouu iire admitted
without submitting t;; an examination in which the.ii musical

capacities are put to the test, Not only arc they not admitted
unless they pass this examination, but if, after admission, they
prove no: to he workers 1 lies' are not allowed to remain. I

nee'.l haidlv say that no institution without subvention could
afford 10 do this. Aitothe: feature is thai the poorer students

who are deemed worthy of it are supplied with money—
Bourses d'etudc— on leaving, to continue their education.
In short, the great object of this national scheme is to
cultivate, at the expense of the State, the musically talented.

Our system is to vote laa-e sums for spreading a universal

taste for music in primary schools rather than educating
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those who possess speeia' ea'ts- This i- admiralce from the

ethical point i>r view —it would seem to secure the ;;re;-.lest

happi of Uir- irrerLlesl milillvi . liu: there is much tn lie

saiti in favour of the t;. niti tlotU ;l1 system too. histit uiions

subsidized by Government can afford to reject pupils who are

not promising. 1 submit that this is an advantage nut easily

to be over estimated. Again, but for State aid nine-tenths of

Apart from State and municipal aid the Liege Conserva-
toire enjoys the advantage of a legacy of 100,000 francs left

by Mme. Dumont Lamarche, the widow of a rich manu-
facturer, the interest of which goes towards the giving

of annual chamher concerts for the people. These
concerts are free and, except that there is no collection

afterwards, thev resemble those of our own Sunday concert
Societies. Such artists as Joachim, Ysaye, GCrardv. rhe

Bohemian Quartet, Sc., .trivc their services for a nominal fee,

and the beautiful theatre of the Conservatoire might be filled

a dozen times over were all the applicants admitted.
It must be allowed that the worthy manufacturer showed

much originality when he hit upon this excellent device for

srivim; pleasure u> his fellow mortals. If only some Kn^iish
philanthropists would follow in his footsteps, then; would be
much rejoicing in the ranks of those who are working to

liririfi ; In; ! : ui I ;J ] 1 i l; inll ci: of _;ooii music wil liin t be ram;e
of the poorer classes.

In speaking of the group of Walloon violinists who have
lent distinction to the land of their birth, 1 must give the

Re Htri iol and an artist win) may be said to have formed a

link hetiveen live schools, imiu;; at once a ;r;eat He-Mi; >ven

player and a jjreal virtuoso. I had the privilege of hearing
him play once—in the autumn of his life—if privilege it can
be called. The grand style was there, but there were traces
of decadence which arc only too well accounted for by the
paralvsis ivinch :1111st then already have iieeu ilirea-.enirj^

him, and which overcame him shortly afterwards. The
testimony of Schumann, Wagner. Berlioz and a host of others
goes to prove that in his day he was of the elect among
interpret arii-r..' artists. As lo his 1:0111 positions, they are nol

so frequently heard as of old ; but the Concerto with which
Lady Halle made her Mint at tiie Philharmonic, the poetical
Reverie, the Famzasia Appassionata. tiie Pantasie Caprice, and
the Ballade and Polonaise are certain ro retain their hold
upon the public for many years to com,-. The fjallade is, to

my mind, the most beautiful pajrc which came from his pen,
being characterized by a certain noble simplicity which is
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lacking in most of his works. As an example of musician's
til tie-tattle I may mention that I have heard it gravely
repeated that the Ballade was written for him by Wieniawski,
The statement hardly needs refutation seeing that Wieniawski
was a youth at the time and had not begun to write.

Vieuxtemps was a native of Verviers, and in 1881, on the
occasion of the translation of his remains from Algiers, where
he died, to his native town, the ceremony was attended
not only by all the artistic celebrities of Belgium, but by
thousands of the workpeople of the district and by strangers

from all parts. in the funeral procession his Guarnerius
violin was carried upon a cushion by no less a person than
Eugene Ysaye, then, of course, a very young man. Particulars

of Vieuxtemps's wanderings all aver the world, which probably
contributed to the shortening of his life, are contained in a

biography written by M. Radoux, in which may also be seen
some appreciations of Ysays's talents, a quotation from which
seems peculiarly apposite at a moment when that artist is so
prominent a feature in our London musical life. In his last

days Vieuxtemps wrote these pathetic words :
" In imagina-

tion 1 hear always his chanterelle. It haunts me. Would I

could hear it once again !
" We Londoners arc more fortunate.

I was present only four days ago at the first concert of the
Ysaye Quartet and can say that the chanterelle, or E string,

of the leader has lost none of its magic.
A Homeric figure in the world of music is Ysaye, a

man of extraordinary parts, and without doubt the most
dist::iyi]islu-[] living representative of Walloon music. As
to his playing, the critics have exhausted the language
of hyperbole in praising it, but of his powers of memo-
rizing much less is known. Any of the known concertos

he can play, any of the classical symphonies he can
conduct without score at five minutes' notice. His friend,

Mr. Rent Ortmans, tells me that on one occasion he put
before him a concert piece in MS. which he had just

composed. He read it through carefully, remained for a
few minutes in a brown study, and then, putting it aside,

took up his violin and played it through without book and
without a mistake. Of Ysaye as a conductor I have nothing
to add, but one thing in connection with his work appears to

me entirely admirable. He treats the members of his

orchestra not as cyphers, but as friends and comrades, Best
of all, he is always ready to extend a helping hand to
struggling artists and composers.

I have to mention yet another Walloon artist of supreme
distinction, Jean Gerardy, the violoncellist, whose gifts arc, I

am sure, known to all of you. His performances when a

boy moved the veteran Piatti to tears, and his style as a

mature artist recalls that of the great Italian, not by virtue
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of technique alone, but by the possession of a certain quality

of fastidious taste and artistic restraint which earned for his

predecessor a foremost place among the 'cellists of his time.

Another violinist, Cesar Thomson, who has visited London
occasionally, is famous for his marvellous technique, ;md
shines especially as a Paganini player, though he knows how
to lend charm to a trifle like Simon's Berceuse. Mr. Hillier

is a pupil of his and tells me that we have never heard him in

London to the lies; advantage. He has always played after

a long journey and is much embarrassed by our English pitch.

Cfisar Thomson studied the: violin at I lie Liege Cunservatoire

between the ages of seven and fourteen, and spent the next
twenty years of bis life in wanderings .ill over tin- Kr« j|.

When he at last returned to Liege and gjvc :i concert, the

enthusiasm of the people was so great that the Government
made him an offer to form a class at the Onacrvatoire for

him with a largesalary. This offcf :i<; :ii-ce|>i<jd anil remained
as professor at Liege until three veins ;y-t>. when 1 -aye gave
up his position at the Brussels Conservatoire, his place :icin(;

taken by Cesar Thomson. The vacant post at Liege is now
occupied by Ovide Musin, a violinist of great talent, also a
Walloon. Martin ^^arsick, formerly at l'aris, is now settled

in Brussels, so that many of the great violinists of Wallonia
have returned, if not to the " bosom of their family," at least

to Belgium. There remains, however, to mention among '.he

moderns, Joseph Debroux and Armand Parent ; amongst the
ancients, Jehin Prume, composer of the well-known violin

piece " La melancolie."
Do not, however, think that i have mentioned all or nearly

all the names of Walloon artists of exceptional ability. At
Liege, as elsewhere, there exists a large number of talented

men who have not the requisite influence or the social

qualities which help to gain (lit ear of the public. Some
occupy very respectable positions, :f not brll!;;int ones, in the

musical world, and live useful work-a-day lives ; others join

the proletariat of which I have spoken, and may do much
good in their humble sphere provided they remain true to

art and to themselves.
I propose to conclude this paper with a short review of the

modern .school of Walloon composers. One nf then;, Cesar
Franck, has been likened to a sun round which the younger
Belgian and French composers of to-day revolve as satriiiles.

It is true that now, ten years after his death, the spirit of
Cesar Franck shines brighter than ever it did during his

lifetime ; but for all that I do not feel that the simile is

a happy one. He was all delicacy and reserve, and I would
rather say, if I were to venture on to the thin iee of metaphor,
that he is iilte a forest flower reposing in a brilliant bouquet,
and permeating the whole with its distinctive perfume. This
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thing to say. To the
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officer, native of Vervif
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individuality. Of the work
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IliXill composers I have sori.e-
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i fact, i

wishes of his parents,

ep by many eminent
inrnceinent by winning
:he first time of asking,

mnh ardour, with too

ind fororchestral works, songs, compositions for pianoft

the chamber followed in quick succession from h

he reached the age of twenty-four, when the s

much work and excitement began to tell upon a i

noiif: tut' robust, and he fori- the year was out lie died of In aai

esii ue-Lion, the book ;il iile closed ;sl Hie lust riinpter. ) lis

best known work is a Sonata for piano and violin published

at the instance of Ysfiye, and frequently played by that

artist. Mr. Ernest has played it with an intimate friend of

Lekeu, Madame Irma Sethe, and he will perhaps tell us
sotnerhin;; of "us impressions. A: one of the recent Ysaye
ooneei la at (J-.itei i ) la'l, an Ail:i;;in lor si rin;; orchestra was
announced hid not eaven, m> that I am unable to speak froai

experience of any of his works.
Another composer, no longer on this side of tiic Styx, is

Adolphe Samuel, fornierlv director of the Ghent Conserva-
toire, composer of many symphonies and of an oratorio,

ChristiiS," which lias been heard witii much acceptance in

Germany as well as in Belgium.
Emite Mathieu, who took Samuel's place at Ghent after

his death, is one of the foremost among Belgian musicians.
He has devoted his attention especially to the setting of

operas and cantatas with subjects derived from Belgian

popular legends. Among his operas may be cited " Richilde"
and "t'Enfance de Roland.''

Another operatic composer of note is Philippe Riifer,

Kapellmeister to the Emperor Frederick of Germany.
Besides his operas, " Merlin " and " Ingo," he wrote several
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Radoux are Dupuis Sylvain and Charles Smulders, Uir iatlev

of Dutch origin and evidently a modern amongst moderns.
He has written ;i sonata Lo which he has affixed no key
signature. I suppose it may be called, in the latest musical

jargon, omnitonic.
\ brilliant wrr.ur lor piano in the virtuoso school is j ultjji

Debefve, a sort of Walloon Liszt, whose Rhapsodie Wallonne
is a populai wot k a iuoi;g: Ivam e i piauisl Several

specially for the Societies " La Legia " and the " Disciples of

Gretry," This is h d<-pa (tnT r.t of composition which has

been much neglected since Mendelssohn.
I must not omit mention of Francois Rasse and of

Theophile Ysaye, brother to the violinist, both composers and
pianists of considerable capacity. I regret that I am un-

acquainted with IIil torn pasit ions of Theopl ille Ysayr, as his

brother tells n:e [hey are typically Walloon in character.

An adequate appreciation of Cesar 1'ranr.k by 0:1c who
knows him through and through has yet to be written. 1

hear that his son, a French College prolessor, is iikely to

undertake the task. This is welcome news, as we are likely

to go: glimpses in this way of the composer's inner life other

than those obtained by a study of his music. The simple

facts of his biography are these: He was born at Liege,

Deee.^liei :o, tK.'.?, and made his !irs; studies at the

Conservatoire of that town, which he did not leave for Paris

till the age of fifteen years. I want you to note this

because it establishes his relation to Walloon music. He
spent the rest of his life in France, but though he v.-as not

naturalized till 1S73, there is no denying tiiat his sympathies
remained to the end with the country of his adoption.

In his first year at the Conservatoire at Paris he won a
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special prize by a remarkable feat for one so young. A
difficult piece was given bin; to read at sight, which he not
only rend but transposed a third lower without the slightest

hesitation. He gained another prize by writing a fugue
which is used at the Conservatoire as a model to this day. I

have no time to allude to his youthful compositions. His
fust real success was mailt; in oratorio, a fori;: for which lie

had a special predilection. The subject chosen was the

Biblical story of Ruth, but the libretto is a very poor one.
The musical settm;;, however, includes some of the most
attractive music which Francl; ever wrote. It was produced
a; the Conservatoire in :Sjc, us success was immediate, and
he received much sympathetic entourage-men I from Meyerbeer
and Soontini v.ho wort presen'.. it is mtei estin;; to follow up
llie history of "Ruth," which was re-writton and produced
again in 1871, and once more it scored a decided success.

From thai date till his clcalh he ivas engaged in producing
the works by which posterity will Judge him. Unlike K'ossim,

his b-.;:-:r work was douc late m life. 1' or I went v- live years he

lay fallow or almost fallow as a composer, hut he has shown
the world that the simple life of teacher and organist may be
as noble as any, and as prolific in good results. The war in

1S70 must have stirred him to the very depths. Wonder to

relate he began his oratorio, "The Beatitudes,'' the text of

which is lakcn from the Sermon on the Mount, during the

siege of Paris, his thoughts far away from the murderous
work going on around him. After the war was over he
succeeded his master, Benoist, as professor of the organ at

the Conservatoire, and in the same year he wrote another
oratorio, " The Redemption."

This work is musically far more ambitious than "Ruth,"
hut moie remote from Ibe sympathies of the "average .sensual

man," as the French have it. For him Cesar Franck never
condescended to write, A comparison with Gounod's
•' Redemption," so well known in England, seems obvious,
but they are as unlike as Oregon;: n rhaut and modern, hymn.
The two men are as much at the opposite poles of musical
:boagui as Biames and Tsohaikowsky. The compai ivc

austerity of l'Vane.k's music is partly cecum tf it for by the

nature of the words, which have a philosophical rather than
a telicious basis. Do not infer from this that Franck was not

a religious man. On the contrary, he was the devoutest of

Catholics, and such was his sincerity that his works for the

Church (small anil large they were very numerous, and include

many works written for his favourite instrument the organ)
were considered by him as much in the; lighi of oblation as of

works of ait. This especially applies to his magnum opus,
' The Beatitudes," given for the first and only time in Britain

by the Glasgow Choral Union in February last, and received
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with respectful attention if not with enthusiasm by the

audience, whilst the critics testified to the splendid sincerity

of the work to the rare beauty of the vocal parts, and to the

exalted heights to which the composer rises when the purely
religious element is present. Opinions about this work, or

indeed ahuut any of his works, differ very much. His brother
professors at the Conservatoire showed considerable coldness
towards him and regarded his methods as empirical. As if

every Bahnbrecher, or Waybreaker, had not something in him
of the empiric.il ! Quite recently, Herr Hanslick, a leader of

thought in Vienna, has pronounced against him as he
pronounced against Wagner in bygone days. But the

number of admirers of b'raiick's genius grows apace, iiis

ion is receiving almost daily shoals of letters from enthusiasts

all over Europe. In short, as he tersely puts it, " the tide is

rising," and Franck has now to be reckoned with as a
musical force.

Time will not allow me to do more than mention such
h-ipon.ni; works as the cantata "Psyche," the oratorio
" Rebeco." tile symphonic poems " Kolid^s. ' and '• (.'.iiassiur

maudil," played by Mr. Wood's orchestra in 1897, the

Variations Syinplion;:pics tor piano and orchestra, the vary

fine, but extremely difficult Prelude, Choral, and Fugue for

pianoforte, and the two operas, piayud at Monte Carlo shortly

after the composer's death, the music of which, by the way,
has described as - Gluek in modern garb." lint of

his great Symphony in I) I ''an spnjk, having ih-cn present at

its performance, under [.amourenx, in November, It is

my conviction that this work, from its lucidity, unity of

design, and beauty of inspiration, will lake a permanent
place 111 the repertoire ai the Syniphonv Concerts.

I have a particularly vivid recollection of tiie Siher::v,

which is e>.trcmdv blight and sparkling. This Symphony
was also played under Mr. Wood, at a Sunday conceit in

March last.

Franck's chamber compositions consist of a string quartet,

a quintet for piano and strings, and the sonata played to-day.

I was told by Monsieur Ysayc himself List Saturday, that

these works will appear in the programme of the Popular
Concerts this season. The sonata is Cesar Franck's best

known work, and it might never have seen the light but

for the action of Ysaye. who, on a visit one day at the
composer's house, rescued it from a heap of MS., and,
after trying it, walked off with it to the publishers and
arranged to have it produced at his own risk. This is

the sonata we shall have the pleasure of- hearing to-day,

the first movement of which is in a more romantic vein
than usual with Franck. The subjects are very little

developed, but they undergo various transformations when
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•.hey recur i:i subsequent moveinc'i.!:, li: tin- recitative

you have a reminder oi the theainc.il clement, winch is

seldom absent from iieigian music, hi the b'malt you
wili notici- a ciever- canon. But with a musical audience
like this further analysis is superfluous.

Thru- or.Jy remains to mention the: dat' o( Cesar Frartck's

death, ;it the age cit -; >i\ eight, which tr.ok plareon November
to, t&ju. His biog raphes s unite in savin/; that the quiet lile

he led was the one most suited to him, that his destiny

was the one he would himself have chosen. But i cannot
help thinking that if his life had been fuller and richer,

if his experience of the world he shunned, its joys and
its sorrows, had been wider, it would have reacted upon his

music and vitalised it. The mood of exalted austerity would
hnvr recurred less frequently, its- place taken, pen:;ips, by the

jfeie dc Vivre, which is the dower of the Walloon race.

This same Walloon race deserves more credit than it

receive;; from musical historians (or its contributions to

musical art. The elder composers arc merged in the Nether-
landish school, Gretry and Franck in the French, whilst

the rest are known as Belgians simply. I submit that
the Walloon school of music deserves to take its place
in history by the side of the Flemish school of painting.

I can give it no higher praise.

DISCUSSION.

The Chairman.— It is the custom for the Chairman to

pick up such crumbs as fall from the lecturer's table in the

way of available remark ; but when, as here, the lecture is

full, there is very little of that left. Wc are greatly indebted

both to lecturer and to performers. The former has given

us exactly the sort of traveller's tale which we need, lor we
cannot be always spinning cocoons out of our own vitals.

The performers have given us music of a class which is, I

think, rarely heard within these walls. Cesar Franck, if not

exactly a master, was very nearly a master ; and personally

his was an interesting, noble, and pathetic figure. He was
perforce a recluse, he lived a life of ceaseless labour, and he

taught and taught ; nevertheless, he produced music which
will certainly yet make its way through Europe. He has
been called a Bach who has read " Parsifal." And in spite

of being an organist, he was the only person in France
who founded a school of general composition. That fine

St. Clothilde organ, one of Cavaille Cols chefs d'aitvrt, has
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seen great developments. The Couservatoi re laugh: opera
writing; f-Yanck set himself In leach pure orchcslial work
and chamber work. Of his pupils, there are twenty or thirty

well known to i'arisians. Those best known to us arc

Augusta Holmes ;ini! Vincent d'lndy; especially the latter,

who has inherited Franck's mantle, while possessing many
separate gifts of his own, Doubtless- you will consider me a

person of one idea, but in the face of this lecture I cannot
but recur to remarks several times made before regaining
the Celtic element in modem music. In Bohemia, which
has done so much to leaven German music, the Celts and
Slavs exist side by side. Lombardy, the home of modern
Italian opera, is purely Celtic. As the lecturer has pointed
out, the Walloons arc the same, and undoubtedly the d'Indy
School, originating rts above indicated

,
is a Celtic an product.

As I have several times said, I believe the Slavs aie.l Celts
are destined to divide the immediate musical future hetwemi
them.
(A vote of thanks to lecturer and performers was then

Mr. Ernest.—Mr. Cobbett has asked me to say some-
thing about Lckeu, I have had the good fortune to play that

sonata to which Mr. Cobbett has referred, with the well-

known violinist Irma Sethe, with whose family Lekeu was
on terms of intimate friendship. I must say, that even a

passing glance at that sonata showed me that it belongs to

tile ulua-cxlreiiic section of one of tin- rne.sl e\lreii;e modern
schools. It has all the characteristics of those schools, which
you all know are pretty much the same, whether they be
Scandinavian, Belgian, or Russian, or anything else, and
which, to sum it up in a few words, consist in a desire to
introduce new rhythmical and harmonic combinations at any
cost. I was not surprised to find the second movement
written in J time, and as to harmonic peculiarities, I may
mention there are chords in it with something like ten or

twelve accidentals iv. from of t!:em. And what is worse, there

are passages in the work—sometimes of whole pages—where

where it wants an immense menta: eifort to make oui in

what key even he is. Every time I play the sonata and
come to those passages i cauuo: help thinking of ArLeums
Ward, the American humorist, who, when showing his

famous panorama, used to come to a part where there was
practically nothing to be seen, and then turned to his audience
and in a contidential sort of way said :

" Ladies and gentle-

men, this is a horse ; you may not believe it, but you can
take my word for it : it is a horse." In like manner 1 always
feel inclined to say : "Ladies and gentlemen, what I am
playing is quite correct

;
you may not believe it, but you can
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take my word for it : it is correct." Of course, we must
remember that Lekeu was only eighteen or nineteen when
he wrote the sonata. We can therefore not wonder at his

wishing to outdo his master Franck himself. But we must
at the same time wonder at the occasional tokens of real

genius which we come across in it. In fact, the I movement
is a perfect gem of its kind and never fails to produce a deep
impression when played by such an artist as Madame Sethe.

In conclusion, I may say that if Lckcti was not a genius, he

was certainly a man of exceptionally great talent, and if he
had lived long enough to learn the great art of self-restraint,

he would surely have done work worthy to rank with the
very best of its kind,

Mr. Southgate.—I will detain you for only a few minutes,
for the interesting lecture and illustrations we have listened

to have gone on a little longer than our lectures usually do.

I am sure you will all agree that Mr. Cobbett has made out
a case for the Walloon school of music. I almost wish he
had dwelt a little longer on one or two features of it. As for

Josquin des Pres, if one wants to sec v. lml that master has
done, we have only to look at the valuable book of his music
our President has lately published with the assistance of his

son and daughter. But to discourse on that would involve
speaking on the development of counterpoint, and in the

presence of such a master of the subject as Sir Frederick
Bridge 1 had better be silent. Those little cramignons which
were played arc exceedingly interesting. One could not help
remarking how strong they were in their rhythm and accent.
The last was undoubtedly the oldest ; but I would like to ask
Mr. Herbert Bunning, who should surely know, whether they
are not also very much like the French chansons populaires ?

Mr. Bunning.—Very much like.

Mr. Southgate.—Our chairman (in mentioning the music
of the Celtic races) omitted the particular part of our country
to which I believe he does not belong—Ireland. In examin-
ing racial claims for music one must not forget that Scotland,

Ireland, and Wales have all displayed a certain originality of

thought and diction.

M. Louis Hillier.— Of course there is a great affinity

between the Liege popular cramignons and the French
chansons populaires. But, first of all, I must say that in

Liege we have a quantity of Walloon folk-songs which we
have not sung to you because it would have been impossible

for you to understand the words. We took principally those

with French words, and these, of course, have a great resem-

blance to the French songs. But the question is whether
we Walloon people have taken some of the song-tunes from
the French or the French from us ? I think the latter quite

likely. This is not a question of patriotism, so much the
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more, as you must know, that we are not of the " Chauvin "

sort in Belgium ; on the contrary, ive Smith Belgians are, by
our nature and our descent, rather French in character

;
and

it is easy to see the poims .)( iv.-^'iihiance between the French
people and the inhabitants of the Walloon part of Belgium
which, as Mr. Cobbett said, is not to be confounded with the
Flemish part. I should like to say one word about Lekeu
to amplify Mr. Ernest's statement. He spoke of one of his
works which is known to be very difficult. I had the
pleasure of being acquainted witli Lekeu, and of hearing
some of his other works, and particularly the work which he
wrote for the Prix do Koine, which got no! the (irst-second

prize but the second-second prize. That is quite a sym-
phonic work, and is far more clear and fluent. The other
works of Lekeu for orchestra are, though wry elaborate, quite

comprehensible
;
and if this sonata appeared so difficult and

incomprehensible it must 1>& remembered that it is the most
difficult of his works. Yes, Lekeu was really a genius, and I

cannot help foeimy very sorry for it. as no doubt his genius
was the cause of his premature death.

Mr. Cobbett.— I thank you very much for your vote of

thanks. 1 desire to give ray own personal thanks to Mr.
Ernest and M. Hillier for their remarks.



Fibhuary 12, igoi.

Sir J. F. BRIDGE, Mus. Doc, Oxon.,

THE CHESTER "RECORDERS."

Bv Joseph C. Bridge, M.A., Mus. Doc, Oxon.

Two of the most old-fashioned towns to he found in Europe
are Nuremberg and Chester, and comparisons between them
are often made ;vncl similarities and coincidences pointed

out. It is a remarkable fact that the only sets of Recorders
now known to exist are to be found in those two cities. In

the year itifib, the ChesLer Arcb;eoLo;;ic;il Society moved into

new quarters in tlx: freshly bniil cenLral ' Grosvenor " Museum.
Amongst the lumber from its ukt rooms w;is a peculiarly shaped
box (whirl) ciumhied to pieces almost immediately) and in

it the Secretary found what he thought to be "an ancient

find that the Society was the possessor of a rare set of ancient
Flutes-a-Bec, or Recorders. These instruments in old

times were made in "sets," like viols, and ranged from a
Sopraninti, going up to

—

to a Great Bass, going down to—

A facsimile of the Nuremberg set has been made for the
Brussels Museum, under the dircetKu of M. Victor Mahillon.
These instruments were brought to England and performances
given upon them at the " Inventions " Exhibition.
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The Chester set consists of soprano in

—

Weight. 8j oi,
;
length, 10 in. ,

wood, red cedar, with vory mouthpiece.

Alto in—

The Chester instruments bear the name of Bressan, under
a Tudor rose. The only reference: I have found to this maker
is in Hawkins's " History of Music " (Vol. V., p. 483, original

ed.), where he speaks of his objection to flutes—viz., that they
can never be made strictly in tune. He adds that flutes-a-

bec are generally in the key of F, and " to effect this truly
is a matter of no small difficulty. The flutes of the latter

kind of tiie younger Stanesby approach the nearest of any
to perfection, but those of Bressan, though excellent in their

tone, are all too flat in the upper octave."
En passant, I may say that the Stanesbys were clever and

excellent workmen. Stanesby, Senr., died in 1734, and
Stanesby, Junr., in 1754. I have brought with me a tenor

recorder which I bought in Chester. It is in the key of C,
and bears the name of Stanesby, Junr., and must have been
m:ide, therefore, about 1750. I should doubt if there were
many made after that date.

The music for recorders was, I believe, of a very simple
character, and confined, more or less, to an octave of notes.

Semitones could only be obtained by cross-fingering, and
note;: beyond the octavo could only be obtained by " pinch-

ing." The following directions for this are given in Salter's

"Genteel Companion; or, exact directions for the Recorder,"
1683 :—

" Your pinching notes ascend higher than the plain notes.

. . . You must bend your left thumb and let it be half over

' Messrs. Glen, of Edinburgh, have Iwo recorders: a Tenor, in C.

l;t in long, and Bui, In F, 39! in. long. Maker's name, Rififtrl. The
Bass instrument is very similar to the Chester Bun.
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the hole underneath the Pipe, for that belong to the upper
line where the pinch is made, and pinch the nail of your
thumb in Ihe hole, llis-n blow your Riconk-i" a little stronger

than you did when you played the nllif r notes, ami you shall

find the Recorder sound eight notes higher."

Mersenne, in his "Harmonic Uni vcrsello," published in

1636, gives several compositions for flutcs-a-bec, but they arc

all of a simple character-

There were several methods of writing for the recorder,

but in all cases the stopping of the holes by the fingers is

represented by black dots placed upon :> aeries of lines varying
from 6 to 8. A line through the dot -•- showed a " pinched

In the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries they were un-
doubtedly looked upon 35 choice and expensive instruments,

and were distinctly under Royal patronage, for Henry VII.
bought recorders and rewarded players on them; and the

inventory of Henry VIII. 's wardrobe, taken after his death,

shows thai he possessed 1 5.) Hutes, of which seventy -six were
recorders, and we kltOW that in Ins lifetime he amused
himself daily hy playing at the recorders, flutes, virginals,

in setting of songs ami making of ballads."

At the beginning o! tlx seventeenth century the instrument

began to be more universally used, though the following well

known quotation from "Hamlet" shows that it was not a

common instrument up to that period :

—

" Re-enter Players, with recorders.

'•Hianift.—O the recorders : let me see one. (Then turning

to Guildenstem he says) Will you play upon this pipe ?

" QuUdensUrn.—My lord, I cannot.
"Hamlet.—I pray you.

<):::!dc:s;tcr';.- Believe me, i tvmnot.

"Hamlet.—I do beseech you.
" Gaildens.tcru.-l know no touch of it, my lord.

Hamlet.—'Tis as easy as lying: govern these ventages
will) your fingers and thumb, .give it breath with vour mouth,
and it will discourse most eloquent music. Look you, these
are the stops."

In Charles I.'s time, the King's band consisted of eight

hautboys, si:-: Mutes, and six recorders.

Pepys records with dehgl".t how he purchased a recorder,

the sound of it being most pleasing " to him.
Evelyn, in his diary 1670. says :

" They are no w much in

rouui'sl for accompanying' liiu voiee," am! seveial instruction

books appeared about that period. In one of them, " The
Genteel Companion," published in 1683, we read in the

Preface :
" Of the kinds of musicl: vocal lias always had the
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preference in esteem, and by consequence the recorder (as

appi oaohinr; nearest lo flu; inixl del ightfnini as of tlic voice)

ought to have the first place in opinion, as we sec by the
universal use of it confirmed,"
As time went on we find recorders were changed in name

to "flutes and recorders," then to "flutes," and finally lo

the "common flute." As if unable to survive this degra-
dation it died about 1750, lo be succeeded 1>V the so-called

German flute.

Although treble recorders were made as late, say, as 1750,

I believe that bass recorders hail died out long before,

In July, 1772, Burney, the historian, was at Antwerp:*
" After this 1 wen: to a very l.-.rcjc building on a quay, at the

side branch of the beheld, which is called the Clusters

H.uys,' or Rnsterlings House; it was formerly used as a

warehouse h\ the mei ehaeis trndiag io Lubec, Hamburg,
and Ihi: 11 rei^erilir'. towns; it is a vny handsome street are,

and has served, in time of war, as a liar rack for two thousand

" 1 should net have mentioned my visiting this building if 1

had not found in it a large quantity of musicai instruments
of a peculiar construction. There are between thirty and
forty of the common flute kind, but differing in some parti-

culars, having, ;e- ihev increase i:i lenglh, keys a r.d crooks,

iike haulbois and bassoons : they were, in ride at Hamburg,
and are all of one sort of wood and by one maker—Casper
Rauchs Scratenbach was engraved on a brass ring or plate,

which encircled most of these instruments. The large ones
have brass plates pierced, rind some with human rigures well

er.jraved on them
; these last are longer than n bassoon

would be, if unfolded. The inhabitants say that it is more
titan n hundred years since tiiese insf ni 11 n ::;t s were used,

and ihai tlieie is r.o musician, at present in the town, who
knows how to play on any one of them, as they are quite

different frjii: those now in common use. In limes when
commerce flourished in this city these instruments used to be
played on every day by a band of musicians who attended
the merchants trading to the Hans towns, in procession to

the Kxchange
;
Ibey now hang on pegs in a closet, or rather

press, with foldhig dm its, made or, purpose for their reception
;

though in the Great Hall there stili lies on the lloor, by them,
a 1; .'.1 made ot a heavy and solid dark kind of

wood, so contrived as to be capable of receiving tiiom all
;

but which, when filled with these instruments, requires eight

men to lift it from the ground ; it was of so uncommon a
shape that I was unable to divine its use, till I was told it."t

* This extract has already heen quoted by Mr. Welch, hut I repeat it as

it is such an important piece of evidence as to the disuse of the recorder,

f " Present Stale of Music in Germany."—Burney, Vol. I., page 41.
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No doubt the box was of the shape found at Chester, but
much larger. Now had Burney possessed any real anti-

quarian zeal or knowledge, what a prize was there 1 But it

is evident that he was absolutely ignorant of recorders. He
knew the small ones were 11 common flutes," but he evidently

had never seen or heard of bass or double-bass recorders,

nor had he the wit to see that these were uncommon flutes.

Of all that set, I believe only one survives—in the Museum
at Antwerp. It goes down to D below the bass stave. This

In 1700 we find M alone commentating, in his edition of

Shakespeare, mi llii: f|in>ulion from "Hamlet" (of which
there are ditt'eient reailh;gs), ;nicl wondering what a recorder

was like, and whether it had a thumb hole at the back or
not. These facts point to the conclusion that the big
" recorder " flutes were quite unknown in the middle of last

century, and, by the end of the century, the whole family had
died out.

And now as to the word " recorder." The verb "to record
"

has in our present (lay only she meaning oi ' to remember,"
or " take note of ; hut in earlier times it had another and
very different meaning. It meant " to sing, chant, or warble
like birds." "To record," says an old writer, "among
fowlers, is when the bird hcgiria to turn; or sing within

itself." We find the verb " to record " used in this sense

frequently by the poLls. Nicholas Breton, a pastoral poet
of the Elizabethan era, says :—

" Sweet Philomel, the bird

that hath the heavenly throat

Doth now, alas I not once afford

recording of a note."

Again, Thomas Watson, in " HngiamS's Helicon," say = :

—
" Now birds record new Harmonies,
And trees do whistle melodies,
Now every thing that nature breeds
Doth dad itself in pleasant weedes."

Of course, we find the instrument in Shakespeare. In
" Pericles," Act IV. :—

" To the lute

She sang, and made the night bird mute
That still records with moan."

Again, in " The Midsummer Night's Dream," he says :

—

" He hath played on his prologue
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Again, in " Two Gentlemen of Verona," scene iv. :

—

" And to Ihe nightingale's complaining notes
Tune my distresses and record my woes."

There is one other celebrated passage in " Hamlet " which 1

have aI.rco.i-y quoted.

Philip Sidney describes how—" the shepherds, pulling out
recorders, which possessed the place of pipes, accorded their

music to the other's voice."

Milton, in " Paradise Lost," speaks of—
" The Dorian Mood

Of Flutes and soft Recorders."

We see here, then, that the words recorder and flute are

used side by side from a very early period, and Mr. Welch
considers thai he has traced the word " recorder " up to the
middle of the fourteenth century, and that the word
"rccorder"is of lir^lisi: growth, while " iiuLe " came over
with William the Conqueror. However this may be, it is

evident there must have been some difference between
recorders and (lutes to justify the different nomenclature.
Woe to the unfortunate student who seeks this knowledge in

ordinary hooks of musical reference. He will find there a

statement, tepefied again and again, to this eilcct : thai there

was in the upper part of the instrument between the top hole
for the fingers and the mouthpiece a special hole covered
with a piece of bladder or goldbeater's skin, which gave to

the instrument a distinct quality of tone, and that the name
" recorder "was derived from this peculiarity of construction.

The late Dr. Stone, in his article on the recorder in Grove's
Dictionary, says :

—

(i.) That a hook published on [he recorders in 1683

describes this peculiarity, and that Mr. ChappeU
thought the name was derived from it.

(2.) That Mr. Chappcll quoted the late Mr. Ward as having
seen "old English flutes " bored through the side in

the upper part of the instrument, and

(3.) That there is at South Kensington a sixteenth century

rtiv,'.fi r with such a hole.

With regard to No. 1, let me say that there is not one word
in the book published in 1683 about this hole covered with
membrane, nor in any other known work on the recorder, nor
is there any sign of such a hole in any one of the illustrations

of these instruments which have come down to US.

2. That this evidence is much stronger than Mr. Ward's
memory, however good that may have been.

3. That Mr. Welch has examined the so-called sixteenth

century recorder, and finds it to have been made in London
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about the year 1810. It has a small hole covered with skin,

which does not affect the sound in the least, and was perhaps
in; there as an experiment.

There is nothing new to a Chinaman. In the Victorian

Miig-.r.-.hie for July, iSo:r, a Mr. Barrett n-.enrions buying a

Chinese flute in San Francisco, which had an aperture
between the embouchure and -he linger holes. The shopman
stuck on this hole a piece of skin in order to give a nasal tone.

Mersenne, in his Hitrmoiiie Univcrselh, published in 1636,
describes many kinds of ri-coiders and flutes, and in one case
seems to suggest a similar sort of experiment, and I fancy
Una this is the basis for tin- gigantic i'rcriou I have mentioned.

It is generally considered that flutes-a-bec were called

recorders when pierced with eight holes—seven in front for the

fingers and one at the back for the thumb. Undoubtedly
the hole at the back was the most important feature.

I am myself inclined to think the treble instruments were
oftentimes merely called flutes, and the larger instruments
and those made in sets, recorders."

DISCUSSION.

Tin; Chairman.- Ladies and L,-entlemen . it is against mv
own will (although, of course, it is a pleasure for me to come to

support my brother) that I consented to occupy this chair.

11 was n: v v.-is-li thai so great an authority on these matters as

Mr. Welch should preside to-day ; but he obstinately refused,

so i const nicil 10 perform the nee; :sr-.i ry duties of a chairman.
It is ;;r,-'.-.i:vi:ig to me tha'. my brother has come all the way
horn Chester to brini,' these most interesting instruments before

this .Association. I think il is a worthy example to many
members of our profession who may have some special

opportunities for acquiring information. Nothing gives us so
niiii'b pleasure as to see those who can lend a tit: It: variety to

our proceedings. My brother, anil those who helped him,
have shown grea; pluel; in bringing these four instruments

—

or rather not so much in hrine'ine' them as in :',"vine; :o play 0:;

client. 01: course
:

.t would be ridiculous :o sav that v.-e in

London liave never lieard anything like it. I have no doubt
that if he could have brought his own Chester quartet up
things would have s^one a little smoother, though perhaps we

* Gavotte by Henri Lc Jcunc, 1636; Quarter for four recorders, J- C.
Bridge ; and Duet for treble and bass recorders, were played upon the set of
ir^itruMtrils b.^-ji.'j.:.;:' Lc and eshibLtud by the Chatter A rdr.tLaical Socictv.

Ti;e jierfornieif ivere l!uv. ). L. Bedford, Mr. Kaddiffe, Mr Finn, and
Dr. J. C. Bridge.



should have missed some of the excitement and curiosity as to

how they would have got through it. I suppose most of us

have not had an opportunity of hearing recorders before, and
I think our thanks are particularly due to those gentlemen
who have come forward at the last moment, Mr. Kadclifif,

Mr. Finn, and Mr. Bedford, who comes from Chester and
plays on the pibcorn.

Mr. Welch.—I should like to ask Dr. Bridge a question.

What is the pitch of these instruments ? Are they flat like

the French pitch, or diapason normal, as it is called, or do
they correspond to the Philharmonic or English concert

Dr. Bridgi:.—They are pretty high—above the French,
up to the Philharmonic pitch.

Mr. Welch.—I am not surprised at the answer, for the
evidence of flutes goes to show that the statement, so often

repeated, that there was a great rise in the English pitch (hiring

the first 'calf of the nineteenth century, can not be sustained. I

wiH mention another case. .Mr. Kadcliff has ir. his possession

a Apple flute— or flute-a-bec, to use its French name -made
by at; English maker, which is quite up to concert pitch. So
surprising dees this circumstance seem to those who believe:

the high pitch to be of modern growth, that the suggestion

has been made that it must have been shortened to bring it

up to the pianofortes witli which if was played, it having
been used half-a-century ago by the late Mr. Richard Carte
in illustrating his lectures on the flute. An examination of

the instrument, however, fails to reveal any indication of it

having been cut. Now no one can suspect that the flutes

before us have ever been tampered v.
1

it It
;
yet thev are a; (he

same pitch. They are most precious; for although single

specimens of fipple flutes are not uncommon, a complete set,

a discant, alto, tenor, and bass, is of the greatest rarity. It

is true that they would be more valuable still if they could
be traced back to the time of Henry VIII. There is, how-
ever, as far as I know, only one set in the world, that at

Nuremberg, mentioned by Dr. Bridge, which dates from the

sixteenth century. The Chester set, however, is complete,
whereas one of the instruments, tr.e smallest, is missing from
the Nuremberg set ; but the case, which has been preserved,

is so constructed as to show the exact length and size of the
missing instrument, so that there has been no difficulty in

reproducing it. There scents to be some uncertainty about
the kind of wood ol which the, Chester flutes are made. In a

description of them which Mi . Nov; stead, the Curator of the
Museum, was so good as to send me some time ago, he
mentioned that an expert, a joiner, to whom they had been
submittal, pom. mured the wood to be red cedar. Their
dark coli'iir. however, is due evidently to a stain ; the wood
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itself, where it is uncoloured, looks very much like box.

Perhaps there may be some one present qualified to judge
who will give us his opinion.

Mr. Stmner (after examining one of :!»• instruments).—
They do not seem heavy enough for box.

Dr. J. C BniL>t;K.- 1 am no expert in wont!, hut several

c.ipe::s have wren these instruments and lUy say they are

made of cedar. The ivory is very bi-an-.ifi.l. and tins mut
have been an expensive irstrcment. because the ivory is cut

from a. solid tusk. I o.iglit to say *c do not nraily know
where these came from. A well known Chester antiquary
had a dim recollection thai they wete given to the

Archaeological Society by a Colonel Cholmondeley. At
Chi/.nioinleley Cattle, which is not far from Chester, there is

a private chapel, and it struck me they may have been used
then;, and iiemg in course of tiitit; disiisi.d they were given

away. But this is simply conjecture. With regard to the
wood that is all I can tell you.

Mr. Welch.— I had hoped that Dr. Bridge would say
something about Handel and the flute. Very few amongst
us have hoard a bass flute until now, vet the bass fli:tc was
used in the orchestra as late as Handel's time. Handel
employed not Only tlio bass transversa llute, the traversa

bassa, as he terms it, but the English bass llute—the bass
recorder I had almost said ; but 1 must not call it a recorder,

for, when Handel wrote, it was no longer known by that

appellation. By one of the strange mutations of nomencla-
ture with which students of the history of musical instruments
ate familiar, the recorder, just as the seventeenth century was
drawing to a close, changed its name to that of the flute.

So rapidly and completely did the word recorder drop out of

use that, by the middle of the eighteenth century, writers were

in doubt as to what instrument a recorder was. Even as
lair us 1.SS3, when Dr. Stone wrote the article on the recorder

in Grove's Dictionary, the precise nature of the recorder was
still a mystery. But since it hits been shown that recorder

was only an old name lor tj'.e English Mule, it is no; uncom-
mon for the owners of eighteenth etiuury English flutes,

which they had previously culled ib.-.U s-a-bec, to speak of them
as let-orders. This is to be regretted, for, by so naming
then), they create a faise impression, similar to Ilia: which
would be produced if a trombone were shown to the uninitiated

as a sacklint, giving risci to a misconception, and indirectly

claiming for their instruments a higher antiquity than that to

which they are entitled. But I am wandering away from
Handel. I was about to say that Handel wrote not only for

the transverse, German, or lip flute now in daily use amongst
us, but also for the straight, English, or fipple flute which we
have just had the privilege of Learn;;;. I should mention that
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the fipple, which gives its name to the instrument, is the plug,

or languid, as an organ builder would style it, which
partially blocks the tube. Handel calls tiie Apple flute jlattto,

the lip flute traversa, rarely fiauto travcrso. He is very par-
ticular in distinguishing between tl-.e. two i^struniLiita, so that

we always know, if we refer to the German Handel Society's

edition of his works, 0:1 winch of them he intends a passage
to be played. He sometimes scores for at least four treble

fipple flutes; but we should bear in mind that formerly oboe
players were expected to occasionally taie the flute. The
nearest approach with which I am acquainted in Handel's
works to the harmony we have heard this afternoon is to be
found in the opera 'Giustino.' The music, which is in three
parts, is scored for Flauti I., Flauti II., and Basso it' Flauti.

Then; were thus not less than five fipple flutes, four trebles

and a bass, playing together. The flute colour, it is true,

was not quite pure like that brought before us to-day, for

there was an oboe in unison with the first flutes, and a viola

with the bass flute. The passage forms the introduction to a
song sung by Giustino just before he falls asleep and dreams
a dream in which the Goddess of Fortune appears and reveals

to him his destiny. I hope on a future occasion to submit
for your consideration an attempt to explain why Handel
chose the peculiar scoring for the situation.

Dr. Bridge.—What was the lowest note played by the

bass flute ?

Mr. Welch.—I cannot say with certainty, it being some
years since f saw the score, but if lean trust my memory,
it was P. Another instrument of the fipple flute family used
by Handel was the flaiito piccolo. The piccolo with which
we are familiar is a traversa piccolo, not a Jiauto piccolo.

In connection with the Jiauto piccolo there is a question
of interest to musicians. The obbligato to 'O ruddier
than the cherry,' which, acton liny to the score, should
be played on a jiauto or fipple flute, is played in the

present day, not on the flute, but on the piccolo. What is

the reason? Was the word piccolo accidentally omitted in

the score ? or could Handel, when writing ' Acis and
Galatea,' have designed the obbligato for the Jiauto, but
afterwards cliar.fted his mind, am.!, m practice, cliiscC il to hi:

played on ihc jhndo piccolo? A Jiauto piccolo was used for

the obbligato at the Antient Concerts. On this point the

evidence is unquestionable. Mr. John Ella, who joined
the band nearly eighty ye;trs ayo, mentioned (o me more
than once that when 'O ruddier than the cherry' was
sung, the second oboe player, a Mr. Sharp, used to play the

obbligato on a flageolet. The Concerts of Antient Music
were established within twenty years of Handel's death. The
first conductor was Joah Bates ; he was succeeded by
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Greatorcx, who was still conducting when Mr. Ella played
in the band. Why, then, was not the obbligata given lo the

flute, or the piccolo ? Why did Greatorex have it played on
the flageolet, which had ceased to be an orchestral instru-

ment ? An answer which suggests itsulf in the absence of

information is that he was acting in deference to a cherished

tradition.

Dr. Bridge.—Were the piccolo players competent ?

Mr. Welch.— I know no reason why they should not have
been.
The Chairman.—1 think wc should convey the hest thanks

of the meeting to my brother, who has been so kind as lo

come down, and also to the gentlemen who have assisted him
with the illustrations.

(The votes of thanks were then passed unanimously.)
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A. H. D. PRENDERGAST, Esq.,

In the Chair.

A SEVENTEENTH CENTURY VIEW OF MUSICAL
EDUCATION,

By Sir Frederick Bridge, Mus.D.

The object of the short paper which ! have promised to read
to-night is to consider certain opinions upon " Music, and its

importance in Education " found in the autobiography of a

famous seventeenth-century dilettante, the Hon. Roger North.
It will, I hope, interest you to hear what has been written

upon this subject by a clever and acute observer over 200

home," and as a factor in "Education." It is, no doubt,
of the utmost importance that the ycumi; should l>c encouraged
to study music, and that, through them, the music of the

home should be influenced in the right direction. Who can
estimate the value of music in the family circle f You will

hear in the course of my address how much this old seven-
teenth-century amateur, Roger North, thought of home music.
Let me remind you of what Shakespeare thought of it. I

quote from one of his sonnets :
—

'• Mark how one string, sweet husband to another,

Strikes each in each by mutual ordering,

Resembling sire and child and happy mother,
Who all in one, one pleasing note do sing."

To turn now to the autobiography of Roger North, from
which I have taken the bulk of my paper. Some of you
may wonder who the Hon. Roger North was.

I will endeavour in as short a space as I can to give you
some information, liecaase lie is an inlei estin;; ami entertain-
ing man

; a man whose family occupied a great position in the
history of England for man}' generations.
The Norths sprang from a merchant of London. The

son of this merchant was raised to the peerage, and died in

tin.: CliailerhoiiKi: in 1564, leavin;; two son;. The _\\;iin;;e*t,

Sir Thomas North, was the translator of " Plutarch's Lives,"

ilarly upon the subject of " Music in the
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a book from whose pages Shakespeare drew some of his
inspiration; iiin.I Rogi-r, his heir, was a great man at the
court of l^izaK/tli. Hi: also died in (lis house al London,
called the Charterhouse, in 1600. His son and heir was
killed in 1597, during the wars in the Netherlands, leaving

behind him one Dudley, who became third Lord North
in 1600, whilst still a minor. He enjoyed his title and esLatrrs

for sixty-six years, maintained ureal state at tin:- court of

James I., ami during that time did much to impoverish
himself and his successors. On the accession of Charles I.

Ik; retired to his country seat ;,l Kittling, Norfolk, li\ing

in retirement for forty years. lie died in 166B, in his

eighty-sixth year. We sbail hear vr.orc of this old peer, who
was a very remarkable man, and, what more especially

interests us, an enthusiastic musician. To him succeeded
Dudley, fourth baron, the father of some very clever sons,

with the youngest of whom, Roger, we, this afternoon, are

the more particularly concerned. It may however interest you
to hear that Charles, the iieir, was one oi those who sailed in

the fleet to welcome Charles II. at the Restoration, and he
jery favourable impression upon Pcpys (another
musician), v.-ho was much struck by his skill as

recording that "at night he did play his part
ell at first sight," Francis, the second son,

became Lord Keeper of the Great Seal.

The old lord, the grandfather of Roger, lived, as I ex-

plained, in retirement for many years. He was a man
strong of will, and insisted upon his son and his grand-
children residing principally at Kirtling with him. This
magnificent mansion, which was erected by the first lord,

was in its glory at this time. It contained a splendid
collection of pictures, and was the home of music ; the
old lord being, as we have already heard, an enthusiastic

musician. Roger North and his brothers (it lias been well

said by Dr. Jessopp, the accomplished editor of the

biography) were from their childhood educated in a school
of art, both eye and eat trained from infancy. Roger
and his brother, the Lord Keeper, were great favourites

of James II., and Roger at a very early age became
Attorney-General. At the breaking out of the Revolution
he retired from public life, and though he lived until 1734
he never took the oath of allegiance to the new rigimt

:

at the same time he was no conspirator. He lived a quiet,

happy life in the country, devoting himself to the pursuits
of the country gentleman, and his favourite studies he tells

us were mathematics and music. We have his notions on
music set out at great length in his autobiography, and more
especially interesting for us is his reference to music and its

importance in education.
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To turn to this work. I will ask you first to remember
that it was written possibly 200 years ago, during the reign

of William and Mary, about the time of Purcell's death (in

169s) and before the arrival of Handel.
Roger North was a very remarkable link between two

different periods of music. He was a pupil of John Jenkins,

who was born in 1592, when viols were supreme and the
violin was practically unknown to the English amateur.
North lived until 173+—that is, until nearly a quarter of a
century after ;he appear axe/.; of Handel in this country. The
musical traditions and methods of his old master. Jenkins,
must have been a strange contrast to the works of Handel
which he saw, and heard produced, Our author begins bv men-
tioning that his grandfather, Lord North, having travelled
in I laly. where music is queen, lm ,k a liking to i

I
, and v.- lien his

vanities and attendant wants had driven him into the country,

his active spirit found employment with many airy entertain-

ments as poetry.'' tec. You must remember this was the age
of the madrigal—the end of the sixteenth century. ''Thus
his poetry called him to music, for he would have the masters
set his phra/.es, and then his grandchildren, my sisters, must
sin;; them. He played On that antiquated instrument called

the treble viol, now abrogated wholly by the use or' tile violin
"

(that was of course at the end of the next century), " and he
kept an organist in his house, which was seldom without a

professed music-master." John Jenkins was one of the
private musicians in the house. Before that he had another

organist named Loosemore. He goes on to say: " And the

servants of parade and the steward and clerk of the kitchen

also played, beim; a musica! hijnsehi 9 j 1, which wil li the young
ladies ' (my sislers'j singing made a society o: music such as

was well esteemed in those times. And the course oi the

family was to have solemn music three days in the week, and
often i:very day as masters supplied novelties for the enter-

tainment of the old lord. And on Sunday night voices to the
otgan were a constant practice, and a( oLher times symphonies
inter 1 nixed with the instruments." Of course I need not say

he is not referring to the modern symphony.
Truly Roger North was educated in a place where music

and its power far good were thoroughly appreciated.

He goes on to tell us that •' the old lord took a fancy to a
wood about a mile from his house, where he would convoke
his musical family, and songs were made and set for cele-

iuating tin- joys there. The concerts wi re usually a!! viols

to the or sin. r, or harpsichord." ''The violin," he added,
"came in later, and imperfectly." 11 When the hands were
well supplied, then a whole chest went to work—that is, six

viols—the music being formed for it, which would form a
strange sort of music now, being an interwoven humdrum
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compared with the brisk Battnta derived from the French
and Italian."

Roger North was speaking of the time when the French
and Italian music had begun to exercise a great influence in

this country—after Charles II., and at the end of that century.

It was then lie was writing, and he was comparing the music
then :asIiio:iablu \v. England with the music of iln: older

time. "" This biisk, ahy .'icctnl " of th» Italian music was a

very different thing from tiie old viol music

—

11 interwoven
humdrum." a:- Roger has it.

North next proceeds to lament that the improvements of

music have caused it to be less cultivated by amateurs in the

country. He complains that "when music was kept in an
easy and temperate air, practicable to moderate and imperfect

know not /iow to pass the time we fall io drink:" So disturbed
is the old amateur by the ncplcct of home music fo:

-

the more
advanced pul'lii ocrformana-es. that he adds : "I am almost
of Plato's opini

His description of a - .... .

anui~L-i^ and a clever piece of criticism, One would Lliiuk

lie had been to a modern ballad concert !

'• And thus it is," he says, " with the music exhibited in

London public "y for half-crowns. A combination of masters
agree to make a concert, as they call it, but do not submit to
the government of anyone.'' (That is, they have no con-
duclor—they are all conductors—we see that at some of our
concerts nowadays). " And in the performance each man
takes his pails according as Ins opinion of bis own excellence.

The master violin must have its solo— then joined with a
lute, then a fugue or sonata, then a song, then the trumpet
and hauthois, and so other variety as it happens : and upon
every piece ended, [he masters shift their places to make
way for the next. And the company know not whether all is

ended or whether anything more is to come, and what:
which pauses, and devious accidental species id' music pre-

sented one after the other without judgement or design,
arc so defective as justly to be compared to a ballad singer,

who having done one ballad, begins another to a pleasant
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new tune. But this combination, regulated, might exhibit

very good music, for the pert forwardness of some, or rather

of all the masters would be restrained, and they obliged

to take the parts designed, and to stick to them, without
perching forward to show their parts and please them-
selves in being admired." Then he goes on with a very
interesting suggestion that " the whole should be of a piece,

and all the process of it considered and put together

with skill and design, to give advantage to each part, and
never let the audience eeasc aUention, but continually im-

prove and raise it until the end."
The next observation seems to be almost prophetic:

"Such an entertainment I never heard eompesed for an
hour's pastime., which is enough ; but my knowledge of the

art tells me it should be so." What would Roger North
have saiil if he had heard Beethoven's symphonies r We are

quite sure he would have been a good listener ; bur his

description of what a musical entertainment ought to be,

is, as I have jus', said, trills' prophetic. His next paragraph is

devoted to the advice that all young people should be
performers of musk:. lie recommends it on the ground of

its being a pleasure in mere action, a pleasure in doing some-
thing. "Just as boys," he adds, "will not walk on the

ground if a rail be near, but they must walk on the top of

that, or if a nail is to be driven, and two or three stand by,
each has a mind /,' would he pleased to do it. Therefore it

must be allowed that action itself is a pleasure. I >;il gentle-

men seeing the per Ion 11 ante of the masters are very desirous

to do the same, and finding tiie. dirhculty and the pain that are

requisite lo acquire it, are discouraged in the whole matter
ami lay it aside." He falls foul of London again, saying,

' which is chiefly to he ascribed to this town, which is the

bane of all industry, because many ( v.l„:: - pleasmes stand with
open aims to receive them. Music is especially desired in

the country, where there are not such varieties of gay things

to call young folks away, for nothing," he adds, '"Can he so

good as music, which is a kind companion and admit:-", all

to its graces. I would not have people, that is, families,

discouraged for want of perfection: but after all nothhi j; of

music is so mean or ill- performed which is not commendable
and extreme useful in a country family."

The subject of teaching music ;:e\t occupies attention. He
certainly seems ansious lo cover the whole ground v/hbe he

is about it. He recommends men to study the viol, violin,

and organ, and harpsichord, and double bass. For women
he recommends the spinet and harpsichord, the :>:Se, and the

guitar, f wonder if he would approve of ladies playing the

violin, as they now do so admirably. I do not know if he
would object to it on the same ground that he objects to their
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.

playing tlio lute—" inasmuch as playing the lute tends to make
ladies crooked !

" Then as to the teachers, ho recommends
the elder rather than the younger, although, he adds, " the
latter may be the more agreeable for novelty and briskness,
which is an advantage in most things, especially music "

; his

reason 1 icing thai " l'ic elder art better artists at levelling the;

principles of music, having more experience." He adds,
" lirfl get a teacher who understands and has CMpcri en ct: in

teaching, which is :>. distinct art from playing," Here North
shows much common sense. We all agree with him in the
extreme importance of careful, conscientious, and experienced
teaching. How many have to undo the sad errors which a
careless, inexperienced teacher has passed over. I am con-
vinced that in nothing in Knglau.l have we made greater
progress than in ike I'l-ml Inching which now is to he
obtained by all who seek for it. With regard to the pupils

themselves, Roger North says :
• Beginners in music should

be trained as in manufacture anil trades, first taught to

provide the material, then put it together, and lastly finish it.

In music Hie material is ;,,>iiud, which may lie well or ill, anil

that difference in the first formation of it is of the greatest

importance. Good drugs are not more considerable in
medicine, than the producing a good sound in music. It is

the substance ar.d tonm la [ion. whicii hilling, all fails."

The last piece of advice which this worthy old dilciianic

gives is that scholars should he taught harmony. "Some,"
he says, "have not a nature capable of it, which is soon
discovered ; and I have known those who could neither

understand a perspective draught to represent anything, nor

confusion of noises. These are to be obligated to other
business— they arc not cut out for arts!'' The concluding
words of his observations on the importance of music in

education arc both melancholy and amusing. "How little

these methods are pursued is rather a subject to lament than
of hii|ie to ruff.!!':. Ladies hear a new song and are impatient
to learn it. A master is sent for who sings it as to a parrot,

till at last with infinite difficulty the tune is got, but with
such infantine, imperfect, nay abominable graces, in imitation

of the good that one would split to hear it."

And here I must finish my quotations from this interesting

old author. Much of what he complained is true at the
present time, and this being so, I do not apologise for making
his treatise the basis of my paper. His observations are
couched in old-fashioned phraseology, but possibly are so all

the more telling. Who does not remember some of the
quaint ohserval ions of that acute clitic and lover of music,
a contemporary of Roger North, Mr. Samuel l'epys, all the

better for the quaint way in which he puts ihin.ns ? ile was
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as ardent a lover and student of music as Roger North

—

ho

ii'iiici's did he appreciate its value that he had his servants
taught, and irvai taught them hinised. Do you remember
tin: somewhat sorions episode (ii; which Mr. l.Ypys appears
to me almost to have been the original Caudle) when the
Diarist tells us, " Home and to sing with my wife and
Mercer {Mr;. Pepvs' maid; in the tardea ; and cominu in, !

find my wife plainly dissatisfied with me, that I can spend so
much tune -.vita Mereei, leachiue. her to sin-, and could
never ;;ike the pains with her. Which I acknowledge, lint it

is because that the girl do take musick inigluiiy readily, and
she do not ; and musick is the thing of the world that I love
most, and ah the pleasure almost that 1 now take. So to

bed in some little discontent, but no words from me." And
do you remember his observations on the singing of a young
lady, who possibly had been taught in the wav Roger North
describes :

—

"After Mippi-r late to sing; but Lord! how did I plea=e

myself to make Betty Turner sing, to see what a beast she is

as to singing, not knowing how to sing one note in tune

;

but, only for the experiment, I would not for 40s. hear her

sing a tune : worse than my wife a thousand times, so that

it do a little reconcile me to her."

I cannot longer detain you—in fact, I fear I have already

trespassed upon your patience. Let me express the hope
that we all sympathise with the ardent aspirations of old

Roger North, and look upon music as an important branch
of education.

The time has gone by when the Professor of Philosophy
coihd say to the musician (as in the ' Taming of the Shrew "J,
" Fiddler, forbear, you grow too forward Sir."

We musicians and lovers of music must claim for it its

rightful place in education, and. to those who would object

to the claim, reply also in the words of Shakespeare :

—

• Wrangling Pedant
This is the patroness of heavenly harmony ;

Then give me leave to have prerogative,

And when in music we have spent an hour,

Vour lecture shall have leisure for as much."
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DISCUSSION.

The Chairman.—Ladies and gentlemen, we have had a
short paper, but an extremely interesting one, from Sir
Frederick Bridge. I hope that some of you will contribute a
few observations on the subject, which belongs to an historical

period In the life of poetry and music. The seventeenth

century was a time when the dramatic entertainments called

masques were at the height of popularity, and when even
such seats of learning as the Inns of Court devoted much
time and money to them. The Benchers of those days
compelled the law students to work also at music and
dancing and acting. In Whitelock's Annals of his time
(sevenleenih century), it is recorded that Shirley's masque,
entitled " The Triumph r-f Peace," was performed at White-
hall Palace by members of the four Inns of Court, at a total

cost of nearly £30,000—an enormous sum considering the
comparative value uf money in those days. I hope someone
has a few observations to make on this very interesting

period of musical history.

Mr. Southgate.— I would make one observation on this

interesting paper, and that is with regard to Jenkins. 1 think
we have passed by old Jenkins with scant courtesy. Sir

Frederick quoits Mullah's statement that he wrote cartloads

of music and mn' h;<s survived. But in Hullah's valuable
little book on the Transit i< m Period, if I remembi r rightly,

he gives a very remarkable Vt 10 (or viols by Jenkins, which
I have always looked on as an extraordinarily eariv specimen
of free part-writing. It consists of three movements, and I

think the last is in the fugal style on a chromatic subject.

Indeed, i believe Sir Frederick Bridge has given us that

very piece at one of his lectures, Jenkins was so popular
that his music was frequently asked for on the Continent,
and merchants who traded there were not infrequently

requested to scud soieo music of Jenkins. In the liodlei;.n

Library there are many compositions of Jenkins for viols,

I have copied out some few of them. There is one com-
position I have for four viols with an independent organ
part. I mention these works of the old English worthy,
because it seems that Jenkins inaugurated a style of
composition thai has been successful ly followed elsewhere.

After be left S:r Roger North's be went into the Wodehouse
household, where he lived for many years, and died in their

service. Somebody told me that his loudisloue. iu Kimbcrlcy
churchyard, was sadly neglected. 1 mentioned this to Sir
Frederick Gore Ouseley, who suggested I should write to

Lord Kimberley on the subject, and he replied: "Yes, we
know the name of Jenkins in this part of the world, and
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possibly you will like to liear that I have had the name
re-cut on his tombstone at my own expense."
Mr. J. S. Shedlock.— I would only say with reference to

the remarks made that we need not go so far as the Bodleian
Library to find musk by Jenkins. There is a great deal of it

not very far from this spot. I think we have a very inter-

esting specimen of home music it: the Bach family r.ot o:dv
that of J. S. Bach, but of his predecessors and ancestors ; I

think that is a very notable illustration of family music. As
Sir 1'rederick Krn':g, ;<_majked, [ l-n-r't; noil 1 i r.g much to

argue about in his paper ; I have only to add my thanks

Dr. Maclean.—Bach's connection with Mizier's Associa-
tion for Musical Science is somewhat in point here. MLder
tried for a very kmc '-hue without success to secure Each as

a member, lid ::ue day, three- years In; fori: his death, Bach
wrote a iriplt- canon in si m par ts much 10 iiis own satisfaction,

,-.nd he ibernou sent il i:. .ir.d enrolled himself. Similarly, I

think a subject having pleased Sir ["rcdorick Bridge, he lias

thereon broken Jus iom; silence, to our advantage. The
subject of this old English music is far too much ignored,

and I say so in no antiquarian spirit. Last year T was at a

performance in St. James's Ha]', where there were some
hundreds present, ami just ha! f-a -do/cn viohsts :.mi -he p'.al-

form. The latter played some English music belonging
exactly to the period" referred to by the lecturer, and I can
only say that it held the audience and sounded completely
beautiful. North talks of the "interwoven humdrum." I

demur to the " humdrum" (as we now .inderstnnd thai word),

but the ir.terweavim; was cer.mmy there. We aie loo much
disposed to put our heads in the sand, and imagine there is

no music except to-day's. To look backward as well as

forward is necessary for getting the right perspective. It is

in be li: ;k (1 1.1'iit tlr.-. lecture v-' i . i eon tribute to stimulate: an
kue;v~; in the adui iia': 'lc .'Id English viol music. 1 have a

small personal Interest :i\ :he subject ot the k:e-.ure, bavin;;

been once et Kongham, the scat of Koger North's descendants,

and having been often at \Vro.\lon, tiic seat of the North
barony. The Norths are now country gentlemen

;
the family

once took a very prominent pan in English public life.

The Chairman.—With reference to Sit I'teoerick Bridge's

remark that the violin was but little used at the commence-
ment of the seventeenth century, it may be interesting to

mention that in the libretto of "the " Masque of Flowers,"

written and produced in 1614, a list is given of the instru-

ments used in the performance, amongst them being "A
Treble Violin,'' which 1 should imagine to he one of the

very earliest instances of the mention of the violin in a list

of instruments.
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Sir Frederick Bridge.— Of course I would say that in

reading this paper I only proposed to call your attention to

the observations of this man, who has interested me very
much since I have had time to devote to the archaeological

side of music, and not by any means to comment on the
people with whom it is connected. With regard to Jenkins
I do not yield to my friend Mr. Southgale in my admiration
oE him. His work is very often surprising in that particular

point to which Mr. Southgate alluded—his use of the
chromatic style. There is one very beautiful trio that Jenkins
wrote to celebrate the death of William Lawes. He gave
up his place in the Abbey when he refused to sign the

Solemn League and Covenant (his brother signed it, and
kept his place), and in the Muniment room you see a very
interesting note of "William Lawes in arms against the

Parliament." He went to Chester and was killed. If I

had to give you a lecture on Jenkins, I could keep yon
for a couple of hours. There are many charming ditties

you will find in those books edited by Playford. There
is no doubt that he was a very excellent musician, and a
man that could write real melody. And his tonality was
so fixed. He wrote that Fancy to which Mr. Southgate
referred more in the old modes; but he also wrote qmte
in the modern tonality. He wrote a piece anticipating

the 'Battle of Prague." It was called the "Battle of

Newark," full of trumpetings and drummings. I nearly

spoilt one of Broadwood's pianos once in a lecture trying to

get out the effect of the trumpet. With regard to the Norths
themselves, Dr. Maclean has hardly done justice to the later

members of the family. A very distinguished descendant of

Roger was that very cle ver artist, Marian North, who painted

those beautiful pictures of flowers in Kew Gardens. In

one of her book? she mentions her old ancestor, Roger. She
says that she was writing undor Roger's portrait, and that

she could see him looking on lu;r with approbation. I (In

not think there is anything else I have to comment on. You
are all very kind in saying you liked my paper. ! am glad
of it. It was not very long, and I think that is a recommen-
dation both in papers and sermons.
A vote of thanks to Sir Frederick Bridge closed the-

meeting.
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Dr. CHARLES W. PEARCE,

Ik the Chair.

THE /ESTHETIC TREATMENT OF BACH'S
ORGAN MUSIC.

By H. Heathcotis Statham.

If some apology is required from an amateur for offering

some remarks on this subject to an audience partly, at least,

composed of professional musicians, I may say that perhaps
few persons can hare given more time and thought to this

particular subject than I have. For a good many years of

my life the study and practice of Bach's organ compositions
was my principal recreation, especially with the view of
jittiiriL; a!! the effect from their, for which a modern organ
affords the opportunity ; and there are none of the larger and
more important compositions which I have not tried over
and over again, in various ways, with this object. The
suggestions I have to make, therefore, are at all events not
hasiih arrived at.

Bach's organ compositions, which arc so strangely
neglected or ignored by many, even by those who consider
themselves in a special sense worshippers of Bach, are, in

fact, his central artistic work. As this is an unpopular opinion

at present, I may cite two distinguished critical authorities in

support of it. Spitta says :

—

"Bach started from the organ and remained faithful to it in tiie l.i.i day
01 hi:-, kit. A]l Ins: production:; in <jt1].t :U;jwimf:it<; «. m ar.v rale, r.if

h:a sati-L'tl 1-
. >n 1 1; c i t L:jr;;.—iro nicii:iy :t:i ti[):i[r*in ami bcviiiupr.^n; r f liis

organ music
; this ivas to hint tin- funis o;' nil t-iuatiMi. the; vkiiYin,; suul

oi tivt-ry torm 1:;. 'vscisidu tin:."

Sir Hubert Parry, in "The Art of Music," holds nearly
the same language :—

"Bach's musical organisation became steeped in organ effects, and the
phra:.;;:lc::y which mt-.s meis: -,ppi-::priale: tis tin: inatrisnicn; bccair.c

Iiatlual ]-nn:;isr,- ( : lor the 0
< pv i : sr-.i .1 r. u: oi , n;-.ts:cal ieloa:;. ami re:n':.iiii;:l so

f.i: i-.-.l ..1 bis lif- [himyli [e!Tl!]l!-r.'!L .111.1 et!llilr:;i;il by ihel .'.t:ie- r -n-,1 of
hii iyi'.'.jinlhtti" :r.iuli-:. :o every 1-iT.nch [[ composition."

To this it ma}' be added that it is in organ music that Bach
stands absolutely alone, not only with no rival, but no second.
As a choral writer, you may institute comparisons between
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him and Handel, but there are no other organ compositions
which can in any way be considered in the same category.

He remains the supreme writer for the greatest of instruments.
It is to this permeating influence of the organ—the medium

par excellence of strict and severe harmonic structure—that

we may ascribe, in great measure, the closely knit structure

and the grave and serious style which pervades Bach's vocal
compositions also. But it may be questioned whether this

pervading influence of the organ was not without its draw-
backs. It led to his writing for voices too much in the organ
style ; and more especially in regard to solo airs, he is

deficient in melodic inspiration. The German organ of his

day, which was without even that capacity for cantabUe
expression afforded in modern organs by the swell, was
rather calculated to starve than to develop melodic senti-

ment ; and his solo airs, in many crises at least, instead

of being pure vocal expressions of melody supported by a

subordinate accompaniment, have too much the effect of the

voice being only one instrument in a contrapuntal scheme
in which the accompaniment is of equal importance with the

voice, and hampers its freedom of expression.

Before proceeding to consider the treatment of the organ
works, I would make the strongest possible protest against
lb.- fashionable derangement of some of them for the piano.

In many cases not even the actual notes can be represented
on the piano, because the playing of the bass on the pedals
gives an opportunity for extended harmony beyond the
compass ijf t'jie i wo hands on the piano. In Liszt's arrange-
r lit! ii of ih« O minor l'uyue the proper movement of the parts
is in many passages interrupted or transposed; and as to

the prelude, there is so much Liszt in it that there is very
little Bach left. It must be remembered that this is not like

arranging from an orchestral score, where there is a great

deal of reduplication of parts to be simplified, and where one
has to represent the effect of string passages which cannot
be played on the keyboard. In Bach's organ compositions
there is no duplication of parts

;
every note is an essential

feature ; to aker ii is to tamper with the composition. But
neither can the effect be represented on the piano. Pianists

seem to think the " little E minor" specially suited to the
piano. But the finest passage in the Prelude, commencing

—
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is unrepresentable on the piano, because its effect depends
entirely on the complete sustaining power of the organ in the

melodic phrase, and the great mass of the answering chords.
The first '.hum I evet heard that passage played slowly on the
" full organ " of a large instrument, it left on my mind an
impulsion ot sublimity never to he effaced : on the piano it

is futile. The cucstkm of scale, too, tomes In. The manner
in which, in the same Prelude, tin: pedal passage, first heard
in the form—

and which produces on a large organ such an extraordinary
sugeeslnai ol v:,st space, l.n-. not the same effect on the

piano. The idea is there, but the scale is wanting. It is

like the mo. lei of a ten pie e: uiipared willi the ;err.pl: itself.

So with the pedal cadenza at the end of I he A minor Fugue

—

tremendous in its effect when thundered out on ;i large or viri-

on the piano it is a mere clank in comparison a poor imita-

tion of ilk: reality, paltry in scale ami totally dilTeient ir.

quality of tone. Many other instances might he cited to the

same ctlect. If the public wan; to niakf; the acqttai niatice of

Bach's organ music let them hear it on the instrument for

which it « as written, and on which alouc. its grandeur can be

realised."

Three stylet are pretty easily to be recognised in the organ
works, distinguished by internal evidence, apart from any
known dale-, of wl:ieh there appeal to be few. The '-aHy

style, founded on that of Buxtehude and others of Bach's
predecessors, is marked by a considerable use of brilliant

passages it) scales and arpeggios, based on a comparatively
simple harmonic structure ; a typical example is the Prelude
and Fugue in C, Vol. IV., No. i,t ; a more important and

i The references are to L'eters edition, as the best known ant]

widely used.

is at the close expanded into the form

—
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somewhat more mature example is the ambitious but rather
rococo composition in the same key, Vol. III., No. 7 (printed

in the key of V, in some editions). These ;ir« survivals from
the period when the organ was still the chief music-making
instrument for all public purposes, and before it had risen to

the distinction of a special style appropriate to its special

powers. In the brilliant Prelude and Fugue in D, in Vol. IV.,

obviously written in emulation of a show-piece of Buxtehude's
of similar nature, Bach is already, however, emerging from
fhe influence of precedent and striking ai-.t a style and hand-
ling of his own, as is especially evident in the short AHugio
passage which links the Prelude to the Fugue, as well as in

the bold modulation in some passages of the Fugue. To the
middle style belong such works as the G minor Fugue, the G
major, Vol. IV., and that in the same key in Vol. II. ; and the
long Prelude (so-called) in E flat at the beginning of Vol. III.

:

compositions \.i which biillinncy is slill Liiiued tmt with a

much more original and varied harmonic structure. The
Toccata in F begins in the second manner, but those
startling modulations at the close of each section, which
Mendelssohn said " seemed as if they would bring the

church down," and the tremendous energy of the Coda,
seem to place it among the works of Bach's maturest period.

Among the typical works of his last period are the E minor
and the B minor Preludes and Fugues in Vol. II. (the former
of which may almost be called an organ symphony), and the
" Doric " Toccata and Fugue, of which the Fugue may be
said to represent the loftiest height to which organ music
can attain. A fine example, less familiar than it ought to
be, is the C minor Fugue in Vol. III., in which the
subject—

is so Mrikingl; dramatic in expression. Its sty.'c may
usriuJy in- cfKi'ipari't with that of tk<- racneo Prelude and
Fugue in C before referred to; by an cild co'lccalion they
stand next each other in Peters' edition, but there is an
artistic lifetmie between them.

It is curious how uncertain is the relation in character
between the presides and fugues; both in these and in the
" Wohlten'.perute Clavier "

it seems very doubtful whether the
preludes and fugues were in all cases composed together or
ongir.aily intended for ejeh other. In the latter work, for

instance, the Prelude and Fugue in C sharp are obviously
composed in the same spirit and are a complete whole ; but

can we regard the calm and melodious Prelude in C sharp
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minor as an adequate portico to ihe stupendous Fugue which
follows it. or as the offspring of (he same musical mcod ?

So with some at least of the organ compositions. The most
complete ant! homogeneous in style and feeling are perhaps
the little E minor ant! the D major—the former the most
pathetic, the latter the most brilliant, of all the organ
compositions : in each of these cases the Prelude and Fugue
represent one consistent phase of feeling from beginning to

end. The same may be said of the Prelude and Fugue in

G, Vol. II., and those in the same key in Vol. IV, ; and in

the case of the A minor and the great E minor the Preludes
are worthy of and in keeping with the Fugues, though not so

completely homogeneous in style as in (he before nameti
instances. I)jt m the H minor I'rcludc and Fugue, the

Dork Toccata and Fugue, ar.d the F major Toccata and
Fugue the first movement belongs to an entirely different

genre from the fugue which follows it ; in the F major
composition the Toccata, in fact, completely swamps the
Fugue, which is an anticlimax, and 1 always think it is tietter

kept apart from the Toccata, which is complete in itself.

Not can I believe that the long and hcautifut movement
which Griepenkerl has placed as a Prelude to the " St. Ann's

"

Fii^ie was really written as such ; it is a composition
complete in itself, and I think of earlier date than the Fugue

;

there is more iiaivetl of style about it.

But the great point to bear in mind about these organ
works of Bach is thai the fugues arc not to he regarded as

mere examples of fugue, but as poetic conceptions—moods
of musical feeling thrown into fugue form, because that was
then considered the highest form of musical expression, just

as in later days Beethoven threw his moods of feeling into

sonata form. Spitta expresses this conviction very strongly

in one passage In tilt biography - one cannot say lie expresses
himself very clearly (if he had he would not have been a

German writer), lnn Ihe passage is worth quoting in this

Se':>;iKtiri!-. !:acli, every snialUst detail in r. ini.tinct v.ith vital pnrpese;
hu: die so-CTile;! polvpho::io treatment, \ihirti t:fjt:;ei tlie (inn kart-innic

structure, is bi:1 ;. be'ttL'.iful drapery. It resembles a Gotlde Cathedra!,
u::h ill yroupo u; leaves that seem (if spontaneous sircm-lli. and its capitals

wrealhed with :ln.ii:r» Hi': li-svi-s ; tl:< • cull np t,, .r.ir ff-.m:y seemim;
f independer.i life, lint they t.:o not live; only the anist lives in them.
This radical distinction crtr.r.tit he si;fi:c:cntly ir.sisled en

;
without a com-

prehension of il. the whole rra!::i ::f t.rpn music as ;r; independent art,

ami at: t'.a.i 1-a.s any cen:;ecti : v.ith :i. including the whole of Keb:i;iian

Bach's work, cannol be understood."

Viewed in the light of this idea, it is obvious—or should be
—that the method of execution of such works as these cannot
be reduced to rule. The dictum which one sometimes :ueets
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with in lesson books, that all fugues should be commenced
quieth and gradually strengthened up to the close, may
be all very well for academical fugues of the school of

Albrcchtsberger, for instance, but is not to be applied to

the conceptions of Bach when put into fugue form. Each
claims its own treatment according to its own character and

There are, one may say, " episode " fugues and " climax "

fugues. There are very few of Bach's organ fugues, how-
ever, wind! do not contain episode!; that demand what one

may call a recessed treatment—a throwing back from the

front plane of the composition. In the great E minor Fugue
the whole middle portion of the fugue is of the character of

au inicrm n, having little connection with the main subject

of the fugue, and imp.Tat ivily i-i:i)nivinj; a separate and what
I have vi'iiiurut! to call a recessed treatment. I would, how-
ever, so far regard climax in this composition, winch is really

nearly the same fugue repeated before and after the iiiUr-

mc^zo, thai I would play the first presentment of the fugue
on the full to 15th, the second and closing one on the

full organ, I lie full power of the otgau being obvious!;, led u|> to

in the passage at the close of the intermezzo. The Doric
fugue is. from its nature, essentially a " climax " fugue, to

In,- commenced mf v.m\ gradually strengthened, at least as a

whole
; though there are two passages, on page 39 and

page 41 (where the pedal part is dropped for a good many
bars), winch demand to be treated as episodes and recesKul

from the front plane of the picture. On the other hand, if

we take such a composition as the fine and too little played
lMi::ui- in C minor (No. 6 of Vol. IV.), a perfectly different

ki:id ot" treatment is called for. This is a double fugue in

which a subject of very bold and dramatic character is first

treated alone, then entirely dropped, and another subject of

lighter and more graceful character is worked entirely alone
;

then, alter a full close, the two appear in oombmatlon. This
demands a:', entirely different treatment. It should he com-
menced in the boldest manner on the full organ ; then the
organ redticcd to full to 15th for the lighter second subject :

and as the treatment of this grows more and more light and
playful as it proceeds, the organ should be gradually reduced,
till at the passage—

we may make it. a clarinet duet on the choir manna! or a
flute duet on the solo manual. With the re-entry of the
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the full organ is re-introduced for the cadence leading to the

third part, where the two subjects are worked together on
the full organ up to the end. Then follows the rather rococo

Coda, at the close of which the fact that the pedal is dropped
for the last bar and-a-half plainly points to a diminuendo and
to ending quietly, not with the full organ. In some such
way, and by transition from loud to soft, or from one key-
board to another, must Bach himself have diversified the

rendering of his own organ fugues. I cannot fancy that he,

who showed such keen search after effect in orchestral

writing, could either have ploughed through these works on
the full organ or have treated them all by a rigid rule, inde-

pendently of their special character; that he did diversify

the preludes we know absolutely, from the indications

attached to the Doric Toccata
; why are we to suppose

that he attached less importance to light and shade in the

fugues ?':

Beyond such sources of effect, which Bach himself may
have employed and probably did employ, are we justified in

attempting to introduce what may be called modern fedin^

for effect and expression into these compositions ? I think it

is an open question, on which no hard and fast rule can be
made ; such attempts must really lie judged by their results.

Best once tried an interesting experiment with the little

E minor Fugue ; he said it was an essentially pathetic com-
position, and should be treated as an Adagio, and I heard
hii;: play it so. I think it was a justifiable experiment, but
it did not recommend itself to me, because I do not think it

really suited the character of the composition, which, though
it should be played slowly, requires a certain flow—the
movement of a slow Andante. Another experiment of his,

* What did Bach mean by the indication " orRanu pteno " attached to

ti;e I'lduai. in ii mlnar .' Ccrt.-iir.lv nut '.\hal irs nnlfrst.ind by "full

organ.'' Obviously ho meant " ali ihe or^tn " -i.e., all Ihi: manuals . iii

otht::- t-.vui-, all tui- v,-iii<:iy en' lorn- p. i^il.li-
1 anil the character of the

composition exactly lends itself to this idea
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however, in new readings was triumphantly successful. This

was with the short Fugue in C minor, Vol. IV., where the

pedal is not introduced till towards the end. This is generally

passed over as a work of secondary interest
;
but it occurred

to Best that the composition, both from the character of

the
'

and the introduction of the pedal at the close only, was
susceptible of a playful treatment. Accordingly, it was
commenced pp on the choir manual, and kept soft nearly

all through, each new entry of the theme being made on a

new stop, till just before the pedal entry there was a crescendo

with both hands on the swell, and the pedal entered with a
thundering fortissimo. The effect was splendid, and anyone
who heard it must have felt that no other reading was
possible afterwards. I adopted it with what I thought one
improvement

—

viz., giving out the theme on a bassoon stop,

which has a delightfully baroque effect ; and in fact the passage
is just of the kind that you might fancy an orchestral writer

giving to the bassoon. And I am inclined to think that Best
had got at the secret of that fugue, and that it really was
intended for playful treatment.*

In regard to some of the greater and more serious works,
there is surely more interest to be made out of them for

modern audiences, and more expression to be given to them,
by seeking variety and delicacy of effect in contrasts of forte

and piano, and of varieties of timbre, instead of the "straight-

oii " method o' playing which seems generally to he considered
orthodox. As an instance, 1 give what was my own usual
treatment of the close of the Prelude to the A minor Fugue.

* As one of Ihe speakers in the discussion seemed to imagine, becanse I

referred two or three times lo Beet's readings, that my ideas on the treat-

ment of Bach's organ music were entirely borrowed from Beet's practice, I

may observe that this was the only instance in which I ever adopted a
reading from him. I consider him by fat the greatest player of Bach's
organ music I ever heard

;
his performance of the variations in the

Passacaojlia, for delicacy of artistic finish and perfect aesthetic perception,

was a thing to remember all one's life after ; and to be constantly hearing
him was no dqubt a kind of education in organ effect and handling. But all

the suggestions made in this paper, with the above exception, are entirely
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The last pedal solo gives the opportunity for gradually
reducing the power

—

,ajt a ft. Fluted*,)

16 ft. only, qiiau piaiato.
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If I am asked whether I think Bach played it at all in that

way, I should say probably not ; but that we cannot be sure,

we have so little information to go on. We do know, how-
ever, from one of his reports as to an organ, that he was
particular as to the vox humana and tremulant being
properly made—therefore he was none of your purists who
(kispkc those effects. What I am quite sure of is that that

treatment of the conclusion of the Prelude has a lovely effect.

a:iil dves all the more force to the succeeding brilliant attack
of the Fugue, and that a treatment of that kind increases the

interest of the music to modern audiences. The question,

why should we always end with a great noise? is equally
applicable to some of the fugues. Many of the fugues, from
the way the closing bars are written, obviously point to a

fortissimo close, others do not. Take the Fugue in G, Vol.
II., No. a, which for the most part should not be loud— it is

too delicate in its detail, and too widely spread in the part-

writing to be roughly treated ; to flounder through it on the
full organ, as I have heard done, is a kind of sacrilege. We
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can, however, rise to a bold forte for a few bars preceding

the m mark, and end jf <m that discord*—

Then from that point to the close treat it as a long and gradual

diminuendo, till three bars before Die close we come to—

reducing it at the middle of the last bar but one lo swell

diapasons, and ending the last lingering phrase pp. The
effect of this is so lovely that I cannot imagine anyone who

!
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has once played it in that way ever wishing to play it other-

wise. As another instance of the effect of a pianissimo ending,

I may mention the splendid set of three variations or verses

on the chorale, " O Lamm Gottes unschuldig," where the last

page, after the third verse in which the full power of the

largest organ is demanded, is occupied by a long Coda. Here
again a most poetic effect may be produced by treating the

Coda, after the canto ferma is completed, in what we may call

a diminishing perspective, softer and softer, till the closing

bar, where the left hand is on the swell, and the concluding

scale passage is played on a soft 8-ft. flute on the choir

manual—like the distant flight of an angel into the blue

An example of the poetry of effect to be obtained by special
registering is afforded in a passage towards the end of the
D minor Toccata (Vol. IV.), where, after a pause on a
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half-close, ff, occurs the light running passage, curiously

labelled " Recitativ"—

This is very commonly continued on the full organ, or perhaps
on the full swell ; but try it on the swell with bourdon and
15th, or (better) bourdon and piccolo only, and see
what a piquant and fairylike effect it has. The conclusion
of this composition affords another example of the fallacy of
always ending loud ; the pathetic and gloomy character of the
closing bars requires something different to that : the passage
preceding the three final bars should be full to mixtures ;

then end thus

—

Sic. Rttds.
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the "doubles" on tin.' i;rc;tt hciiif," retained to the end to

give the gloomy colouring required. If the solo organ has
more than one reed of the trumpet class, the one of least

strength may be substituted for the swell reeds.

A word in regard to speed. I think Bach's fugues are a
good deal more often injured by being played too slow than
too fast. There is evidence that Bach was a brilliant execu-
tant, and prided himself 01: his powrs in this respect ; and
it was said of him that he could play as fast with his feel as
t/.berrn could wilh their hands. A great leany <>f the fugues
ere full of dramatic eifoci :md lire, jn:': are not compositions
to be droned through in a severe and solemn manner.
liearinL,' in mind what is r. !d of Liach';" brilliant peda! ri];-. ving,

the mere fact of -.he simplification of the theme in the pedal
part, which we find sometimes, is significant enough. In the
A minor I'upuc, for instance, we have—

and in the second subject of the C minor Fugue (Vol. IV.)

—

pedal. ^r^=j«Er
*

'.\ '_ . "_j!^.:::!r;

Unless the pace had been pretty brisk these simplifications

of the pedal part would not have been necessary for Bach,
and whether they were required for inferior players was a
matter he would not have troubled his head about. The
noiioii th.il his fugues are necessarily to be played slow,

because they are fugues, is all a part of the radical error
before referred to, of regarding them primarily as fugues,
whereas they are primarily expressions of musical feeling.
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and their fugal form is the secondary and not the essential

element. The A minor Fugue, in particular, is manifestly

an Allegro di bravura, cast into a very free fugal form, just as

decidedly as the first movement of the " Waldstein " Sonata is

an Allegro di bravura cast into sonata form.

Whatever question may be raised as to the propriety of

imparting modern feeling into the rendering of Bach's music,

there can be none as to the propriety— f would say the

duty—of making use of all the mechanical facilities afforded

by the modern organ for producing light and shade and
contrast of effect. Bach himself would have been entirely in

favour of this, for he was essentially a man of progress, and
with a great knowledge of and interest in organ mechanism.
ficsL iisfn.1 irj ^:vi- ;i fun:

|
:r;irtit'nl illustration of the resources

of the modern organ in this respect, in playing the first

movement of the Fantasia in G (Vol. IV.), which he generally

played throughout on 16-ft. and 8-ft. diapasons, with no
changes till the chord

—

with which the movement abruptly breaks of, and into which
he suddenly threw the whole power of the organ, with an
almost startling effect. Bach could not have done that,

because he had not the mechanism for it ; hut I am certain

he would have oiipved it. ss iuv.cI. as :iu (:njovf:d the sudden
shout on the word "Barabbas" in the "Passion." The
modern resource of iIil- sivdl. ihou.n!) not (juite as valuable an
addition to the organ as is [inpuiariy supposed, is very useful as

forming a bridge from forle to piano in fugue playing, so that

we pass from the great organ to the open swell, with the

stops arranged as nearly as possible in the same balance of
tone, and gradually clost: it- re- '.-.ruin;; to forii by tho reverse

operation. I have found it often possible to change the great

organ stops almost imperceptibly in a fugue by seizing a
moment when only one note is sounding (or only one besides

the pedal), always with the rule to choose a high note to

add reeds on, and a low one to add flue stops on—the addi-

tion of a reed being the least perceptible on a high note, thai
of a mutation flue stop least on a low note. The modern
institution of solo reeds on a heavy wind is a source of special
effect too much overlooked in regard to classical organ
music ; it must be used with judgment and reserve, but many
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fine points may be made with it. As an instance, let me cite

in the C minor Fugue, Vol. IV., the first entry of the theme
in the major key

—

where the passage happens to exactly suit the trumpet
character, and the introduction of the reeds to lead off the

phrase in the new key has a most brilliant and inspiriting

effect. In the " Doric " Fugue, the theme entering in the

tenor part in C major can be brought out splendidly on the

solo rccds, producing on the hearer the effect of a sudden
upstarting of the theme in a new and unexpected quarter—
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As generally played this inner theme is hardly perceptible to

the hearer ; on the solo reed it sings out a song of triumph
heard distinctly over everything. The effect of the tuba reed
in giving a long blast on a holding note may often be exceed-
ingly fine ; for an example of a splendid effect to be got with
it in this sense, in the A minor Fugue, the reader is referred

to the article "Registration" in Grove's "Dictionary of

Music." Another instance is at the close of the Toccata
in F

—

Here the solo must be coupled to the choir manual, and
the C of the solo reeds held down with the thumb, while the

other fingers play on the great manual. In occasional
passages, too, a fine effect may be got by alternating solo

reeds With the great organ, as at the close of the Doric Fugue

—

Gt.

There are numerous fine points of effect of this kind to he
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obtained by a well-judged and sparing use of the solo reeds

in special passages ; but it must be, like Mozart's use of the

liombaues, strictly reserved for special and appropriate

passages: directly it is overdone, il loses its ellect and
becomes a commonplace.
The question of phrasing, as a means of giving additional

point and expression to the subject of a fugue, is one of some
interest. Some years ago Mr. Ahdy Wiiiinms rerid an admir-

able jiapei tu this Association on (hp subject of the phrasing

o( Back's • Wui-lttiiiperiitt Clavier" fugues, tendir.j; 10

s;iow how iriui_h additional tipiev.1011 could be imparted
to then: by this means. Of coi;:st'. whatever value there is

111 phrasing m playing a pianoforte fugue, then: should be

expression is very doubtful. 1 am inclined to think that

phrasing on the keyboard is a later refinement, employed to a

certain extent hi Mozart and his rontemporaties. and carried

still further by Beethoven, who is scrupulously exact in

marking the phrasing of passages in his pianoforte com-
positions, and evidently attached the greatest importance to

il. If. however, we can by phrasing impart an additional

point :itii! interest Co Bach's organ compositions, we are

justified in employing il. There are some of the organ
subjects which neither require nor seem lo admit of phrasing;
lln; U minor Fugue, ft ir in si ancr, willi ils subject marching
up the scale and down again, should lie ns steady as a rock.

But a great deal of additional point is given to the subject of

the G minor Fugue hj phrasing it thus

—

This can be kept up throughout where the subject is played
by the pedal or entirely by one hand

;
where the subject in

an inner part is divided between the two hands, of course it

has to be dropped. But it is worth while to give an
additional point and expression, sometimes, to the opening
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figures in a fugue, even if it is mechanically impossible to

continue it consistently all through. I will instance the
following in opening the little G minor Fugue

—

Though that phrasing of the counterpoint figure cannot he
kept up all through, it gives great point and interest to the

opening, and 1 do not think any one who had once played it

that way would care to go back to the mere mechanical
playing of the notes

;
besides, there are several passages

where it can be recalled, as it were, by way of keeping up the

character of the reading. In a similar spirit, at the close of

the great G minor Fugue, a great life and vigour is imparted
to the last three bars by phrasing the chords for the hands,
thus—
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One might pursue the subject to any length ; 1 will only
offer two or three more illustrations—

C minor Fugue. Vol. III.

In the latter example, that contra tempo phrasing in the
counterpoint figure in crotchets should be kept up con-
sistently through the whole fugue, and adds greatly to its

force and energy.

In the concluding portion of this C minor Fugue, the coun-
terpoint figure at A, two or three times introduced, sounds
rather weak and mechanical-

hut phrase it as at B, and it is cjuite another matter.

Whether my great favourite, the Doric Fugue, is susceptible
of a phrase-treatment, or should be let severely alone, may be
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a question ; but it may be pointed out that if the first five

notes are phrased thus

—

then the notes marked * seem more decidedly to anticipate

and suggest the movement in intervals of fourths which
follows ; but it is, perhaps, an open question whether—

should not all be regarded as one phrase.

I may add some general remarks as to the treatment of

some others of the principal compositions. The G minor
Fugue I should commence on nearly full organ, or full to

mixtures with a 16-ft. reed on the pedals. * At the end of
the first pedal passage the organ is reduced to 15th ; at the

end of the next pedal passage to principal ; then we step on to

the swell, one hand after the other, thus

—

making a gradual diminuendo, and returning in the same
way to great full to 15th, the lefl hand taking up the great

manual first, the right following half a bar later with the
same figure

—

« The full to mixtures on the manuals, with a 16-lt. reed on the pedals,
is for many organs a very good combination for the lander portions of a
fugue, especially in a building where there is much echo, the manual
portion is more distinct ami Iuhs :i«isy tlinn \wili a reed added, while the
reed on the pedal males its entry always stand out clearly from the whole.
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Where there is a solo organ
pretty further digression c.

an episode— by a brief excu
manual at tin: passage comi

! uf B.xch i 0>

<ith a ft id 4-f[. flutes, a very

—an episode within

re swell to the solo

returning to the swell after a few bars en route for the great.

With a little care all this can be done without a break in the

effect, and in as unforced a manner as the charge of instru-

mentation in an orchestra. The organ must be kept at full

to 15th till we reach the low D on the pedal—

where the reed is added, the mixtures (manual) being added
in the next bar at the precise instant when no note but D is

being sounded. The organ is continued thus till the long

episode commencing just before the last page, where the

power should be gradually reduced and brought back again,

as in the former episode, till the last pedal entry comes in Jf,

immediately followed by ff on the manual.
The A minor Fugue I would commence on the full to 15th,

for if it is played the proper speed the pedal passages will

not stand the confusing effect of a heavy reed. At the eighth

bar of page 59 reduce to principal ; at the close of the pedal

passage on the same page reduce to diapasons. During the

eight bars preceding the long

—

n page 61 the great organ should be gradually strengthened
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again at a recurring point in each bar, till it reaches full to

mixtures in the bar before the long E, which is then taken on
the solo reeds [coupled to choir manual for convenience), and
the pedal enters ff. The right hand drops the reed and
comes back to the great manual at A—

for the moment the long notes are dropped the upper part

loses its trumpet character ;
and at the half-bar the mixtures

are cut off, for the light character of the suiici.-i-iliny jM^igu;
demands a lighter organ. This passage, with the solo reed

and ff pedal, is the most salient effect in the whole
movement ; in a large organ it is wonderfully striking

when treated in this way, and all the more so because
the passage is short. The mixtures can be added again

at * on page 62 (at the moment when only one part

is sounded), in preparation for the final climax

—

on the next page; and if there is more than one 16-ft.

reed on the pedal, the quieter one may be added here
;

otherwise the pedal reed should be reserved till the fourth

bar of the concluding page, whence to the end we want the
full power of the organ. At the end of the pedal cadenxa an
additional emphasis may be produced by playing the last
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half-bar slightly ritardando, and bringing the left hand down

on the solo reeds at the final ^§J~-:
, thus giving the greatest

possible cni)>lias;is to this clesinK :iole.

Take the Toccata in F. I would commence this on great

manual with principal and 15th, but without the 12th,

which interfere;; with the iifihtncss and puritv of the effect,*

and with the 16-ft. bourdon, which prevents it sounduij; thin.

The drone note on the pedal should not be too full—not with
the largest open 16-ft., or it gets rather exasperating to the

ear. At the last bar of page 17 the 13th may be added
and the pcd.il ssri'itgthenrtri, by way of commencing to work
up for the pedal solo ; srrcal mamutl beiny r.trcr:gthcned at

the last two bars where the left hand plays alone, and the
pedal solo entering ff and coupled to great. It would be
purer taste, perhaps, in an [esthetic sense, to play the whole
two pages, pedal solo and all, on the same organ ; but the
effect of the pedal solo with the full power of the organ is so

grand that it would be a pity to miss it, while to begin the

movement on the full organ would be barbarous. After the

close of the pedal solo with the three chords on the full organ,
reduce the organ and go through the same process over again
on the dominant. The rest of the movement divides itself

into three distinct musical ideas alternating, and treated the
same way at each recurrence. That commencing

—

with 16-ft. reed on the pedals and full to mixtures on the
great ; that commencing—

which is a reminiscence of. the design of the opening, with
the organ reduced to 15th (and perhaps, a bar or two later,

to principal)—the passage back again to the loud organ is

easily managed where the pedal re-enters with the phrase

—

* There are many lightf*gato passages in organ music where full to 151b
without the liith, has the he-M L:i:e:-[ . un f.siutiail v rvi n r.i.jn, diapa-

buiis, and ijlh, .viilitmt dlltur prLiictiJiil <;r nth.
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and so on at each recurrence. Then there is the tremendous
passage with the succession of third inversions of dominant
sevenths

—

which at each recurrence should be given with every power
that can be crammed on to the organ ; il ought to be fired off

with cannon, were that possible !

The last composition I will refer to is the Prelude and
Fugue in B minor, Vol. II. The prelude calls for, and is

susceptible of, so much elaboration and variety of effect that

it would require too much space to go through it fully. It is

not anywhere to be phiyr.l vtiry loud, only rising 'o full to 15th

coupled to swell in the first and second lines of page 81,

which is the culminating point of effect. I should commence
on the swell, until the rather marked phrase on the pedal

—

when the pedal is strengthened and the hands go on to great
diapasons. Four bars later a very nice bit of scoring can
be introduced, where, at the asterisk, the right hand is

changed to clarinet on choir (perhaps coupled to a clarinet

on solo manual) one finger or the thumb striking the clarinet
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at the same moment as on the great, which is quitted at the

end of the rote, the passant: limn resolving itself into a

clarinet duo for the right hand, with left still on great

diapasons, continued thus till the next full close. This effect,

however, should not be repeated at the repetition of the same
passage at the foot of the third page, where both hands
should be on the great, as we are there working up to the
culminating effect. The passage on the second page-

has a good effect a* a;i alleriiHie clarinet and flute solo (or

oboe and Bute), with a soft bass on the swell. The whole
of the concluding page should he treated with constantly
increasing delicacy and softness. The closing line has a
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beautiful effect with right hand on swell (soft 8-ft. reed) and
left hand on a soft choir flute

—

the last bar both hands on the swell diapasons only, pp.
The fugue has a great deal of scope for contrasts of loud

and soft, but from its very connected character the transi-

tions are difficult to make. The commencement should be
full organ, down to the close in F sharp minor on the second
page, where the pedal leaves off. At that point reduce to

15th ; two bars later to principal, two bars later to diapasons;

then at the following passage we have—
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continue both hands on the swell till the next entry of the
subject in the left hand, when the left drops on to great

diapasons and remains there

—

At the passage whure the udijcct 'jeu'jis oh the tight hand in

F sharp minor, the right hand changes to choir clarinet—

-

and so we remain for the next few bars; the effect of the
clarinet tones here, contrasted with the liquid running
passages on the great diapasons, is quite a charm to the ear.

We get the right hand back on to great manual neatly
enough at the scale passage at the end of the second line

—

and go on with both hands on diapasons alone till the full

close in D in the first bar of the last line of the page, where
we add principal, and in the third bar of page 86, where there
is another entry of the theme, we lake an opportunity to add
full to 15th, not on the first of the bar, however, that would
be too harsh, but at the third quaver, where only two parts

are sounding, in tenths. In the third line we may gradually
strengthen both pedal and manual till wc have got to full to
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mixtures at the last bar of that line, where the theme enters

in the treble in C sharp minor. In the next bar, at the bold

phrase on the pedal-—

On a large organ it adds immensely to the grandeur of the

passage to play the pedal in octaves, as marked here (it is

not in the original); it not only adds power, but the bold
contrary motion phrase beginning on the C natural sounds
out with splendid effect. From here we keep full organ to

(he end.
I have ventured to go in detail into my own treatment of

the fugue, because it is one with which I took special trouble,

and which, for the reason mentioned above, is very ditiicuk

to manage, and I must candidly admit that I was well

satisfied with the result.

A word as to the balance of tone of the English organ in

reference to the playing of Bach's music. In spite of the

immense development in size and variety of stops of our
modern organs, they still retain the old tradition of the
English organ as consisting of one manual which is enclosed
in a swell box, another which is essentially light and " pretty

"

in tone, and a third which is very much larger and heavier
in scale than the other two. Though the swell is very useful,

as already remarked, in assisting us in the transition from
loud to soft in the fugues, as a kind of bridge, it docs not in

other respects add much to the effectiveness of Bach's organ
music, which is not sentimental in feeling, and was not
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written with any view to the kind of expression obtainable
from the swell. Perhaps it is only in certain passages in the
E minor and B minor Preludes that the swell is of real value
in adding to the expression of the music ; and it is worth
note that both these movements are peculiarly modern in

style compared with most of the organ compositions. Then
our choir organ is obviously too light for the effects which
Bach contemplated. The only insight wc get into his ideas
in this respect is in the Doric Toccata, where the changes of

manual are all marked. In the fine passage which occurs
twice, where each bar is to be played alternately on the

u'/L-rii'trA and the positiv—

we can get no such effect with choir and swell ; and besides,

the swell interferes with the smooth execution of the pedal
passages. All we can get is the choir manual contrasted
with, say, the smallest diapason and a flute on the great. I

happened to hear Best play this Toccata on two occasions,

within a short period, on the same organ. The first time he
played this passage as nearly as possible as marked— viz., on
choir organ and a soft great organ. The second time he
evidently had felt, what I have always felt, that the effect

was too light for the character of the music, and he played
the whole passage on the great with diapason and principal

and a heavy pedal. In the passage: :icar the end, where the
two hands play on separate keyboards and cross each other

—
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there is nothing to be done with an English organ, that 1
can see, but to play one hand on great manual wf and the
other on the swell with 8-ft. reeds fixed open-a coarse

^' Trios,
1 xfWe^ll^k

wa^us^w;1nSof
equal power. There is, or was a rood many vears tao
a grand old „rgan the parish church el Northampton',
with tour keyboards— choir, s^ell jnr Ci 'o .-.-! " una

k

'

equal in power hnl somcwhn t diYferiri" in tone 'Hint' is

ie, also, in neady all* our mldernTrg^ns the grJa?'orga^
ds are loo noisy ,-nd clanging

; ihev ..hscure the flue-work
ie instead of blending with it, a mistake most disastrous
the clear definition of parts in a fugue. We can now have

lie clanging reeds on a distinct manual, and they should be

"'j^f'" ,

A,1(1 ™' the pe;:al, for the adequate plavmg
o? liach s organ music, there fhould he, ever, on a ti^idci'ate-
Jizal orSan ,G-tl„ reeds; one of quiet and round tone,
to tilend with tin- full orgai! without standing out pertina-
Moush

: tue other a more powerful oae, of harder tone, to
play a chorale melody as a ,:„nto fermo, and make it stand
'"'t boldly. No single ,6-ft. reed can be made to answei
both, purposes.

fn conclusion, I would urge that while every opportunity
snoiild he taken to bring the public to a hettei acquaintance
with and appreciation of Bach's organ mnsie this end will
certainly he !urt he.red l, v the stucv, on the part of players,
to increase tee interest of these great compositions for a
modern aud:cnce. hy a liu'l use of die opportunities for variety
;md eourrast of effect which the mechanism of the modern
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MUSICAL ASSOCIATION.

April 16, 1901.

Thk Chairman.— iitfnrc we proer-ed to any oilier business

thero is one thought which I am sure is occupying all

our minds to day, vi^., the realisation of the great loss

tliis Association has sustained by the death of its President,

Sir John Statner. We have not had many Presidents of

the Musical Association, although we are now Retting to be
quite an old Society ; but I do not think any former President
took a greater interest in or did more work for the Association

than did Sir John Statner. His loss will he severely felt by-

all of us, and his position will indeed be a very difficult one
to fill. At a Council Meeting held to-day it was resolved u.

send tin: loilov.'in;; address of oondolenee to Lady Staincr,

which 1 will now read for your approval :—

" London,
" To Lady Stainer. April, 1901.

" Madam,
"On behalf of the Vice-Presidents, Council, and

M-r.,t-.-is, •! ih' Mn«.i' il A* ••'iMi->n. and ir, pu -mi-., •! a

Resolution unanimously passed by the Council on April r6,

and confirmed by the Members at their subsequent meeting,

we beg leave to tender to you and your family our most
sincere sympathy for you in your recent bereavement by the
lamented death of Sir John Stainer, and to assure you of the

profound esteem felt for him by this Society, of which he was
one of the Founders, and has been for so many years the
respected President.

" We are,

" Madam,
" Very faithfully yours.

This will be signed by the chairman of the Council to-day,

Mr. Otto Goidschmidt, and will lie also signed by the

Treasurer, Mr. Premiere; J sr. and the Secretary, Mr. Baker,
on behalf of the Council and the members generally.
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DISCUSSION.

The Chairman.-—Ladies and Gentlemen, our first duty is

to propose a very hearty vote of thanks to Mr. Statham for a

very interesting paper. Mr. Statham's remarks will, I am
sure, excite a lively and an interesting discussion. There
are several eminent organists here, and we are all curious to

hear what they have to say. I am certain there are several

points whidi will bear a little: criticism and discussion. In

the first place, 1 venture to disagree with the idea that Bach's
Organ Music is his central achievement

;
I should have

thought his pianoforte- Fugues quite as good as those for the
organ. And then with regard to his Choral Music- surely

any of us who have heard the Passion Music at St. Paul's

Cathedral will admit that there is a wonderful power of

expression in that. Take for instance the beautiful solo,

" Have mercy upon Me" ; that is full of genuine pathos
which never fails to touch anyone who hears it. Then again
in the solo in E flat towards the end, " See the Saviour's
outstretched arm," there are some beautiful passages on the

words "See" and 'Rest,'' which are not only thoroughly

voca! but are also full of an emotional tenderness which is

quite modern in style ami likely to remain so. I should like

to know any or^an pu:.e^ ;°.s full of h.-antv ami natural

expression as the two vocal excerpts I have named. Then
with regard to the Toccata in F. Mr. Statham seemed
to think this belonged to the earlier period of Bach's
organ works. I think that in spite of the modulations (and
they must have been very wonderful for the time in which
they were written) Bach manages to maintain the figure

of the Toccata very consistently and very beautifully

throughout. The piece is really a Toccata, that is, a

piece which is calculated to show the touch and technique
of the performer, as well as the mastery of figuration on the
part of the composer. It is something new to me to hear
the B minor Prelude as I have always called it (the one
marked pro orgatto plena) spoken of as a Toccata.

Mr. Statham.—In Griepenkerl's edition it is called a

Dr. Pkahce.—I always thought i

a very beautiful Prelude too. I fai

of the Toccata character.

Mr. Statham.— I quite agree with you.
Dr. Pbarce.— It seems to me to be in entire consonance

with the spirit of its associated fugue all through ; I should
think it must have been written to precede that particular
Fugue in B minor. And then I should be glad to know
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why there should be any doubl aa to the Organ Preludes

actually belonging to the Fugues with which we are

accustomed to associate them. We do not douht the

indissoluble union of Prelude and Fugue in the ' 48.'

I should like to know what evidence there may be to

warrant our putting asunder any two movements which
Bach himself may seem to have intended to have joined

together. Then with regard to the modern playing of fugues,

1 must say I have heard oui VaV.- President piny fugues

for many years— ! used to sit in the organ loft with him.

1 think his style of fugue-playing was that which was
likely to commend itself to most lovers of the great contra-

puntal art-design. His idea was that in the performance

of an organ fugue the tone intensity should grvut exactly as

the interest of tiie compilation itself ;'ro?«. First we s<:t tin-

subject, then the exposition, then the episodes and different

groups of middle entries, then the stretto where the interest

largely increases, until finally the pedal anil coda arc reached.

It seems as if the whole work grows in interest from the very

first presentation of the subject to the end, and therefore

I have always agreed with Sir John Stainer's method in

playing a fugue that you should begin moderately, quietly,

and increase the tone of the organ as you go on. This
method always worked well, and was very effeclivc al

St. Paul's at any rate. Then I think Mr. Statham said

something about Bach's counterpoint being, as it were,

external to the subject-matter of the fugue. In many fugues,

I must say, it seems to me to grow out of the subject matter.

There is a beautiful Fugue in C minor— one which follows the

Prelude which is almost in modern sonata form—the Prelude

with the triplets. I think there, the counterpoint which
accompanies the principal episode, really does very largely

grow out of melodic matter originally heard with the theme
itself. Of course, the E minor is an episode fugue— it

almost seems to me to he a kind of big ternary form. There
is a first part, a modulating middle part, and a recapitulation

of tie first part almost verb.itini Then 1 must say our late

President hail a great objection to quick performance,
especially in large churches. 1 have heard him say that at

St. Paul's, he always took the time slower than he would in

another plare where there was not so much echo. W ith

regard in phrasing. 1 agree with much of what the lecturer

sa„l Pfu f«->s. Jt Prom, in his book 0.1 Form, shows ilia: the

proper phrasing does away with any bad effect likely lo ause
from the . on-ec-utive jtiis in the D minor Toccata. It is

rather news to tue lo hear that there are many single notes

in Bach's Organ Fugues. I cannot say I have met with very

many after the first enunciation of the subject. Then, as to

the use of the tuba in the A minor Fugue, I know, from his
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previous writings, that Mr. Statham is very sweet on this;

but with most tubas, if they ate on the pressure which Willis

assigns to them, you must hear the tuba and not the subject,

I am afraid. And it really seems to me that no fugue should
be started on the full organ. It is surely outrageous to hear
a 16-ft. stop doubling the subject in octaves below. I

cannot think of any single Bach fugue which ought to

be begun on the full organ. Trios for two manuals and
pedal would certainly have a very charming effect on a
divided organ, such as St. Paul's or All Saints', Margaret
Street, i have heard Sir John Staincr piny them in this

manner, and under his masterly hands they certainly had a
very charming effect.

Sir Frederick Bridge.— I think we must all have been
impressed with one thought while the paper was being read,

and that was that to-day we must especially feel the loss of
Our President. Nothing would, T am Mire, lie more gratifying

and nothing could he better or more valuable to us could we
have had him here to listen to this paper and to comment on
it. We know very well what his power was as an organist, and
also as a Chairman or President of a meeting, and we know
the admirable way in which he would have put his finger on
the many weak points which I am sure he would have dis-

covered in Mr. Statham's paper. I have made a few notes.

Dr. Pearce has anticipated ;ne on many points, but I should
like to say that we owe Mr. Statham a deep debt of gratitude
for bringing the subject forward. This is the sort of paper
we want—a paper that concerns some important classical

possession that we have, which a good many of us know
something about ; and we do like to hear a new view, or
rather a view taken by a man who has evidently spent hours
and days in the study of these things, and who has an admir-
ahle way of expressing what he thinks. I have great respect

for Mr. Statham ; I havt: known linn for lon.tr lime; 1 have
read articles by him for a long time ; and I have always had
considerable respeel for his knowledge of the organ anil organ
music ; but 1 think he has sat at the feet of Mr. Best rather

too long. 1 knew where he had been perfectly well
; I have

heard those effects myself. I lived in Manchester ; it is now
a long time ago, but I had the opportunity of hearing
Mr. Best play very often. I yield to no one in admiration
for Mr. Best as an organ performer. He was a most
remarkable and admirable executant, and an extremely
clever man, who did immense service in the way of giving
Organists new view s on orchestral treatment which is all right

under certain circumstances, but he was not altogether a safe

;;ukle for voting man of impressionable sentiments, as Mr.
Statham e\ idently was—and I was once ; for he would do a
thing out of pure mischief, not because he liked it, hut because
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you would not like it ; and I am sure that would account for

some of those strange effects that I have heard. My own
practice is not to attempt to play a Bach fugue through,

from beginning to end, with all stops out and no change ; that

is not musicianJy. But you must know where to draw the

line. I believe thoroughly in variety ; I believe thoroughly
in alternation of light and shade ; I agree very much with
many of the suggestions which Mr. Statham made at the

end. That great Toccata in F I once heard played on
the orchestra at Manchester, and I learned a great deal from
it. It was in 1871, at one of Hallo's concerts ; the arrange-
ment was by Eissler. I learnt one important point from it

;

perhaps I am giving myself a little away. But it had a

grand eifect. Perhaps Mr. Statham will retort, "you have
a Favourite show piece of your own, but you won't let

me have my tuba for a minute." I must put in a protest

against anything like minute scoring of Bach's music for

the organ. When it come? to a proper division such as you
]ii!f;ht make in the Toccata in F, that is another thing.

With regard to phrasing I do not like the G minor dished up
in the style in which Mr. Statham played it. I do not think

he would get the effect on many organs, and he must be a
good player to get it on many pedals. I have said more than
I intended ; I cannot read all the notes 1 made, that is not to

be supposed ; but I yield to no man in my appreciation of

III.-. Stulhain's desire to set before us sonietliir.;; to think

about, and 1 hope be will accept what 1 have said icen-ly as

a Straightforward expression of my opinions. He has given
me food for reflection, and I shall practise organ fugues
more myself, and see if 1 cannot get some new effects, but it

will not be clarinets and oboes and clarions.

Dr. Maclean.—I have but two remarks to make. One is

in regard to the organ works being Bach's main works. They
occupy just oue-lifth of the space in the forty-eight volumes
of the Bachyesellsdiaft edition, and though allowance has to

be made for their being only in three lines, yet still this gives
a rough notion of the bulk at any rate which they occupy
among the compositions. Secondly, as to the references

which have been made to the Bach-playing of our late revered
President. 1 think I am the only person in this room who
was at College with him. We were undergraduates together
for four years, and took our Doctor's degrees at the same
examination. So that I had many opportunities o\ w;ilchiny

his organ-playing at Magdalen. 1 remember distinctly that

his fugue-playing underwent a change in those four years,

showing a gradual dropping of fancy effects. It was a subject

in which he was much interested and often talked ; and there

is no doubt as to what was the trend of his convictions.

When he went to St. Paul's, with its larger organ and vast
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Dr. CijMMiMis.. 1 should like t.i thank Mr. Statham.
because, being perhaps the oldest man in the room. I can
tefer to the playing of Bach's Fugues when I was

was to pull out ail trie Mops an.l to keep them out.

I rio not think the British public should be blamed for their

want of appreciation of Bach s organ music- In London
there ate only two halls m which there are organs suitable

for playing Bach, the Queen's Hall and the Albert Hall.

Fancy trying to give a performance of Bach's Preludes and
Fugues in the St. James's Hall. I am glad to hear Mr-
Statham's paper, although I do not agree with all his.

views. Much of Bach's music teems with most plaintive and
pathetic phrases, and 1 think musicians will discover for

themselves what is the right way of playing these. I hope 1

should not hear anybody playing a passage with bourdon
and i jth. Possibly if I heard it, I might not object so much
as I fancy I should. But I think Bach's music deserves all

the study that musicians can give it.

Mr. Southbatb.— I think as Dr. Cummings is also a

Director of the Philharmonic Society he might refer the-

question of Bach's music to the committee of the Society.

Dr. Cummings.—The Philharmonic Society is a purely
Orchestral Society, and at present we are dealing with

Dr. Pegler inquired how Mr. Statham would render the

G minor Fantasia on the organ in point of expression.

Would he maintain a more or less subdued feeling through-

out, or play it more in consonance with Liszt's pianoforte

transcription to which he had alluded ?

Mr. Statham : I will answer the last question first. 1

think this is a Fantasia which can be treated in very various

ways. I have treated it in various ways myself, but for the

most part I like keeping it rather quiet. 1 think the passages
mostly do not lend themselves to the full organ. I think 1

have had the fate which sometimes meets people who make
suggestions—that the side suggestions are supposed to be the
central ideas. I certainly do not for one moment mean to

say that I have not the greatest admiration of Bach's vocal
solos. I only say I think they are not so purely vocal as
Handel's, and I think the organ affected him somewhat therein.

The Chairman said he hated to hear a theme given out on
the full organ. But, really, what are the doubles or the
mutation stops for at all ? I think that is expecting the

organ to be something different from what it is. You must
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take it for what it is, because you cannot get the requisite

brilliancy otherwise. Sir Frederick Bridge has quite mis-
understood me. I never " sat at the feet " of Beat. I was,
from my boyhood, most independent. I was a great purist

to play. He was in a difficult position; he had to amuse a
popular audience with organ-playing three times a week all

the year round. But Best had a most serious admiration for

Bach's organ music. 1 have heard him speak of it almost
with solemnity. And I never heard him do anything with

Bach's organ music which did not seem prompted by his

desire to do his best for Bach. He only gave it more effect,

and made people listen to it who would not listen to most
organ players, f did not for a moment suggest a re-scoring

of Bath's fugues. 1 suggested points for the use of solo

stops in some fugues, but only as calling attention to a source

of effect which had l)=e:i neglected. But a fugue like the

eatly B minor, fur instance, seems to bear that sort of

orchestral variety. I was much interested to heat Sir

Frederick Bridge's reference to his wav of finishing

M*ndcK-iohn's fugue
it myself, so that wi

idea. 1 &.-nk these arc all tin:

I will just sum up fiy saying that I hope f have not given
an impression that I am regarding Bach's fugues as material

for instrumental effects. I only thought that they had been
played in too straightforward a manner, and I suggested

various little points where modifications might be made, not

meaning to say that that was the central part of the question

by any means. As to beginning quietly and ending loudly,

that all depends on the character of the work. You might as

well say that there should be a constant increase of loudness
in playing movements from Beethoven's sonatas as to make
a general rule of that kind for Bach's organ fugues.

Dr. Cummings.—With regard to the question of using a

double in giving out :i fugue, I think the double is very

iner, and a candidate started in

much inclined to pluck him. If

octaves he could have written it

: strongly against giving out a

—Did not Dr. Hopkins once
express himself on the subject in print ?

The Chairman.— I have only heard him express bis opinion

on what was added above, not on anything added below.
Sir Freuerick Bridge.— 1 think a good deal depends on

the kind of stops you find in the organ. With regard to

doubles, I must say that a very soft 16-ft. dulciana would
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not offend me. In the fugue in G major I should not scruple

to add a double, but I would not have a huge double—some
people have even a 32-ft. But that is a mere question of
opinion ; 1 think the general principle is that we ought not to
try to put our own ideas into these things, but try to express
what the composer has done. I hope Mr. Statham will

acquit me of anything beyond a desire to promote friendly

criticism.

Mr. Statham.— I should like to add that the effect of

playing on a mutation stop is not the same as playing on the
piano in octaves.

A vote of thanks to Mr. Statham was then passed
unanimously.



THOMAS LEA SOUTHGATE, Esq.,

In the Chair.

ON MUSICIANS' EARS.

By Miss Miriam A. Ellis.

I have been asked to add further details of my observations
of musicians' ears, together with sonic of the statistics 1

have gathered. It will he 1>cst to plaec these details first, as
an introduction to this new subject.

The outer ear has long been used for the purposes of

identification of criminals. M. Alphonse Bertillon's book.
II Identification Anthropometrinue," contains directions for

the measurements of the ears, and divides the parts to be
noted into the helix, the anti-helix, the tragus, the anti-

traguh, and the Lobe, livery ™ did'ers, s;> that it has been
found very diflir.HLt to redone (he ruins to a practical form.

The system has been adopted in England.
Having observed the ears of the upper educated classes,

and studied Lavater's extremely vague surmises, it occurred
to me to classify these " non-criminals " by means of nature-

prints of the ears. Mr. Francis GaJton—whose finger-

printing method I adapted to the purpose—then brought
M. Bertillon's liooli to my notice. But I found that the
" non-criminals " had better developed ears than the

Criminals, and I had to mark off the helix, or rim, into more
divisions, in order to identify them properly. Some of the

results that I obtained were given in a paper read before the

British Association in ifvjH, at the Bristol meeting. These
have now been embodied and illustrated in my book, • The
Human Ear: its Identification and Physiognomy" (Adam
and Charles Black), published last December. Through
friends, I had exceptional opportunities of obtaining e;:r-

prints of those engaged in various professions and of high
attainments, and I noticed that the ears of musicians
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differed from the others in having a width of concha that
interfered with the usual oval shape of the pinna.
The late Sir John Stainer, Mus. Doc, gave nit much kind

help in studying ear!; of musicians, for which I shall always
be j;ratcful, and it was by his invitation (as President of the

Musical Association) that I undertook this paper. Outlines
of his eats art in my bo'A, as an example of the musician's

ears. All the musicians lie pointed out to me had the width
of orifice I had observed elsewhere. Sir Walter Parratt,

having a long oval car, might seem an exception, but on
measurement it will be found that the orifices arc very much
vide- than usual in this form of ear, especially in the left ear,

which is the orifice I always find slightly the wiriest in

musicianly people. I should warn oval-tared persons that

they have a greater chance of deafness than others, and
should take more care of their ears, as the narrowness of

orifice gives notice of weakness of the auditory nerves, and
interna! parts thai assisl thu hearing.

The powers of hearing are well known to reside in the
inner car, and this being the case, physicians are apt to
overlook the contour of the outer car, while physiognomists
have been content with the wildest conjectures, culled from
the ancients and from Lavater's more modern researches.

Many of Lavater's outlines are more like oysters than ears,

and he had no system of comparison. It is just a hundred
years since Lavater's death, therefore he had no photograph?
tor collation. Nature-prints arc as useful as photographs for

comparing the size and shape of the helix, lobe, and orifice,

and the illustrations to this paper are all made from nature-

prints (except Figs. I, 3, and 9), taken by myself direct from
the ear in each case, with the outputs afterwards traced

in ink.

Since the shape of the outer ear indicates the kind and
slrtiiirUi of tilt powers of huaritig possessed liy tin; inner cur, il

is certainly worthy of careful note. There are several special

forms of the orifice which appear to indicate the native

powers of hearing music and of producing it. Il is true that

musicians cannot bt had without the proper training, but how
olLtu iiiis training is wasted on the unmusical and withheld
from those who could profit by it ! The ears of infants are
well formed with the orifice of a distinct shape, and I have
obstr\ cd the musician's form in those of a few weeks old, as
wcli as in those- of a IV;w months or ytais. In each case lilt

child showed its pleasure in music. As the fact grows, the

noae lengthens, and the tar enlarges tven more rapidly, and
I have noticed that the helix, or rim, alters from time to time,

although, as far as I have been able to observe, the orifice

appears to remain the same. When the ear has attained the
length that the nose will have when full grown, it stops
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Kt'owiiiL;, apparently at about six to fourteen years of age.

As it outstrips the rest of the face in growth, children are

noticed for big ears. Perhaps, the saying "Little pitchers

have long eats," has a physiognomical foundation! The
shape of the orifice will therefore guide the parent in choosing
a musical training for the child, Grinding-organs, mechanical
pianos, and musical boxes should be kept from children who
have really wide orifices, as such monstrous music inflicts

umhought-of hardships upon nuch a child. Although I have
never had the care of children, I have always been interested

in education, and in watching their development my friends

have frequently asked what I noticed and given me careful

We must now describe the different kinds of musicians'
ears, 'flu: ordinary kind of wide orilici: is tl]ree-f;u;irltrs the

width of the whole ear at that part, and indicates excellent

powers of hearing. The wide inlet between the tragus and
anti-tragus seems to indicate quickness of hearing whole
chords and distinguishing between sounds heard at the same
time. Pianists, organists, and conductors of large orchestras
usually possess these forma when they are very efficient

performers and leaders. When there is a wide orifice with a

rather narrow but very long inlet, single sounds seem to be
the chief delight, and violinists often have this form—e.g.,

Paganini (see Fig. 9), also noted opera singers. For portrait

examples, with the ears shown side-face, of pianists, organists,

violinists, and opera singers, see the Musical Courier (1895-97),
and for conductors of varying degrees of celebrity, see " The
Year's Music" (1899). Amongst amateurs, a delight in

singing, or in hearing the singing of birds and human voices,

rather than a delight in instrumental music, is very common
where there is a moderate orifice and a narrow inlet. (See

the Member of a Choir, Fig. 7.)

When the base-line of the orifice is rather straight, great

acuteness in the hearing of high notes is possessed by the

inner ear, independently of these being musical notes or not.

With a very narrow orifice and long, narrow inlet, this power
of hearing high notes is practically unlimitt-d. (See Fig. 13.)

The owner of these ears is quite unmusical, but has bear,!

the highest notes ever offered by science as a test of the

human powers. This peculiar power is also found so often

among composers, that whenever a certain straightness of

outline occurs in the other forms, we may expect to find

a potential composer in the owner of the ear, if not one
already known to fame. (See Figs. 3, 4, 5. 6.) Amongst
noted organists whose sacred music has become known, this

straightness is often in a slanted form, to permit of the wide
orifice running right into the wide inlet. The point of the
anti-tragus appears to be nearly smoothed off, in fact.
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There are, of course, composers without this form, but on
further examination it will be found that this is due to tin;

other qualities of the musician being so accentuated that

the power of hearing acutely high notes is not the special

point in their nature. The inlet in composers' ears is,

however, generally short and wide, and somewhat slanted.

Where the inlet is both wide and long and goes nearly

Straight down, there seems to he an inner capacity of the
owner to accept musical bounds and to reproduce them with
marvellous facility on the piano or the organ. This is a
special power, and, unless the orifice is wide also, it may
exist without original powers. These pianists do indeed

usually compose also, but their compositions are uncon-
sciously echoes at best, iT not plagiaristic. But with a wide

orifice, the performers will often compose very agreeable

original music.
Liszt had a very wide right ear, straight at the base of the

orifice, with a point marking the place whore the end of the

inloi came under tin: Sragus, He neutrally wore his hair over
his ears, but in one of the portrait from a photograph in the
Musical Coitriti (November <S, 1897), (he hair is nearly off

the lower part.

Wagner's right ear was wide, and the orifice was curved at

the base, showing a moderately wide short inlet.

Sir l-'rederiek Bridge's left orifice is very wide, and the
base is nearly straight, soing into a Hide inlet that ends in a

point, almost level. It is the typical organist-composer's
orifice, of the best kind.

Brahms's left orifice was very wide, and rounded at the

hack and base, with a modcraU-ly '.vide and lone; inlet, slanted

upwards till the lowest part is level with the base of the

Chopin's right orifice was wide and gently curved at the

base, (he in!,;! short and wide, its end level with the base of

the orifice in the way seen in many of the celebrated

composers.
Meyerbeer's left orifice was rather wide, with a nearly-

straight base, and a long narrow inlet, slanted like Sir

Walter Parratt's.

Schubert's right orifice was wide and rounded, witha short
wide inlet, slanting downwards. This is in a portrai: from a

painting, anil seems l>ad!_v drawn.
Most of the ears in the older engravings vary loo much to

be relied upon, but in the case of Mozart there is a certain

resemblance amongst the best portraits. I have examined
about a dozen, and even in childhood the wide ear is shown.
I have taken the orifices from the most authentic pictures, and
as they are undeniably of the musician's shape we may accept

them as probable, [See Fig. 3)
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I have consulted numerous photographs of savage races as

well as of civilised ones, and where the ears arc not disfigured

by native custom, the shapes were as individual as any
others. The width of the ear follows the width of the outline

of the profile of the jaw, and its length follows that of the

nose from between the eyebrows to where the nostrils meet
the upper lip. The negroes have wide ears and are counted
musical.
Some terra-cotta votive ears, belonging to Raman liays, are

at the University Museum, Oxford, and others are at the
Bristol Museum. They appear to be carefully moulded
portraits of the once-afflicted ears. Every one of them
suffers from a small or a narrow orifice, carrying out,my
suggestion that small or narrow orifices go with weaker inner

powers of hearing than where the orifices are wide. The
modern votive ear-tablets of silver or wax are manifestly

made by the score for sale, and the orifices are fancy articles

altogether, except where some artistic effort has been made to

tibial ri a handgun it"; car as a genuine model for customers.

It would be convenient to have some clue to the native

powers of the inner sense both for hearing and for music,
and the shape and width of the orifice will be found very
useful if both ears are carefully studied and collated. But
nothing in the course of training the musical powers appears

to have any effect on the shape of the orifice, which only
indicates the kind ol native inner sense of hearing and
whether ii is naturally capable of recti villi; musical training

and in what direction this will he the most successful.

Where the left orifice is the best shaped and the widest, the

training will take the longest and will produce the best*

musicians. Where the righl orifice is the largest and the

best formed, there will be great facility in youth, and In-

judicious training enough knowledge nnd practice can be <;ot

to obtain success; but something will certainly draw these

people aside from ilieir path after a time, because [he powers
of musical attention will wane of themselves, sufficiently to

allow them to be distracted to other pursuits. In some
case'- tin: performer has become a (eachcr, a manager, or a

director, without being also a conductor. 1 have tested

these three kinds of careers in portraits and biographies over
and over again. 1 have also observed that my amateur
musical friends gradually become more or less musical after

five-and-twenty, according to the relative shapes of their two

A word must be said as to heredity in the shapes of ears,

a subject fully treated of in a chapter of my book, and which
I first brought into notice at the British Association (1898).

One orifice of one parent will he repeated in the opposite ear

of one of the children, and one orifice of theother parent will
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In; found in the same child's other ear. It is generally the

eldest child that •• takes after " both parents in this remark-
alile way. If the mother has wider or narrower ears than
the father, the ears of most of the children appear to be
modified in form by hers. I must refer readers to my book
for numerous illustrations, as it can be easily consulted in

the Reading Room of the British Museum, There is nothing

in the shape or size of the ear or the orifice to show race or

sex ; it is simply in proportion to the length of the nose and
the shape of the jaw, as 1 have mentioned before.

I subjoin an analysis of a hundred ears, taken from the
Musical Courier (1W95-7). wherever the portraits are directly

reproduced from photographs. I have only been able to

obtain one ear in each case, therefore these are literally a

hundred ears, not a hundred pairs of ears. They represent

musicians of varied nationality and celebrity, but for obvious
reasons I have not given their names:

—

4 Composers.

22 Pianists.

23 Singers.

10 Violinists.

29 Organists.

9 Conductors.

3 Specialists (: flautist, 1 harpist, r mandolinist).

100 Ears of Musicians,

Orifices.

76 wide (28 were very wide)
; 24 moderately wide.

Inlets.

59 wide (28 were very wide); 25 moderately wide; 16

narrow.

General Deductions.

Composers have very wide orifices and generally very wide

The best pianists have very wide orifices and wide inlets.

Most good sin^.rrs liave widt orifices and narrow inlets.

Good violinists have wide orifices and narrow but very
long inlets.

Organists have the orifice slanted into a wide inlet, pointed
at its base.

Conductors have wide orifices and inlets of any of the
above shapes.
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The rest of this paper is the part which was read for me
by the Secretary of the Musical Association at the meeting
of May 14, to whom my thanks are due for the trouble and
interest he took in the matter. The illustrations are outlines

taken from nature-prints (except Figs. 1, 3, and 9), and are

analysed and shown to be examples of the various forms
of musicians' cars, which differ according to their native

capacities. I give it in the original form, as it shows I

referred to the auditory nerves in the second sentence, merely
claiming that the shape of the orifice " indicates " the powers
of the inner hearing.

Tin; average; shape of cho pinna, or outer ear, is somewhat
oval, with a large lobe, and a moderate orifice or concha,
which incline to width or narrowness according to the
powers of hearing of the possessor. {See Fig. 1.)

The shape and size of the orifice—the concha or hollow of

the ear—especially indicates the powers of the auditory
nerves, and the strength of the adjacent inner parts (the

Eustachian tube and inner nostril) to resist deafness from
cold, disease, or old age. The outline of the orifice is formed
by the tragus and anti-tragus, and the inlet between them.
{See Fig. 1 again.)

Or,fr(
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A wide orifice pushes back the lower part of the ear and
entirely alters the average oval shape, frequently shortening
and widening the lobe. (See Fig. a.)

With this large wide orifice, a good power of hearing
seems always lo be owned by the possessor of the ear. Such
persons seldom become the least deaf until well over seventy
or eighty. As ears are never exactly alike in a pair, there is

always one ear slightly less wide in the orifice or in the inlel

between the tragus and anti-tragus than the other, and it is

sure to become the first to be " hard of hearing." Where the

orifice, on the contrary, is narrow, slight diriifncss frequently

begins even before middle life.

We must define a musician for our present purpose as a

person who can distinguish between musical sounds, and can
reproduce them, either by playing upon an instrument, or by
singing, or by writing them down in accurate notation.

T1h>m: who <;h:i distinguish musical sounds accurately without

being able to reproduce them, may be called "potential"
musicians, a term used on one occasion by the late Sir John
Stainer. But the necessity of reproduction generally goes

with the power of hearing these special sounds.
Music is widespread, and we must also define the well-

known English person who is " musical." A musical person

is one who will listen to music with more or less pleasure,

but will be unable to reproduce it in any way, however
badly, and will require several " hearings " to recognise an
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easy tune. He will not distinguish between good and bad
music—in fact, he will often prefer bad music because it does
not require any attention, He will actually not hear the
component parts of a chord, nor their inner progression, and
will boast openly of his preference for what he calls " a good
tune!" Classical music he calls " exercises," and says he
prefers " real ' music that has " something in it !

" Amongst
the lower classes, this musical person is fitly ministered to by
the grinding-organ and the mechanical piano. The American
organ is a more expensive variety of entertainment to such
ears in co-operative workmen's clubs. Amongst the upper
classes, a delight in a blatant brass band, where each
instrument is out of tunc with the rest, betrays the listener's

incorrectly-shaped orifice.

The musician's car has a wide orifice, with a large space
between the tips of the tragus and anti -tragus. The inlet

between the two latter is very short, and often slants! up
until it is nearly level with the base of the orifice. (See Fig. 3.

Ears of Mozart.)

r^'rttt Ear
6

Letr 6it.

The two ears of Mozart show very beautifully the two
forms of the musician's ear. They have been drawn from the

best portraits at the Hope Collection of Portraits in the
Bodleian Library at Oxford, and as they fit the face they
are probably accurate. This is shown by the outline,

which follows the outline of the jaw and chin, which arc

themselves of a shape that indicates that the ear must be
wide. The wig of the period hides the upper part of
the ear.

We can prove that such ears could only belong to a

musician by comparing them with those of the late Sir John
Stainer. (I should mention that it was with his expresss
permission that t give these outlines, together with those of

his friends, Professor Sir Hubert Parry and Sir Walter
Parratt.) {Sec Fig. 4. Ears of Sir John Stainer.)
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The orifice and inlet of the right ear correspond exactly
with those of Mozart's left ear, and those of the left ear with
Mozart's right ear.

A variation of form is found in the eats of Sir Hubert
Parry. (See Fig. 5. Ears of Sir Hubert Parry.)

Both orifices are wide, but the inlet in the right ear is only

of medium width, preventing full access of sweet sounds to

that ear, and in the left ear the wide and shapely inlet points

downwards instead of slanting upwards. This shows a

limitation of choice of music, owing to a few gracious sounds
being unnoticed in spite of great quickness of hearing.

A still more remarkable variety of form is shown in the
ears of Sir Walter Parratt. (See Fig. 6. Ears of Sir Walter
Parratt.)

The ear is long and inclined to be oval, yet the orifice is

wide in proportion to the ear ; and though the inlet is long
and narrow, yet the top is somewhat wider. In the left ear

the inlet slopes up so much that the whole ear is slightly

widened to make room for this shape, and the point of the
anti-tragus is a mere curve, whilst the base of the orifice is

nearly flat. This gives acute hearing for musical sounds,
whilst other sounds are disregarded, as there is not enough
" hearing " to spare for them.
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This long narrow inlet is seen in vocalists. {See Fig. 7.
Ears of member of a large choir.)

There is a sort of likeness in this left ear to Sir Walter
Parratt's right ear, but the orifice is not so wide. It belongs

to a singer in a large choir. Another member of the same
choir possesses entirely different ears. (See Fig. 8. Ears of
second member of the choir.)

£g 9- Stir** -me 01 ,t?tf efc.#iV.
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the
therefore likely that singing

instrumental performance, as beh-„ — — . .—

Id a careful profile portrait of Madame Alboni, the

renowned singer, the lower part of the ear is shown. The
orifice is very wide, but the inlet is narrow, though as it

slopes up nearly level with the base of the orifice, the whole
ear gains in musicianly power. Perhaps that was the secret

of the extraordinary charm of her singing, which sounds
otherwise incredible as handed down in history.

A wide orifice sloping suddenly into a short wide inlet, is

found often among organists and professional pianists,

according to modern photographs. Where the inlet is not

so wide, stringed instruments seem preferred. But wherever
the musician is also a composer of agreeable and successful

music, the base of the orifice is generally found to be rather

flatter than in those who are only, or chiefly, performers.

Paganini was a mar-, .ous performer, and if we can trust

the portrait, his ear would bear this out. (See Fig. 9.

Orifice of ear of Paganini.)

& ilkt

The narrow inlet is raised so high that its point is level

with the base of the orifice, in the way that the wide inlet

.often is in good composers. We cannot be certain that his

ear is rightly drawn, but such a shaped orifice is not to be
seen in any other portrait of the many thousands I have
examined, so that we may give it the benefit of the doubt.
Paganini's ears must have been as extraordinary as this one,

Among those who enjoy good music and attend concerts
frequently, without being more than the merest amateur
performers or singers, will be found a pretty rounded form of

orifice and a rather narrow inlet. (See Fig. 10. Ears of a
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The right orifice is the widest, and where this is found the
owner relaxes by degrees in attention to music. Among
ladies, the usual excuse is their being "too busy," although
far busier folks, whose orifices are less unequal in width,

find time for the welcome of
" linked sweetness long drawn out."

The innate love of music survives to old age, in spite'of

all obstacles, if there should be one ear that has a very wide
orifice. {See Fig. n, Ears showing innate love of music.)
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Here die right orifice being less wide than the left and the

inlet narrow, music was pushed aside, in this case by a

Quaker up-bringing. In middle life the scruples being
removed on the owner joining the Church of England, the

left ear was allowed to indulge in its delight in music,

although performance was now impoasibe. The owner of

this wide orifice and wide inlet especially enjoys classical

music, and dislikes bad music without knowing why. She
also has as good hearing in this ear as in her youth, though
the other is very slightly touched by advancing age.

When the line of the base of the orifice is almost flat there

seems to be particularly acute hearing. [See Fig. 12. Ears
of an aged amateur musician.)

These are the ears of an amateur musician, whose hearing,

at over eighty years of age, is still more acute than that of

most young folks. The riyiif orific<r is that of a musician,
the left is also wide, but the long straight narrow inlet

betrays the amateur, whilst the straightness at the base of

the orifice shows the painfully acute hearing.
An absolutely unmusical person ought, by this code, to

have narrow orifices and very narrow inlets. If the base of

the inlet is straight, the hearing should be acute for high

sounds. I have been fortunate in obtaining the shape
required, and the owner, who can hear exceptionally high
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acute sounds, does not like music. (See Fig. 13. Ears of
an unmusical person.)

I have also met with another case, not quite so pronounced,
where the owner prided herself on being able to hear the

bat'scry, and she assured mcthat ninety-nine per cent, could
not hear it. In this T think she Is mistaken, as even musical

persons can hear it, and musicians do not find the particular

pleasure in hearing that shrill squeak which the unmusical
appear to obtain from it.

It is well known that people frequently hear differently

with each ear, and this bears out the suggestion I offer

in this paper that the shapes of the orifice and the inlet

indicate different powers of hearing.

It would be well to take special care of an ear with a
narrow orifice (as of the sight of a weak eye), as the
hearing is more liable to suffer on that side from chance
injury or cold. 1 may mention that the amateur musician of

eighty was once for two or three days suddenly deaf. The
cause was over-fatigue of her nervous system, and, with
proper remedies, her hearing returned as acute as ever. If

she had known that a narrow inlet indicated a predisposition

to over-fatigue of the auditory nerves, she would have been
able to avoid that transitory deafness. It would be valuable

to our young singers, who more often have narrow inlets than
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wiilc unes, 10 know how to lake care of their heariuj;. 1 have
not been able In obtain any authentic picture of Beethoven's
cars, but perhaps the inlet ol hit j.j'i tar was of Ibis narrow
kind, for it is said that his deafness arose from having worn
out his auditory nerve. In one of his letters he said he had
heard so much more acutely than other people, that he
seemed surprised his hearing should fail him. As the outline

of the ear corresponds with the outline of the jaw and chin,

as 1 have already had occasion to mention, we can surmisa
Beethoven's ear was wide, with an orifice ihal liad a straight

base. 1 have, noticed [bat where bath the inlets arc wide and
rather short, the hearing is strong up to rstrcitie old age.

There does not seem any reason for one car being different

from the other, and still less reason for the following

deductions I have drawn from practical observation. In
right-handed people, 1 find the right orifice shows the kind
of waj in which tliev will regard music at first, and the left

orifice "ill show how music will be rc-gardei! and eairied out

by Ihenl in the rest of their lives. We must all know excel-

lent amateurs whose orifices are of unequal kinds, and
musicians who cannot take the high place their talents

deserve because of hindrances t.: instruction in youth. Like
soldiers, win* must be of a certain height, musicians must
have oniiccs of sufficient size to be successful m their warfare

with life for the capture of sweet sounds.

DISCUSSION.

The Chairman.— Ladies and gentlemen, I do not know
why, unless by accident, 1 should find myself in the chair on
this occasion, because 1 have certainly no claim to a special

knowledge of the subject. There is, however, one thing that

I have noticed, and that is how very considerably the shape
and contour of people's ears differ. Perhaps you do not

notice, until possibly you have your attention specially

directed to it ; but after this meeting, you will, I dare say, be

looking at your neighbours' ears and then will notice how
they differ jn size anil shape, and how far back some are set,

and so on ; f have drawings before, me showing this much,
1 am happy to see and notice thai, curious as the various

shapes and sizes are, at least it can he said that musicians' ears

are neither long nor pointed. There are probably some here

who may have something to say on the subject, and I hope
we shall have an opportunity of discussing the matter. 1 see

one distinguished doctor here—Mr. Lennox Browne—and I

am sure you will be happy to hear what he has to say. But
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there are two or three things that have Imii stated on which I

should like to offer a few remarks. First of all as to the

potential capacity of musicians being judged by the shape of

their ears. I must confess I have usually looked on the
matter as one of natural gifts and of training rather than
depending on the contour of the particular apparatus with
which nature has provided us to hear music; but, perhaps,
Miss Ellis will tell us if she considers it is not so. If that

be so, and there are enough examples from which to form a
salt' deduction without drawii:j; hasty generalisations, m: mighL
tell at once when children are horn whether they have a

chance of becoming musicians. What an advantage it would
be! All the unfortunates who never do anything satisfactory

beyond paying for their master's instruction could be brushed
aside, and the promising ones could be sent to the R.A.M. or
R.C.M. ; no doubt we should thus get much better results

than at present. If the shape of the ear helps us to determine
this, then I think this paper will not have been written in

vain. I see a drawing there of Mozart's ear. Of course,

most persons who have read anything about Mozart's personal
appearance, and those especially who have been to the
Mozarteum at Salzburg must have noticed this. I always
supposed this curious drawing to he an exaggeration

;

perhaps it is not, but it differs enormously from the general
form of the ear. I should like to ask Miss Ellis, who I hope
at the end of the discussion will have something to say to us,

whether she has had her attention called to the ears of

barbarous people— I mean people who cannot appreciate
Bach's fugues, or Beethoven's sonatas, or Wagner's operas

—

the ears, say, of Zulus or Hottentots ; will she tell us whether
there is this great diversity of shape to be found then' as in

the case of the civilised people she has examined ? it

certainly seems very curious to hear that as one grows the

outer contour of the ear can be altered by anything that
happens; but, as I understand the paper, theology has the

ptuvw of altering [lie shape of the ear. If so, it would be very
desirable i.o detei mine with certitude just which is the right

and proper kind of religion, and then we might have our ears

pmpctly and theological];,- shaped according!; . With regard to

[he limits c! heaving, so far as I remember the lectures that

were Riven manv vears ago. when i was quhe a young man,
by Tyndall at the Royal Institution, I think he showed that

the limits of hearing depend on the larger or smaller number
of the Corti fibres, which vibrate in unison to the pitch of the

various sounds we hear. I think I can remember an
illustration which Tyndall gave. He had a siren, which was
set going on a very low note, and he said, * As the sound
rises I want anyone who is no longer able to hear the sound
to hold up his hand. After a time an individual in the
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company held up his hand, though the test of us could still

hear. Later on others and others held up their hands, and
at last the note became so high that I too was deaf to the
sound ; but there were some who could heat still higher notes.

Perhaps someone will tell us whether this power of hearing is

determined by the apparatus inside our ear, or by the outside
contour. Then as to deafness

;
if 1 rightly understand the

paper, it seems that though deafness may arise from various
mechanical injuries or from cold, it also in a measure depends
on what happens to the outside portion of the ear, as well as

to the complicated apparatus inside. I should like to know
whether 1 rightly appreciated that or not. Now, before

calling on Miss Kl Lis for her reply I will invite discussion;

irid lirst should like to hear what Mr. .Lennox Broivne, who
is a distinguished aural surgeon, has to say on the subject.

Mr. Lennox Browne.—It is quite true that I am not now
a member of this Association, but I am happy to say I was
-o original member and a regular attendant for some years.

an invitation to hear a paper fro

myself of the opportunity. I must, however, speak as 1 am
inspired, and I am sorry to say I disagree with the author in

toto. In art we must speak what we feel to be right, and
neither hard nor soft words will alter facts. The very
premisses of the communication arc novel to me. I have
always believed that the outside ear is si:iiply a receiver, [he

middle ear the conveyer of sound, and the inner ear, to which
you, Mr. Chairman, alluded, and your remarks were perfectly

correct, is the chamber in which is situated the auditory
nerve, that is, the nerve of special sense. The fact is, that

really until this evening 1 have never heard of any ana-
tomical difference in the shape of the external ear of any
musician, whether a composer, instrumentalist, or vocalist,

any more than we can find anything distinctive in the vocal
chords of a singer. I have had the opportunity of seeing the

vocal chords of Tietjons, Patti, Melba, and hosts of others.

I believe there are some imaginative doctors, especially in

[he "gay city," ivho can tell whether a person has a singer's

voice and even the range and quality by lo;>kin{; at the vocal

chords. I have never seen it myself, nor do I believe there
is any such difference.

The Chairman.— I should be glad if Mr. Lennox Browne
would go on to tell us whether an examination, not only
of the vocal chords, but of the other parts of the throat, such
as the soft palate, would give any indications of the prospect
of that particular individual becoming a singer.

Mr. Lennox Browne.—As an answer to your question. Sir,

I would say that I remember having a very wonderful girl
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hrought to me from Florida, a child who, it was supposed,
was going to be another Patti. I said, so far as the throat is

concerned, " There is no reason why she should not, but
there is not the least reason that I can sec why she should."
When you come to the soft palate you come to muscles that

are under control, and I remember that Mrs. Weldon, who,
will] all hei eccentricities, was a very wonderful woman, in

rntidsing a lecture of mine said, "You must get the soft

palate of a singer as hard as a bone ;
the soft palate is the

biceps of the voice which must be hardened." But you do
not tiriil any alteration in the vocal chords. In the same
way I should say with regard to the eyes of painter;;, though
1 believe the blue eye characterised Turner, William Hunt,
Millais, and a number of other living painters, noted as
colourists : still there are many fine colourists who have not

blue eves. So 1 say there m;iy be something in Miss liliis's

contention in the peculiarities of the external ears of these
f;rc,"it composers, but 1 do not think it had anythinii to

do with their being musicians, because I think you would
find, these conditions in people who are not musicians, and
many musicians whose ears did not conform to Miss Ellis's

type; certainly with regard to the inequality of the ears.

Though we are supposed to be symmetrical beings, as

a matter of fact we are not. There is hardly a person
living in the civilised world who is perfectly symmetrical
in features—especially in the nose, for example. There
are many people who have a symmetrical soft palate, and
symmetrical cars and eyes ; but I certainly have never cared
much whether the ears were symmetrical or not, because we
look inside tho ear, and rarely, except in the ease of deformi-
ties, look at Ihe outside. Although I can hardly admit that

1 should have been more convinced of the accuracy of Miss
Kllis's views as to the i n il neiice of the shape of the external

ear, her remarks would have carried more weight could
we have seen photographs of the actual ear instead of

rough diagrams from paintings or models. For instance,

the man who took Paganini's likeness probably paid but
little attention to the details of his ears. The ear is a feature

particularly neglected by painters—more than any other part

of the face—and it, to my mind, quite spoils a porlrait (o

si-e the careless way the ear has been dashed in ; so that

these old engravings arc not to me of the value they would
have been if they were photographs or models. You have to

consider the car from the position of the instrumentalist or

composer. The moment we speak of a composer we think of

Beethoven ; Miss Ellis alluded to him. Beethoven is supposed
to have had three periods. His last I have read was crude,

hard, and unsympathetic because of his deafness. On the

other hand, many modern critics regard this last period as his
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most mature and most perfect. I have heard he did not write

well for the voice because he was deaf; but I have heard the

same of Wagner, who was not deaf. Certainly the whole
history of Beethoven shows that the musician's ear is some-
thing that cannot be analysed ; it is an impalpable gift

bestowed by the Almighty, ;:nrj not dependent on any physical

consideration of the outside ear. As to the ear of the instru-

mentalist, in the paper i rend on " The Voice .is a Musical
Instrument " before this Association,! quarter ofa ccnturyago—
I am not sure, Sir, whether you were present, but I remember
several now present who were—I recommended for the train-

ing of the voice that singers should play a stringed instrument
in order to train the ear, and it is a curios thing that it is Ibe

Stringed instrument players who most of all are liable to suffer

in the performance of their work from deafness. Their case
is very similar to that of a sportsman, who will often get deaf
in the ear that is most exposed to the barrel side of his gun.
Players on wind instruments are much more liable to suffer

from affections of the throat or chest, but I remember a
case in one of two flautists who played side by side. He told

me he was constantly getting the note of his colleague's part

into his ear, and that this interfered with his perception of his

own part. In the case of the singer the importance of hearing
correctly is very great, as you all know. If a singer sings

natter than he should, he may be simply out of condition ; but

if he sings sharp it demonstrates an impairment of the correct-

ness of his perception. I had to translate a book written by a

Frenchman on Deafness, in which lie said (here was a proverb
that a man shouted like a deaf one in my translation I put
a note that that proverb was not known to Englishmen, and
that a person deaf from whal iscaited conduct ion usually speaks;

softly, because: lit- hears sounds louder I ban they are
;
while a

pel soil deal from disease of his auditory nerve ofleu speaks a I a

characteristically high pitch. This explains the remark about
Beethoven lhat Hiss JCllis made; he heard sounds with
extreme keenness—what we call hyperacousis—and I have
seen cases of musicians who have in their brain a musical
phrase or sound—something perhaps of their own invention,

whici: has troubled them just tile same as noises in the ear
will Iroeiilc the deaf people who are riot musical. I have met
many musicians who suffer from a highly sensitive nerve to

certain sounds; that is the penalty I suppose of education.

The following anecdote illustrates the importance of hearing

to the singer. Mr. David James, the actor, had a very
beautiful singing voice, but on one occasion he found it out
of order. I discovered nothing whatever wrong with his vocal
organ, but there was a high degree of deafness, caused by
Impacted wax. This removed, bis voice was at once restored.

A still more celebrated musician—a great conductor—
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known to all of us, came to me. Those acquainted with
him are aware what a highly sensitive and impressionable

man he is. He was in a state of despair. He said with
Ureal excitement his hearing was going

; he could not conduct
his orchestra. 1 found the same cause. The patient on
regaining his hearing almost threw his arms round me, saying
thai 1 had saved his life

;
but it did not prevent him from

coming to me again six months after, in the same state of
excitement, to lit- again relieved from the saint slight ear

trouble. There are several people who have a musical ear

who are deaf to outside sounds. The late Lord Ernest Bruce
was a great theatre-goer, but was so deaf that you had to
shout in his ear; nevertheless, he could tell— at least he
expressed the opinion—whether a singer u-as singinj; as well as

usual or not. The tendency of my remarks you will see is to

show that we must first know the full physiology of hearing,
and then must remember that the condition of hearing depends
not only on the health of the individual, but also on the health

of the organ itself.

Miss Chamberlavnb.—I should just like to add that since

humanity was created there have been no two persons alike.

There have been no two ears quite alike; so it may be
impossible for two persons to hear alike.

Mr. Wedmokk.— If I might be allowed to offer a few
remarks regarding the physics of hearing, there are one
or two points Mr. Lennox Browne made on which I should
like to say a few words. I was recently a demonstrator to

Dr. Silvanus Thompson, and so am in touch with recent
developments in this connection. I may say that the theory

of Corti's fibres is open to revision. There are a few facts

which do not agree with this theory, and there are opposition
theories already formulated. The whole matter being not

quite understood, any new views properly put forward in a

scientific manner are likely to be of great value. I must Say
I was disappointed this evening to hear so many deductions
and so few facts. If we have a person with a scientific

reputation behind the deductions they may be accepted,

but when the deductions are advanced without the facts, one
is obliged to ask for the facts. If this view of a connection
between the shape of the external ear and musical ability

can possibly be supported by statistics—though I see no
connection on physical grounds, and Mr. Lennox Browne
has stated the same on physiological grounds—if the theory

can be barked by statistics, it becomes of great value both to

I he physiologist and to the physicist. So I hope Miss Ellis

will not be discouraged, but rather try to advance her theory

in the way I have suggested. There are scientific magazines
that would be glad to receive a statistical article on the

subject. While I am on my feet I should like to ask if Miss
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Ellis ca.ii throw any light on a peculiarity of ;ny own hearing

which I have only recently discovered and which seems
quite inexplicable. I am fond both of whistling and of

playing the piano, and curiously my hearing for whistled

notes is a fourth out with my hearing for piano notes.

Wh:lc my whistling, though a fifth high, sounds in perfect

harmony to myself, and I can follow with facility complicated

changes of harmony, the result to others is excruciating.

Curiously too, I can whistle correctly above G 1
. I can play

a note that is sung, or whistle a note that is whistled

correctly, but I cannot whistle a note that is played or sung
except by calculation.

Mr. Lennox Browne.— I fancy the compass of whistling
corresponds to the compass of the voice. Perhaps our friend

in whistling is beyond the compass of his singing voice.

Mr. Wedmore.— I can whistle over three octaves.

Chaibman.— I should like to say a few words on one or two
remarks of Dr. Lennox Browne, f hardly think Miss KUis
v.oiih: venuirc to say thai for Itie three periods !'l ]ii-i-tho\'i>ii 's

work the shape of the ears was altered. With regard to

some of his music of the last period, there are a good many
musicians who think that though he could, of course, hear
with his eyes, yet if he had afterwards heard with his ears

what he had v.-riticn he might have modified and re-written

some of it. Now, has not ear-training very much to do with
the whole of this question? There are persons musically
inclined who like music just in an ordinary way to the end
of their lives. But sometimes these persons are moved to

to enjoy a modicum of culture, and, at last, to bixoinc
enthusiastic musicians. Sir George Grove is an instance

;

he only liked music a little till he went to the Crystal Palace.

You all know what a deal he did for music afterwards.

Surely it was simply training and not an alteration of the
ear in his case. A great many persons think that our musical
system is perfect and complete in all ways, f am not inclined

to accept that position myself. You know that the systems
of the Hindus and Arabs, and some other nations, include
much smaller intervals in thr.ir scale of musical sounds than
ours, and they can detect differences of pitch that wc hardly
notice. The Indians employ something like twenty (wo
intervals in their octave. Is not this power merely a question
of training? If we had been bom in India, doubtless we
could do it as well as they

;
whereas, being trained ID

European music, we measure it by European standards, and
appreciate nothing else. I was struck by that remark of
Mr. Lennox Browne about singing flat and sharp. That is

my experience also. People sing flat when they arc not well

;

but when they sing sharp they had better leave off- they are
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chronic car imalids and arc done for. As to hearing sounds
or musical phrases in our head, it is quite common to hear
s::iging in the ears. If out is not well ive can bear in our
heads, su to speak, all sorts of music. This clearly can have
nothing to do with our ears; it is mental. Mr, Wedmore
said truly that in trying to arrive at a conclusion in such a
matter as this wo want plenty of facts, actual photographs
anil statistics, because: it is very oisafe to draw deductions
from the ears of anyone man, such, as Beethoven, Stainer,

Parry, or Mozart. We must got a large number of cases,

and then we shall he able to judge whether a theory of outer
couLtmr is worthy of consideration. As has been pointed out,

if we had had enlarged photographs we might have come to

Some conclusion as to how much and in what way the

contour of the outer ear really has to do with music. I

will now ask Miss Ellis to favour us with some remarks on
what has been s;=id 0:1 her paper,

Miss Ellis.— I should like to say that these pictures, with
the exception of Figs, t, 3, and 9, were all taken direct from
nature, bo Lie facts there Lire really fact::, and ii!\ deductions

are the result of my going through hundreds of authentic
pietir. i:S of ears for this paper, and very many thousands in

the coiir sir of pre pari 11;; my book, never finding one of my
deductions fail. But 1 did not know you .'.-anled statistics,

or I could easily have given a paper on them. I have also

studied the whole ear for many years past in relation to
identification and physiognomy. It is not that the shape

gives hearing; but it gives the indication of the kind of

hearing. It is quite true that babies show at once whether
they are musical or not. It is not easy to train the owner
of an unmusical orifice to be a musician. As to hearing

twenty-two musical sounds in the octave, I could always
hear them without any trying, I suppose because both
orihees and both inlets in my own ears an: wide, anil

I have found this will indicate attention to all kinds of

musical sounds. I have looked at photographs of all the

nations in the world, and I find one cannot tell by the

shape of an ear whether it belongs to any particular nation,

because they vary aceoidin^ to the owner's particular powers.

I have drawings of black and white and brown people. I did

not know you wanted these facts; but 1 bad collected them
and made my deductions from them. I brought these

specimens because they we:re striking illustrations ol the

subject; 1 thuughl they would show ;hcy had facts behind

them. "You often observe that a face is intelligent, though

you may not know what particular details indicate the intelli-

gence, and you treat your children in accordance with those

indications. The ear is often not fully grown till about four-

teen years of age. You can tell what kind of music a child
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will leara best by the indications afforded by the shapes of (be

orifu-.i.-s and the inlets. If the right is wider than the left

they will get on much better with their music while they are
young, but they may not stick to it ; if on the other hand the
left ear is wider than the right, ihcy may seem slow while
'hey arc young, but they will develop later. These different

forms do not seem to hear music in the same way. It is

really a sort of physiognomical operation, and I have never
known it to fail in a single case. I have looked through
hundreds and thousands of portraits, particularly all the

photci
;
;r;i)jtls 1 could find.

of thanks to Miss Ellis. Her theory is that as the face is the
mirror of the mind, so, if 1 understand rightly, the contour
of the outer car is the mirror of tin, intcm;L~l mechanism with

which musicians are specially gifted. M ay I suggest that in

preparing he-r paper for our volume of "Proceedings." she

enlarge it a little, and give ;is some more facts, together with

tabulated deductions, and show how the cars of musicians
differ from the non-musical,

Mr. J. Percy Baker.— It is only just to Miss Ellis to

mention that before this meeting she, without knowing my
particular branch of the musical profession, informed me that

I had the "organist's ear." I am bound to say that her
diagnosis was perfectly correct.

The vote of thanks was then passed unanimously.



A. H. D. PREN DEEGAST, Esq., M.A.,

In the Chair,

•'CHROMATICISM'' IN HARMONY.

By Herbert Westerby, Mus. Bac, LoND., F.R.C.O.

Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen,—Before I begin
my paper, I wish to say how highly I value the privilege of
putting my ideas before you on this occasion. As regards

my subject, I might say that I have given it a good deal of

thought for a long time past, and it is one which I should
probably not have worked out but for the kindly encourage-
ment at the outset of your late lamented President, Sir John
Stainer. I may also say that your esteemed Secretary took

me by surprise some ten or twelve days ago by asking me if

I were prepared to come forward at this time. I was not
altogether prepared, but I shall endeavour to do my best.

This, then, to some extent is my excuse if you should find

my paper lacking in coherence, or sufficiency of examples, the
collecting of which 1 had left to a more convenient season.

It requires some courage to bring forward one's ideas on
so controversial a subject as chromatic harmony has proved
to be in the past, but there is perhaps one consolation,

however, that it is, I believe, on quite a new aspect of the
subject that 1 am here to speak, and if this may be the means
of taking your critical aspect somewhat unawares, I shall

be only too delighted. Let me say that I do not for one
moment believe in introducing controversial matter into a
student's text book. I should certainly advise every student

to study some systematic work on harmony and modulation,
and also to gain facility both in students' and composers'
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counterpoint, before he avails himself of the freedom of

present-day writing, the chromatic possibilities of which
might be systematized into what I would call Composers'
Hakmo.vv. In composers' counterpoint we become acquainted
with tht: possibilities of part-writing as il actually exists

to-day. In composers' harmony, one should (jet to know
something of the wonderful co-relationship of keys, as exem-
plified in the enlarged boundaries of modern tonality, and in

the use of the constituent chords appertaining to these keys

;

and this subject, I venture to believe, can be conveniently

studied by Liking tin: principle of chromaticism as a basis.

Several attempts have been made in the past to systematize
the relations between the diatonic and chromatic elements.
We bal e had the system of Dr. Day buiit upon an imagined
coincidence of the ordinary svstcin of superimposed thirds

with the product of that acoustical phenomenon known as
the series of " harmonics," which theory " require? a
ivmnr; application of the laws of acoustics and a complex
multiplication of roots." There is also the Continental
system of chromatic alteration built upon the convenient
but misleading plan of giving the same alphabetical name
to two entirely different musical sounds. There is also

a system of chromatic harmony derived from the harmonic
contents of a key and those of its tonic and relative

minors, a plan I think equally misleading, since these "har-
monic contents" are derived from the scales in question, and
scales are but secondary products. In the present attempt
to put the matter on a proper basis, it lias been felt to be
necessary to i?o to I lie fountain head and consider the subject

de novo. To proceed then :

The word "chromatic" comes from a Greek word signi-

fying colour, which, in connection with music, "could be
used, and was used, to describe certain alterations in the

tnnin; of the tctrachord. which was said to be coloured by
these tunings."' It mi^ht be noted that with the alteration

of one or two notes of the tetrachord by the third, half, or

three-eighths of a tone, the resultant did not, in any case, come
out as a sciiiituiiii progression. Hence the word chromatic,

which we see has no real connection with sound or music,

has come by a side issue to be connected with a scale con-

sisting of semitones only, and as contrasted with diatonic

matter, to be applied to elements which are foreign to the

prevailing key or tonality. In defence of what I half imagine
is a new word coined to depict a new principle, I might also

mention the allied words "chromatics," meaning the science

of colours and " achromatism," meaning " devoid of a state

of colouring."

C. F. Abdy Williams.
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Cimou.vnc Hakmonv, then, may be defined as that

which is forthe time being foreign to the prevailing tonality

.

Kxainples of chromatic harmony may consist of (i) complete
PASSAGES Or Of (2) SINGLE CHORDS.

Chromatic Tonality.—When a single chord, characteristic

of some foreign key, is introduced in the middle of a com-
position, we agree to call this a chromatic chord; but we
insist on its being immediately followed by the prevailing

tonality. This being so, I contend that by substituting for

this single chord a complete passage or progression in the
same foreign key — followed, like it, by the previously
prevailing tonality— the same principle of chromaticism is

bring ihily carried out, the latter being only a magnified

instance of the former.

It is admitted that progressions and not chords define a
key, therefore a chromatic progression may be said to define

and substantiate the term chromatic key, which term of

course is only used in a subordinate sense.

(The fact that the inclusion of a foreign progression, or
passage from a foreign t<;:iality or r'-.i omatir kpy, presents
the phenomenon of a temporary transition or modulation,
does not affect the case,)

CiikcMAticisv, then, maybe said to define the temporary
inclusion of a foreign clement within the prevailing tonality

;

and this element, as previously mentioned, mav consist of

(I) COMPLETE PASSAGES Or of (a) SINGLE CHORDS. In the
former case a foreign or chromatic key or tonality is

temporarily Set Up, and an analysis of instances of such
reveals the fact that the keys of the flat sixth, flat third,

flat second, major third, major sixth, and major second occur
in this coiiiier.-ion more frequently than any others.

Note.—The chromatic dement may also be melodic or even consist ol

tingle notes. Srt Em. 1 and j. from ISei-tlinvcn'* Violin Concerto and from

hie Pianoforte Sonata, Op. 106 (Sckirzo).

Note.—T.R.M. of iv. means that Ihe Tamlily represented is that of the

relative minor of the sub-dominant.
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Beethoven, Sonata, Op. 106 {Schena)

Nots.-B minor here represents C> minor. The key of the flat n,
miner is rare, and in this case the minor mode does not develop till the
second appearance of the key suggested.

Principal Chkomatic Keys.— The group of principal
chromatic keys, as we may term it, may be sub-divided into

two other groups - one from the flat side of the key and the
other from the sharp side—and these triads, as it were, of sharp
and fiat keys, suggest their counterpart in the central triad of

diatonic keys— viz., those of the tonic and its fifths above
and below :

—

The one group may be described as being built up on the
flat sixth of the respective notes of the central triad, the other
group on the major sixth. The key of the major supertonic,

it might be noted, is comparatively rarely used. Examples of

the above chromatic keys may be found in any standard
work. For the present it may suffice to mention an odd
example of each case.
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Examples of Chromatic Keys '.—

Flat sixth.—Beethoven. Andante in F, Op. 35 (Students'

Ed., bar 17).

Flat second.— Beethoven. Andante in F, Op. 35
(Students' Ed., bar 13 from end).

Flat third.— Schubert, Op. 78 (Peter's Ed.,#on p. 64).

Major sixth.— Gounod. "Faust." Introduction, bars

Major third.—Gounod. " Faust." Vocal Score, p. 53.

Major second.— Mozart. Quartet in G.

The three Hat keys are not so remote as they appear,
since they are related to a central key through its tonic

minor, of which the tlat third— its relative major—appears
as the most nearly related key, with the fiat sixth and flat

second as the two flat keys nest in order.

Secondary Chromatic Keys.— In addition to the above
principal chromatic keys there remains to be considered
the chromatic use of the more nearly related keys of the

(1) Relative minor of tonic. Schubert, Op. 94, bars 9

(4) Relative minor of the sub-dominant. Mendelssohn's
'• Lobgesang," p. 43, Novello (bar after A), Vocal
Score.

(5) Relative minor of the dominant. Mendelssohn's
Elijah " (" If with all your hearts "), bars 14 to 17.

(6) Dominant minor. Bach's "St. Matthew" Passion
("See the Saviour"), Novello's Svo Ed., p. 158,

(7) Sub-dominant minor. Beethoven's Sonata, Op. Ill

(All/gro), see Ex. on p. 212.

It will be seen that I have named the apparently most
remote chromatic keys as the principal ones. Distance in

this case lends enchantment, and no doubt accounts for their

pre-eminc^c::- in the production of powerful effects. The
value of secondary chromatic key:" might also he said to vary
directly as their remoteness of relationship. There is one
point I might mention here, and that is, a chromatic key is

not merely confined to the interpolation of a bar or so, but
can consist of a complete motive, subsection, section, or even
complete movement of a cyclical work, so long as the balance

Example

Sub-dominant
Dominant
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of tonality, so to speak, is not overweighted. Where, how-
r.vr.r, tln;ro ;inr s(:vi.t;i] :tltcriiatin:; Hit-linns In (liferent key;,

as in the following, from Chopin's Polonaise in A flat, Op. 53,
in which the |i(!V s fall tlms, A Ihn, li !hu Tiiinor, A flat,

B flat minor, &c, the prevailing hey should be selected as the

standpoint (A flat in this case) :

—

Relativity of Key.—It has been pointed out that the
major scale inclndes iien leading notes, one of which, as Sir

John Stainer says, tends to preserve the existing key,

and the other to lead out of it into the key of the
sub-dominant (Ex. 5). Therefore the natural tendency of

modulation from any major key is to its sub-dominant, an
assumption fully borne out by the smoothness of the tonic

discords (Ex. 6) compared with the brilliance and more
disturbing effect of those built on the supertonic (Ex. 7).
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This modulatory tendency dou^ not displace the relationship

of the relative minor of the tonic, which may be considered

as still more intimate through its modal connection. The
harmonic minor scale of the tonic it may be observed
possesses three leading notes, from which it will be seen

Ex. 8.

that it contains close bonds of union with the aforesaid

keys of the tonic and the sub-dominant, and so can be said

to occupy an intimate position with regard to the same.
I think that to an unbiassed hearer, the comparative

effects of key disturbance as given in Ex. 9 (where the

conditions are as nearly as possible the same) is quite

1: does not Follow that because the dominant is a con-
venient medium fot the enunciation of fugal answers and
sonata secondary themes, that it is nrressir;ly the most
closely related to the tonic.

Indeed, the reason why the dominant is so acceptable a
key for a second theme is (:) that the new idea is presented
in a strikingly contrasted key, and (2) the tonic (-which is

now in the relative position of sub-dominant) most naturally

follows in the concluding section as the key most nearly related

to the dominant.
It is a remarkable fact that the greater part of the system

of related keys leans to the flat side, and it is worthy of note,

that a minor key modulates mostly (with the exception of its

relative major) to the sub-dominant of its relative major,
or to its own sub-dominant minor.

The conclusion come to, then, is based upon what I think
is apparent from actual mental effect, viz., that the key of the

relative minor of the tonic, and the key of the sub-dominant,
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are more nearly related to the central key than is thai of the
dominant—the former from its close modal relationship to its

relative major, and the latter from its lesser effect of key
disturbance, as compared with the dominant.

It will therefore be seen that the relativity of key as set

forth here, is not based upon the mathematical relationship

of the respective tonics, as in the Day theory, but on their

inherent relationship, in which mode plays an important

Duality of Mode.—Before considering the contents of the

chromatic keys, it might be as well to dilate upon the

influence of the tonic minor key.

Sir John Stainer has said in his Treatise on Harmony "

that h: modern music "'the connection between the major and
its tonic minor is much closer than was formerly the case."

He also speaks of those modern writers " in whose works this

mixture of tonic major and tonic minor is becoming such an
important element that chords are being formed of an
ntiiin.il ure of both tonalities." It may not be too much to

assume that this " elegant fluctuation betiveen the major and
minor modes, now so characteristic a feature of modern art,''

justifies the assertion that, for purposes of key relationship,

these modes may be considered as being on an equal platform,

and, in fact, as constituting a dual key. As an example of

fluctuation between major and minor, see Ex. 10, from
MrinU-Usohn's Organ Sonata, No. 2.

The principle of duality of key or mode was recognised in

155S by Zarlino, who at that time emphasized the fact that

tin: ii:fference between the major and minor chords was not

in the kind, but in the position of the third. It is upon this

principle of duality of key, though differently applied to-day,

that 1 beg to assert that the whole superstructure of modern
diroi :;itic harmony rests. Pursuing this principle, allow me
to show you a diagram demonstrating duality of key or
mode and its influence on the relativity of keys.
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One should notice that the keys of tlie sharp triad are built

upon the major sixth of the tonic, sub-dominant, and dominant,
and can be directly derived through the relative minors of

the same, On the other hand, the keys of the flat triad

are obtained from the relative majors of the fourth above
(i.e., reckoning from the minor standpoint), or thron:;'". the

sub-dominant of the relative majors.
You will remember that the most closely related keys from

the minor standpoint, as seen in Ex. n, are the relative

major and its sub-dominant minor.

The dual key of C major and minor, with its attendant
relatives A minor and E flat major (from the minor sidn),

might be described as a trinity of tonal relationship from
which all the rest are derived. It is, perhaps, not inappro-
priate that the mysterious attraction of one key for another
should be pourtrayed by a diagram, similar to that used to

show the wonderful and unaccountable force of molecular
attraction on the part of one chemical element for another.
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Chromatic Chords.—We can now proceed to the con-
sideration of chromatic chords. Since a whole key, ot

complete progression in that key, can be used chromatically,

it stands to reason that any single ,-h«r,i characteristic of. and
belonging to that key can he used in the same way, such a

chord being called a chromatic chord.

Relative Modal Chords.—In accordance with the views
here assumed, I shall not consider the chords borrowed

to a separate tonality, hut are part and parcel of the dual

key as above mentioned. Dr. Vincent, in his book on
Harmony, does not consider that such chords can cause a

modulation, but rather that they form a progression. More-
over, the term modulation, which was originally used to

denote only a change of xifle, is now used lor a ch.mj'r: uf

key. I would be inclined to favour the old meaning and use

the term transition for a change of key. In Ex. t2 we
have instances of chords available in the minor key and
derivable from the tonic major :—

One would hardly consider the Tierce de Picardie (though
it usually occupies such a commanding position) as a

chromatic chord. Neither, on the other hand, can it be
consistently ainued that similar chords from the minor mode
available for use in the major, and occupying comparatively
subordinate positions, can be called chromatic. The true

aspect of the question then is to consider them as relative

modal chords. The following chords available in C major
are borrowed from the minor mode :

—

In Ex. 14 we have an instance of the use of a minor
common chord in a major key :

—

Brahms' Hungarian Dances, No. 16.
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-It might be instructive

to give a lisl of the principal contents of the chromatic keys,

both principal and secondary, any single chord from which
is available in this connection :

—

From Relative Minor nf Tonic.

E>. 14a. (*),

(Itm nottrl :i I IhOBi idfroi

jarly related keys. This leaves the key of themajor second without
a representative, which fact probably accounts for its rare use as a chromatic
key ; while the key of the flat second has four chords for isolated use, and this

probably accounts, from an historical rj^inl oi view, for its frequent use as a
tey. An isolated chromatic chord r"> cimwlcrtil !u lirhng t.j thi Marts!
rti.it.', ! k<y

. except when, by repetition, it gives the impressioo of its own
tonic, as in the following bars from Chopin's Polonaise in A flat. Op. 53.)

Chopin. Polonaise in Aj». Op. 53,
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a change of key, and as the chord of the seventh of a foreign

key when used chromatically is often followed by the chord
of its own tonic, it is necessary to state that some theorists

claim that such a progression absolutely defines the key, and
therefore causes a modulation

;
others, however, with

Macfarren, hold that such progression if followed by some
chord characteristic of the original key, is essentially

chromatic. It appears to me, however, that a cadential

movement of the bass from dominant to tonic, especially

when the two chords occupy strong rhythmical positions, has
a powerful influence in settling the new tonality, and it is

perhaps as well to suggest that in order to avoid a change of

key, the progression of the bass should proceed by step, and
that any chord or chords tending to confirm the disturbance

should occupy intermediate positions of weak rhythmical
nature. From a previous discussion which took place on
this point in March, 1894, I gather that Professor Prout is

of opinion that a dominant seventh succeeded by a tonic

chord, makes a complete modulation in all cases. On the

other hand, Professor Niecks gives me this quotation :
—

Ex. 23 „.

(No change of key.) (Transition to key

in which he says that tonal satisfaction is not found until the
final chord of C is reached. In fact, this only bears out
my own views, as the tonic chord of G here is on a weak beat,
and taken by step. Reverse the accent, however, as in
Ex. b, and a modulation is set up at once; even when the
confirmation chord is placed only on a medium accent as
in Ex. c, a change of key is experienced. Dr. Riemann,
in that curiously abstruse book " Harmony simplified,"
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1

on p. 177 makes the observation that " accented beats are

really the bearers of the harmony "—and so they are. One
can easily see that it is purely a question of accent simply, or
the same combined with cadential movement of the bass.

Before leaving the subject of chromatic chords there are a
few points which I would like to mention :

—

i. When the introductory chords of a chromatic passage
are ambiguous, as in

—

CHAM INA DE. Air dp 13 allet

.

it is necessary to analyse from the standpoint of the context.

2. The return to the tonic may be made by the means of a
chord or passage in the key of the dominant without impairing
the general impression, and, as already stated, the tonic, whicE
is now in the relative position of sub-dominant, naturally

follows as the most nearly related key for the concluding
section. The return through the dominant key has the same
effect as the use of supertonic harmony preceding a perfect
cadence, i.e., it emphasis tlx: sense of linality, and the effect

is that of a compound cadence, in which the ear groups the
supertonic harmony with what follows (as dominant of the
dominant) rather than with what precedes.

In like manner the effect of a chromatic chord or passago
(as in divisions 4 and 8 below) will be felt to belong to what
follows and should be so analysed—

SCHIJMASK-. Novelette, N o. 4.

JV^JV Key F.

^'^ 9=s=L-\-^—

Augmented 6th on iv.

Note.—The augmented sixth passage is felt to belong to the following key
of F, and is so analysed. The supertonic discord emphasizes this feeling.
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But, on the other hand, a departure from the tonic major
through the dominant major will generally be felt to come
from the dominant itself.

3. If the chromatic key be a flat one, then the return through
the dominant has the effect of what I would call oscillation,

which is really only a magnified instance of the use of a
tonic discord followed by one on the supertonic. In the
following example the " oscillation " is from dominant to
sub-dominant :

—

4. A chromatic key may begin with a chord from another
forL-i{.'n lii'l'. n-joiniiifr the original key may do so

through the means of another chromatic chord or subordinate
chromatic progression.

5. A return from a chromatic key may be made to, or by

6. Examples of chromatic tonality may contain within

them other subordinate chromatic passages.

7. Closely woven sequential passages, the tonality of which
progresses entirely or mostly by semitones, frequently nullify

the temporary tonality.

Instances of Nos. 4, 5, 6 and 7 as above may be
found in the following extract from Beethoven's Sonata,

Op. in, Allegro:—

Ex. 16.

Beethoven. Sonata, Op. III. Allegro.

Ex. 27- Key C major.
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8. A theme may begin with a chromatic chord or passage
from a chromatic key, as, for instance, in the familiar Wedding
March of Mendelssohn, which nominally in the key of C
begins with a chromatic passage from E minor.

Before leaving the question of modulation it might be as
well to say that modulatory analysis can be conveniently

made on the system of considering the tonality in relation to

each successive step in the process. For instance, a modula-
tion may proceed by steps of a flat or major second, as

in Ex. 27, or a flat sixth, or by the frequent plan of

sub-dominant minors, as in Ex. 28.

To resume, it will be seen then that the above scheme pro-

vides a major and minor common chord on every note of the

chromatic scale, not one of which but can be linked by some
note common to a chord belonging to the tonic major or minor
mode. Hence every chromatic chord can be said to possess
a dual relationship. Some of the rarer forms no doubt seem
a little remote, but the very remoteness indeed constitutes the
charm when used artistically. It has been remarked that any
two chords in the hands of a genius could be put together and
would come out all right. Fortunately, or unfortunately, as

it may be, we are not all geniuses, and some system of

routine study is necessary for ordinary mortals. The value
of the above classification therefore lies in the fact that, to the
mature student and artist, it lays open at a glance the
chromatic chords (omitting the augmented sixths) available

stationary, and the list, therefore, is not a conclusive one.

Chromatic Alteration.—It is worthy of note that the

chromatic concords on the flat second and major second are

represented in Ex. 14a ; also the augmented triads on
the tonic, sub-dominant, dominant, and flat sixth, which
Continental theorists account for by chromatic alteration of
common chords belonging to the tonic. This, by-the-bye, is a

convenient enough theory, hut not one, I think, which gives
any conception of their true relationship to the tonic. Indeed,
one is driven to the conclusion that Continental schools of
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thought take up a very conservative standpoint as regards

the higher discords, and a very utilitarian one as regards

chromatic chords. Before proceeding, it seems opportune to

emphasize the assertion that there cannot be any real

alteration of any individual sound; there is no possible

connection between B and B sharp, neither as separate
entities nor as constituents of a tonality in which one
of the notes is temporarily modified. B sharp cannot
become B, nor can B become B sharp. Neither, to be
consistent, can there be any connection between C and
C sharp or C flat as separate tonalities ; C fiat and C sharp
serve merely as convenient links in modulating between the

extreme sharp and flat keys. This brings me to the question

of the chromatic scale.

Theoretic Chromatic Scale.—Suppose we consider the

question of the selection of a melodic formula to consist of

minuter divisions than ;l)osc of the diatonic forms. Let us
look at the question from the beginning, and wc should be
met by the query, of what number of steps shall this formula
consist ? Let us bear in mind that the word " Chromatic,"
as in chromatic scale, has etymologically really nothing to do
with semitones. The question then will be entirely solved
in an arbitrary mar.net according so taste or convenience.

In European countries, owing to the predominating and
arbitrary influence of keyboard instruments tuned On the

equal temperament system, that number consists of twelve
intervals. In Eastern countries, where they are not under
this influence, the number is variable. It follows then that

any system of chromatic harmony, which is founded on a

chromatic scak: of twelve notes, is likewise an nrlnirary one.

This, then, is the position. We are confronted by theorists

who say that A flat and G sharp cannot both exist in the key
of C, and who insist that the so-called chromatic scale must
consist of only twelve or, at most, of seventeen intervals.

My view is, that for harmonic purposes a modern chromatic
scale must perforce consist of the whole number of harmonic
intervals which arc available from any one particular stand-
point. On the other hand, for melodic purposes, it may
consist of any number that is agreeable. Personally, as yet,

I see no reason for altering the ordinary form of the chromatic
scale as regards purely melodic passages. It is merely a
matter of convenience. Perhaps I should say that modern com-
posers do not as a rule make use of the whole of this series.

In fact, it is possible to build up a sufficient series of major
and minor triads without going beyond the bounds of the
chromatic keys which I have pointed out are in general use

;

still they arc there to draw upon. For instance, speaking of
the key of C, the notes C flat, E double flat, and B double
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flat are not found in the chromatic keys in general use, but
there is no doubt they arc possihle, and occasionally used,
and, moreover, it is quite feasible that at some future time
they may be even in general use. Why not, then, " face the
music," so to speak, and instead of making tentative

selections, give the whole scale as it is ? This is not a
matter for ordinary students, but for mature and practised
thinkers. Remember that as long as we agree that
twenty-one harmonic intervals arc possible in any key, so
long must wf makr: our theoretic nr harmonic chromatic
scale to consist of that number. Observe the following scale.

Each note of this scale (omitting the diatonic basis)

represents some key with which harmonic relation is

possible—that is to say, it represents all tonalities which
have any note in common with the central scale. Notes
within brackets represent chromatic keys not in general

(In this example E sharp is inserted as characteristic of the key o£
F sharp, while A double flat and B sharp, as deduced from the keys
of C flat (minor) and C sharp, are omitted, because these keys hawe no
hnrnionst connection ni;";i C.' The octave is on.it ted as lining :i harmonic
duplicate.)

If we could agree to restrict the actual number of keys to
those individually represented on an equal temperament key-
board, then the matter would be simplified, but otherwise we
must take it as it is. At present, in the twelve-note form,
the chromatic scale as little satisfies modern requirements as
does the old minor made, with regard to the modern minor
harmonic key structure. Scales are artificial products, and it

cannot be said that the evolutionary development, at least as
regards the chromatic scale, has reached a final stage. The
twelve-note chromatic scale might consistently be called
melodic, since it satisfies the need for a chromatic melodic
formula for instrumental and vocal work, and the extended
chromatic scale might then be fitly designated the theoretic

or harmonic. I may mention a notable paragraph from
Helmholtz, as rjuoted by Dr. Pole in his " Philosophy of
Music," in which he says :

" Hence it follows (and the
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proposition cannot be too vividly present to the minds of our

musical theoreticians and historians) that the system of scales

and modes, and all the network of harmony founded thereon,

do not seem to rest on any immutable laws of nature. They
are due to sesthetical principles which are constantly
subject to change according to the progressive development
of knowledge and taste." ( The italics are mine.) Harmony,
as we understand it, arose "from a combination of melodies

soum!ed simultaneously,"* ami it is averred Iiy Hclmholu
that the confidence of the acoustic.il scries of harr::o:::vs

with the ordinary superimposed system of thirds does
not go further than the major common chord. Prnfessor

Prout, I may say, is of opinion that if we !cc into the

key of C the whole sents of chromatic chords proposed,
" the whole theory of a key as containing twelve rotes goes
to the wall at once." Well, then, gentlemen, in that case I

am afraid that the twelve-note chromatic scale, for theoretic

purposes, will ultimately have to give way. It might be
interesting to represent the views of Professor Niecks on
these questions as coinciding to some extent with those held

by Continental theorists. Professor Niecks is of opinion

that " a borrowed chord is an absurdity. The so-called

borrowed chord is Only in appearance the same chord in both
knys, its tcndyiicifis bcinj; different on each. The combina-
tion of notes which form the dominant triad in G major bears
on the tonic triad of that key ; the supertonic chromatic
major chord in C major bears on the dominant triad, which,
tonally, is a chord with two elements of unrest, whilst the

tonic chord contains only elements of rest. Compare also

the same combination of notes and its different character as

tonic and sub-dominant in major, and as sub-mediant in

minor," &c. Of chromatic notes, he says they are " subser-

vient and subordinate to the diatonic contents of a tonality.

They ought not to be regarded as something foreign to the
tonality or the key. They may he regarded as artificial

leading notes, as modifications of the diatonic notes, by which
the natural tonal or harmonic tendencies or the intended

melodic drift are emphasised or momentarily altered." (See

examples given.)

Professor Niecks also says, " the keys to the mysteries of

Hanpti
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harmony are (i) the law of dissonance, (2) the law of

tonality, which is the higher law.

The law of dissonance is satisfied (in Ex. 31) by x, hut
the law of tonality is not satisfied until » is reached. If

x, in the second example, were the dominant of G,
would satisfy the law of tonality as well as the law of disso-

nance ; but as it is the supertonic chromatic chord with raised

third, tonal satisfaction is not found until £ , the tonic chord,
is reached. I believe it is the tonal tendencies— the bearing
of the elemenls of unrest, of movement, on the elements of

rest (the tonic mediant and dominant) which akmc can furnish

the means for the solution of the difficulty." Precisely so.

It is purely a question of surroundings. We quite agree that
the F sharp, C, A, D, has quite a different effect in the key of

G to that experienced in the key of C ; the tonal tendencies
vary in each case. It is the same chord in each case, but the
circumstances ate different. In the first case the effect is

merely to confirm the easting tonality; in the second, it

Sli^gc^ a new kuy. If (Jit: si;j;;;csl ion i> cnnl'inncd a new
tonality is set up; if, on the other hand, the "tonal tendencies"
are thwarted, then we have a sensation of a chromatic chord.
In the second example the F sharp cannot be considered as a
modification of the diatonic note K. Let me refer you again to

Ex. 23a, a and b. The chord F sharp, A, C, D, is the same
in both cases; it is simply a question of accent, or prominence,
either with the chord itself ot the chord that follows. If the
confirming chord is made sufficiently prominent a new
tonality is set up; if not, the disturbance passes away,
the tonality is not r.hanged, and the chord is reckoned as
chromuth. There is absolutely no connection between F
and F sharp (two entirely separate sounds), and. as far as
notation gors, they might easily bir described by different

alphabetical names, neither can there be any connection
h« tween K, A, C, D, and F sharp A, C. D. Any " momentary
alteration " of the "melodic drift" then is not due !o the
attention of a note:, but to the introduction of a new note or
chord from a neighbouring key, and it is on this principle
alone that any consistent system of chromatic harmony can
be built.
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Chromatic Discords.—We will now touch on the most
important constituents of the previously mentioned chromatic
keys, viz., the discords built up on the dominant of each.
Those belonging to the dominant and sub-dominant keys are

known as discords on the supertonic and tonic respectively.

There is no reason, however, why any constituent chord of

any chromatic key should not be available theoretically, as it

is in actual composition. We are thus able to enlarge
the bounds of modern lonalily by the inclusion of the
discords limit on lilt dominant (if all the chromatically related
keys. It is understood, of course, thai the dominant discords
appertaining to these keys may resolve on their own tonics,

and still be accounted chromatic in the prevailing key, if'

such chord of resolution does not by rhythmical position,

repetition, or by the aid of succeeding chords confirm the key
which it temporarily suggests. It is from these chromatic
discords thru ive can provide an explanation of the so-called

augmented sixths. Sir Hubert Parry says in his article on
Harmony in Grant, "that the augmented sixth is probably
nothing more than the modification of a melodic progression
of one of two parts." Exactly :

:a ; all iiarmomc combina-
tions may be said to have originated in like manner. It is

the theorist's part, as soon as these fortuitous combinations
lose to some extent the association with their polyphonic
combination, to consider the same to all intents and purposes

liable to resolutions ttad iiiinbiiuilinns wiiich would not have
been possible in their original condition. Let me refer you to

Ex.30. We have here, in the first and last instances

(marked x), definite chords, not mere melodic progression
in one of the parts ; it is surely then more to the point,
instead of considering them from an exclusively contra-
puntal point of view, to allow of an explanation which would
correctly interpret the harmonic tendencies of these chords
as represented in the mass. Before going further it might be
necessary to say a word on the chord of the thirteenth.

Chord of the Thirteenth.— I am aware that the
Continental school, in common with some of our older
theorists, deny the existence of chords of the thirteenth. In
such a case it seems only necessary to state that to select a
portion only of the limited series of thirds, built up on the
dominant of any key and to reject the rest, appears to me
a somewhat arbitrary proceeding.

It is necessary to remember that Harmony, as we under-

stand it, arose "from a combination of melodies sounded
simultaneously." The accompaniment of a melody, first by
octaves, fifths, fourths, and thirds, provides successive links

in the evolution of the harmonic structure, and the gradual



superimposition of thirds, as far as was musically possible,
was only a consistent though unconscious carrying out of the
same principle. As previously pointed out, the attempted
identification of such a series with the acoustical phenomenon
of harmonics is unnecessary, since the former is of aesthetic

origin and unsuggcsted by the latter. In any case, it is held
by Helmholtz, upon whose discoveries the principal theories

of modern acoustics rest, that the coincidence caniwt go
further than the major common chord, (Pole, "Philosophy
of Music," pp. 245 and 296.) (See again paragraph as quoted
by Dr. Pole from Helmholtz on p. 216.)

Dual Thirteenths.— It is possible that some 'prejudice

may exist against the idea of dual tonality, or modality, as

shown in what I would call the dual thirteenth.

It is, however, at least as consistent to borrow a minor
thirteenth to use in a major chord over the same root, as it is

to borrow what by courtesy might he called minor discords
for chromatic use in the major mode. (See Ex. 32.)

It is really only another example of duality of key or mode.
In modern music a key must now be considered to consist

equally of major and minor elements, and it will be found
that it is this "mixture of tonalities," in the form of the
dual minor thirteenth and major ninth, that supplies a simple
explanation of the construction of the so-called augmented
sixths. Thus it is a question, not of a dual root, but of a
dual tonality.

Ek. 33. Key C.

Augmented Sixth.—You will notice that the first chord
given in Ex. 33 is a form of the minor thirteenth with a
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dominant seventh. Omit the root, and you get a kind of
augmented sixth similar to the French form, but without the
ninth. This is important, as showing the connection between
the chord of the thirteenth and the augmented sixth. For
the sake of comparison I give, in Ex. 33, the ordinary minor
ninth and thirteenth, first without the root, then with the
root on the second and third beats, then with the ninth made
major, but with root omitted, showing an inversion of the
French form.
Below are examples of the augmented sixths belonging to

the key of C, as derived from the central key and its

dependencies {see Ex. 34}. The initials I. G. F. denote the
Italian, German, and French forms of the chord, and in each
case the chord is resolved into a chord derived from the
central scale. The false notation of the sixth is given in

brackets.

5. From Ret. M. nfiv. 6. From Rd. M. of v.
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It will be noted that the first chord of each example is the
quasi-augmented sixth form of the minor thirteenth, seventh,
anil third, forming a kind of link between the chord of the
thirteenth and the characteristic 1'rtiich si Nth. It will be also

seen that the above chords appear not on the flat sixth of the

tonic, but on the sub-dominant. Objection has been taken to
this chord as being borrowed from the relative minor, where
it occurs on the flat or minor sixth of that key. It is quite
possible, that the use of this originated in tins way, but as. I

have pointed out in connection with harmonic combinations
in general, when new associations are introduced they are

followed by new conditions of resolution, and consequently
by new derivations. The chord, howcv it, as constituted from

a dual mode, is undoubtedly fundamental, thus coinciding

with the form used by Jadassohn on the sub-dominant

Jadassohn gives this chord

—

the augmented sixth on the sub-dominant as resolving into the
keys of C, A minor, D minor, and F major, as in Ex. 35.

The one in C coincides with No. 1 of Ex. 34. ; No. 2 turns out

to be the usual one in use on the flat sixth; No. 4. coincides
with the one from the dominant in V.x. 34, while No. 3 turns

out to belong to the key of the flat seventh, and is quoted
by Jadassohn as licinf' rarely used. 1 have not included i!

in the list, uv.dny to the comparatively tare use of the flat

seventh as a chromatic key. It is a curious fact that though
the key of B flat (as connected with C) does not seem to
have any general exisic-r.ee, it is quite a prominent harmonic
feature uf Scutch national music ('tor violin and pipes), as in

"Ghillie C allum " and " Tullochgorum," no doubt owing to

the mode in which much of it is written.

It is necessary to point out that as the form of the Gorman
sixth inifjht be considered as synonymous with that of the

dominant seventh, it is sometimes necessary to hint inci-

dentally at the real chromatic tonality in passing, as in

Ex. 36 (a). When no such hint is given, the most closely
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It is interesting to note also that we have available, as in

Exs. I4« and 34, adominant seventh or its synonym (the German
sixth), as well as a major and minor common chord, on every
note of the tempered chromatic scale. Objection is sometimes
raised that the effect of a German or Italian sixth is not like

that of a dominant seventh. This, of course, is owing to

surroundings (see paragraph a, p. 218). The French sixth is

the only really characteristic form; indeed, owing to the

indefinite dominant aspect of the Italian and German forms,
those instances occurring on 1., 11., v., vi., and flat vie. (in

major), should rather be reckoned as dom'nuint sevenths, unless

the real tonality is otherwise incidentally hinted at. See
Ex. 37, from Renaud :

—

Kekau

The passing note G in Ex. 37 (a) suggests that the chord
is a dominant seventh from the key of the flat second rather
than a German sixth (from the flat third), though the key
thus represented is not so nearly related. In Ex. 37 (n),

however, the chord would be classified as a varied form of
the augmented sixth on account of the 15 natural which is

a constituent of the French form, and this form, it will be
noted, cannot appear in enharmonic guise.

Before concluding this section, one might point out an
interesting resolution of the augmented sixth in Ex. 50, in
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which the major ninth becomes minor, and also direct atten-

tion to remarkable instances of the augmented sixth by
Schubert, Liszt, and.Gade, in Ex. 38.

French 6th

It ia the habit of aomc theorieta 10 ascribe auch chords as the augmented
rath In '.lie last example [0 appoggiatura movement in one or more of the

parts. It is, however, more consiatent that preference should be given to a
hemnome explanation when the chord, with exception of intruding pedal
notes, can be definitely ascribed a dominant origin.

Chromatic Resolutions.—Some objection might be made
to the upward resolution of the minor thirteenth, as shown
in the chords of the so-called augmented sixth, but if the

following resolutions of the seventh (see En. 39) marked
" Good " and authorised by Jadassohn, be allowed (and there

E>. 39-
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seems to be no doubt of their good effect), possibly there may
be no objection to similar resolutions of the minor thirteenth,

in which the dominant influence may be said to lie less

strong, especially when a mere change of mode, as in Ex. 4.0,

necessitates the rising of the thirteenth.

Modem practice indeed seems to be somewhat indifferent

to the direction of the resolution of the seventh and
higher discords, as long as it is by step. This, how-
ever, applies to non-cadential positions. Where a cadence

one of the notes appears to be bound by the ordinary rule,

and the other seems to be free to leap.

In every case when the third leaps, the seventh resolves

downwards by step, when the seventh leaps, the third resolves

upwards by step (see also Exs. 54, e and f, and 43, a). I might
also remind you of the familiar resolution of the thirteenth

by leap, as in Ex. 42, from Grieg (" Ein Schwann"), and of
the possible leap of a seventh to leading note in the part
resolving a minor ninth. The new law thus evolved accounts
also for the irregular resolution of the so-called secondary
chords of the seventh, the added sixth, augmented sixths,

and other discords. (S« Exs. 41, 34, d, e, and also Ex. 43
from Jadassohn.)

In the latter example the minor thirteenth in the guise of
the augmented sixth resolves by step, and the seventh in each
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case resolves by leap ; in each example there is a cadential

effect.

No doubt the glamour of the false notation used in the
past has much to do with any objection to these apparently
contrariwise resolutions, which contrapuntal exigencies and
new chromatic relations have brought about.

False Notation.—In Drs. Bridge and Sawyer's excellent

book on Harmony the following words appear : "the addition

of an accidental to a note of a chord frequently appears like

a casual chromatic alteration of that note. . . . Theoretically,

the chords that are thus created have received a derivation

which makes their usual notation, as here given, wrong ; " in

the chords mentioned a flat is generally represented as a
sharp, as in the following example

—

in order that the upward resolution may coincide with the
usual preconceived idea. We are familiar with examples of

what is called expedient false notation, in which the so-called

supertonic and tonic minor ninth '• is often written as though
it were the chromatically-altered root itself,'" as in Ex. 45.

El. 45-

In No. 4., the minor seventh also is altered, and the rising

minor thirteenth appears also in the guise of an augmented
fifth, as in Exs. 45 (5) and 44. "This expedient notation saves

an accident a:, but the true origin and radical deriva-

tion of the chord."* One can hardly grudge the executant

the slight expediency which these examples of false notation

* Trinity College Text-Book,
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incur, but unfortunately the matter docs not rest there. The
habit of confusing the real notation is a growing one, and the

question of expediency is apt to be lost sight of—so much so,

that there are not wanting theorists of the older school who
would come to the conclusion on this account alone that

minor discords cannot rise in resolution, and that such
instances require altered notation. Indeed, what has been
described as the happy-go-lucky method of all composers,

from Beethoven downwards, of indicating chromatic acci-

dentals, has so confused the real notation of the higher

discords and all chromatic chords, that in analysing each case

must be taken on its merits. See the following example from
Chaminade :

—

Ciiamjkade. Air Ac Ballet.

in which the rising ninth is.marked by a sharp, the falling

ninth by a flat. Therefore, in the inUimstK oi' c-M iect notation,
it is greatly to be desired that, in the upward resolution of a
minor discord, a chromatic and not a diatonic semitone should
be used. Indeed, there seems to be some rooted aversion to
the upward resolution of any minor discord, for instance :

—

While no objections would be raised to Ex. 47, No. 1, on
account of the downward resolution of the minor ninth A flat,

as soon as the A flat rises, as in No. 2, demands would probably
be made that the A flat should be transformed into G sharp,
though it is difficult to see how the enharmonic change could
be upheld

;
once, however, allow that it is possible to

borrow for chromatic use the characteristic augmented
triad belonging to the sub-dominant minor, and all objection
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vanishes ; this of course does not shut out the use of its

prototype from the relative minor, when its origin in cadential
and other positions is clearly defined, as in No. 3. The same
reasoning applies to the augmented triad borrowed from the
relative minor of the dominant, as in No. 4, where the first

chord by its attempted cadential movement towards a close

in E minor may be classed as an augmented fifth, and like-

wise in No. 5, where the strong cadential movement in C marks
it as a constituent of its own dominant. It seems, however,
somewhat inappropriate to ascribe dominant origin to

indefinite chords, such as the augmented and diminished
triads formed of superimposed thirds on various degrees
of the minor and major scale, unless they assume the tonal

functions of a dominant discord, as in the following example
from Schumann :

—

I need hardly touch on the question of the falsi notation

of the so-called augmented sixth, since it is due to the

misunderstanding of the tonal relationship, and in the rare

cases where it is right—as in the following examples from
Brahms' Hungarian Dances (Ex. 49) and Gade's "Crusaders"
vocal score (Novello's Octavo Edition, p. 2) (Ex. 50) and in

Kx. 38—it is probably a question of convenience or expediency

of notation.

Brahms' Hungarian Dances for Duel. Book 1 (a).
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Augmented Triads.— In the foregoing section it is pointed
out how the tonality of " synonymous " augmented triads can
be shown by the aid of cadential movement, when in thus
assuming dominant functions they become chords of the

thirteenth. Under other circumstances these "synonyms"
r-.ui lit distinguished in other ways:— (i) by the aesthetic effect

of the context, or (2) the upward progression of the leading
note

; for instance, No. 1 would not appear as 1, but as 3,

while 4 is wrong and 5 would he right, simply because the

leading note in each case determines the tonality, and when
that is fixed the notation in Nos. 2 and 4 is, of course, out of

bounds.

Again, in the following extract, in Ex. 52, from No. 7 in

Gade's "Crusaders," the G sharp, if written as A flat, would
come from a somewhat nearer key (viz., F minor), but the
sesthetic effect of the context is that of A minor, therefore the
notation as given is correct.
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Two other instances of augmented triads by Wagner, and
one by Stainer arc given below.

Ex. 53 Wagner. « Siegfried Idylle."

From rammer. -~^Tt0nic

Cadential Effect.—In the section on "Chromatic Resolu-
tions " and in that on "False Notations" I have treated of

the effect of the cadence in defining the tonality of doubtful
discords, and likewise of the effect of cadential movement on
the resolution of some of the higher discords. Suppose we
investigate for a moment the principle of this " cadential
effect." In Ex. 54, A, we have the plain plagal cadence; in B

the effect of the cadence is still strong enough to make
one overlook the altered upper part ; in c the chord assumes
what I would call an indefinite dominant aspect—that is to
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say, a dominant structure, the tonality of which is only
determined by the context. In this case, the very definite

strong cadential effect in the bass fixes it at once as being
in the key of C, though the leap in the bass induces the

violation of the usual resolution of the seventh. This and the
others are good examples of the superior power of the cadence,
so that the ear perforce has to be satisfied with only a partial

resolution by step of the discordant elements, the only differ-

ence being that in Ex. 54, d, we have a chord of much more
definite dominant aspect, brought about by the introduction

of an E fiat (represented as D sharp), that is to say, the

minor thirteenth.

Melodic Substitution.—An effort has been made lately

by Mr. Hadow-—from whose paper, with the exception of
Ex. d, these examples are quoted—to treat the D, in Exs. B
and c, as a harmonic equivalent for C. I am, however, inclined

to regard these as instances of the assumption of the power
of the cadence over the melodic upper part. As long as the
effect of the cadence :s maintained, substitutions of one note
for another may take place in the melodic or upper part.

The principle underlying the above cadential effect, therefore,

I would prefer to call melodic substitution ; one that neces-

sarily is only available where there is a fi.ctd liurmtnuc intent,

and akin to what I would call the principle of harmonic
substitution, as set forth below. The further examples given
by Mr. Hadow (Exs. E and f) serve as instances of caden-
tial resolution. In each case the ninth has to succumb to the
superior power of the cadence. In Ex. 55 can be seen three
examples of cadential resolution, from chants by Barnby, and
two from Grieg. In the latter the bass of one example leaps
a third, the bass of the other its inversion the sixth.

Ex. 55. From Chants by B*bnby.

F minor.

Gried, Op. 31.
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Harmonic Substitution.—The principle of harmonic
substitution can be said lo operate in various ways :

—

1. In the transference of a discord, such as a seventh
or ninth, to another part of an adjacent chord derived
from the same root.

2. The substitution of one discord for another in

adjacent chords derived from the same root.

(d) Without alteration of the position of the chord.

(4) In another position of the same.

For example of (a) see the following, in Ex. 56, from Grieg's
" Watchman's Song," and his " Ballade ":

—

In the latter example the substitution of the major ninth

for the third by step might be taken as an inverse presen-

tation of—

For example of (b) see extract from Chant by Barnby,
Ex. 57 s-

E*. 57. Chant by Babnbv.

3. Harmonic substitution in the bass of tonic or
dominant (a) for each other, or (b) for a note of a chord
derived from a different root.
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For an instance of this see Ex. 58, a, quoted by Mr. Hadow,
in which a dominant is substituted where tonic might
continue, and the extract from Schumann, in Ex. 58, n,

where the dominant B fiat is substituted for C flat.

4. Temporary substitution of a concord for a discord,

as in an ornamental resolution.

False Relation.— It is admitted that false relation arising'

from "confusion of tonality" is not caused by accidentals

taken from relative keys, that is to say, the effect is not

caused by any recognised chromatic chord. The cause of

false relation occurring, as it generally does, between major
and minor chords derived from the same root may be, as

Riemann puts it, that we are " deceived into the belief that
the same harmony is being sustained, and so the chromatic
note only appears out of tune." What concerns us, however,
is that, modal variation apart, this " chromatic note " referred

to really represents a chromatic chord, consequently, when
this chord sets up a modulation, 1 hold that there cannot be
any effect of false relation, because there is no confusion of

key. " Confusion of tonality" can only arise when there is

the . sense of hovering between two keys. There may be
abruptness of transition owing to the prominence given to the

chromatic note, but no "confusion " if a definite modulation
is set up.

Jadassohn only allows a " cross.relation " in pure four-part

writing where there is a modulation, simply because in that

case there is no effect of false relation. It is admitted that

the usually recognised chromatic chords do not set up the

effect of false relation. One might, conversely, deduce
from this that any foreign chord which can be introduced
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without that effect might be duly classified as chromatic,

and that not for that reason only, but because it is as easily

followed by a diatonic chord as it is preceded. See
example:—

Following Dr. Day and Sir G. Macfarren, some theorists

allow that there is " no bad effect when the third of the first

chord is either the root or the fifth of the second chord," the
result of which rule is that we have the following chords,
derived from the common chords of C, as not causing false

relation, each of which, according to the above argument,
I maintain should be classifiable as chromatic on that very
ground :

—

F mint*. E|>. F.

The^chords within brackets are the ones from which the examples are

It ia probable that the rule works out further than the
author intended it ; in any case, according to the above
finding, no fewer than seven of the above chords are
unrecognised as chromatic by followers of Dr. Day, while
the first three are incompatible with a system which is

founded on an acoustical basis and the twelve-note chromatic
scale, as they can undoubtedly be used without causing false

relation, and without having to resort to enharmonic
alteration.

Our scheme necessarily widens the ordinary view, but in

all cases the ear must decide.
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Chromatic Notation.— It has been customary to call the
fundamental discords borrowed from the keys of the dominant,
and sub-dominant, by the appellation of supertonic and tonic

respectively; but as a recognition of the enlarged boundaries
of modern tonality would only lead to confusion if this

principle were carried out, I would surest that chromatic
chords might be named as being "from the key of the
dominant," or " from the key of the flat third," &c, this

being, I think, more simple and convenient, and in order
to facilitate chromatic analysis, I would suggest that the
sign T might also be used to show the tonal relationship

T.R.M.IV. T.R.M. iv.

Thus the plan of analysis advocated is nw according; to
root or ground note, nor fictitious assumption of chromatic
alteration oi notes, but according 10 the tonality of the
intruding elerr.ent. To siimmari-ie the whole ;

Somjiakv.— We have in the principle ol Chromaticism one
that I think (;ofs to the root ui the i::atter, and iiy which the

chromatic element is eliminated, so to speak, and classified

in a scientific manner— (i) as chromatic tonality, and (a) in

the constituent chromatic chords. (3) Modern tonality

as it exists, to all intents and purposes, is considered as
possessing a dual aspect, and, consequently, (41 chords from
the tonic minor are chissifii-d as iimditUy related, mid not as

chromatic. (5) It is pointed out that inhere a chromatic chord
sets up it foreign tonality, the confirmatory chord (if any)
should occupy an accented beat, the effect being strengthened

by a simulative cadential movement of the bass; where no
modulation ensues, the reverse conditions may be expected.

(6) The true harmonic chromatic scale advocated is that
which represents all tonalities which have any harmonic
connection, i.e., have any note in common with the central

scale and from which selections can be made to meet current

needs. Any chord whatsoever belonging to the keys
chromatically classified, whether triad or dominant discord,

is available for chromatic use in the central key. (7) The
relationship of keys (with duality of key as a basis)

is based upon their inherent relationship as well as upon
the lesser effect of key disturbance, and not on the
mathematical ratio of the tonics. (8) The augmented sixth

is shov.11 to be derived from tfttuiitv of key or mode, and :iol

from a dual root. (9] Objection to upward resolution of the
minor thirteenth in the augmented sixth is met by a new law
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evolved, which, with the aid of cada:liid ctUii. accounts tor

the irregular resolution of higher discords, opera: in t- especially

where the dominant influence is weak or indefinite. (id) A
means of distinguishing the tonality of synonyms is also

mentioned, (n) The principles of melodic and harmonic
substitution are set forth. (12) It is shown that there
cannot be false relation where there is modulation. More-
over, any single chord not causing false relation under the
usual circumstances of such phenomenon can be accounted
chromatic ; and. finally, (13) clu-ouaUic analysis is advocated
according to the tonality of the intruding element.

In concision allow me to thank you for your patience in

listening to what is necessarily an abstruse subject. With
regard to the summary and classification of chromatic
harmony, which I have put before you, allow me to reiterate

that the results of the scheme should not in any way affect

the usual student's course of harmony, but rather be con-

sidered as suitable for a philosophical aftercourse, when the
why and the wherefore might be appropriately dealt with;
in fact, as the foundation of what might be called "com-
posers' harmony." Perhaps 1 may also not inaptly quote
from an article by Sir Hubert Parry in Grove, in which
he says " every; hiuy is admissible which is intellectually

verifiable, and what is inadmissible is only relatively so.

.... The history of harmony is one of an ever -in ere a sir. 2;

richness of combination .... and of enlargement of the
bounds of the keys, so that a greater number and variety of

chords can be used in relation to one another." Finally
then, Mr. Chairman, Ladies, and Gentlemen, I shall be only

too pleased if my efforts may have done something towards
presenting a clearer view of the wonderful co-relationship

which characterises modern tonality.

DISCUSSION.

The Chmhman.—Our first duty, which is also a pleasure, is

to thank Mr. Westerby for his very learned paper on a very
abstruse subject, and we have particularly to thank him for

his kindness in reading- his paper at sudi short notice. With
regard to the subject. 1 confess I have no particular theories

myself on chromatics. There arc some things with regard
to the notation of chromatics that sometimes are a little

puzzling. For instance, in the chord before us, consisting of
the notes (reckoning upwards) F sharp, A, C, and E fiat, the
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highr.-st nolo is Lion 1)1 fcss t licotul ic.Ei lly V. Hat ; hut in some
cises [ho context or the resolution might make me think of it

and write it as D sharp simply as a matter of car ami feeling.

If any lady or gentleman has any observations to make on
the subject we should be very glad to hear them.

Mr. Thelwall.— I should like to ask the author whether
he would be prepared to consider the question of these chords
from the strictly equal temperament standpoint. It is a
subject that I have thought about a good deal, and 1 think
that if musicians would take the mathematical series of
the tempered scale, expressed in a convenient form, and
consider their chords and combinations in reference to (he

series, they would get interesting results. This series has
been overlooked very much both by acousticians and
riiiisionins. If V rej 1 rt^ stiu

t

h tin- vilir.iliun number oi ;un ni'ite

whatever, and R the ratio of the mean semitone {which is,

as you know, ^2), we get the following series VR° VR' VR*
VR' up to VR", which is, of course, the
octave of the first note. By means of this series we can
express everything in equal temperament language. This
series is perfectly general, hut, for many purposes, it is

lient to refer all the sounds to the tonic, in which case
n represent the vibration number of the tonic by T,
e then have the tonic series :

—

TR° TR> TR" TR* TR"

1 major scale by

TR° TR* TR' TR' TR' TRS TR" TR"

in which the arrangement of tones and semitones is perfectly

clear. In the same way we can get from the same series any
chord we want

—

e.g., the major triad of the tonic, which n
may represent in

'

Similarly, if we substitute TR" for TR', we get the mini

tonic triad. If we like we can refer everything to the toni

In that way the dominant chord would be represented by—

If wc adopt this equal temperament system we get everything

in simple forms—twelve notes, twelve keys, twelve major
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scales, twelve minor scales, twelve major triads, twelve
minor triads, and so on. The only thing of which we do not
gel twek't; is [he diminished sevemh chord, 11] which we only
get three forms, because every other form is merely the
inversion of one of the first three.

It seems to me that if these mailers were examined from
the equal temperament standard new ideas of music must
arise. For instance, with regard to the question of key,
certainly from the equal temperament standpoint there are

only twelve keys. If you take any key von will find !-ij;l]t

other keys which are nearly related to it. and only three

which are remote. I will not pursue the subject, but I

thought I should just like to make tiie suggestion, and I hope
very much that musicians will consider some of these

P
Mr. Westkrbv.—All I have to say about it is that I

consiiieitd the subject in my paper from the present stand-
point, ff one could agree to restrict the actual number of

keys to twelve, it would simplify malms very considerably;

but I am afraid that any alteration of the kind is somewhat
Utopian.

Mr, Thblwall.— I have studied the question of tempera-
ment carefully, and it seems to me that practically the whole
of music is based upon equal temperament ; and if it be so,

then the twelve-key theory is the true theory, and the
ur.hmited imbiber of kevs theory is not trut ; and it surely

must be for the good of music that what is the true theory
should be thoroughly investigated.

Mr. Statham.—But surely when you come to an instru-

ment with changeable notes like the violin, you cannot say
it is based on equal temperament. The violinist plays

according to feeling, and not according to theory.

The Chairman.—In certain cases tin- practice of violinists

is contrary to theory

—

e.g., theoretically G sharp is lower
than A Hat, but the viiilimsl usually plays ll sharper if it is

tile leading note of the scale of A. The duTcreuce is very

slight, hut to screw a leading note up a little certainly docs
stem io put more significance into it. Choirs also should do
something of the same kind when they are singing unaccom-
panied ; and if they do not, their pitch falls.

Mr. Tt:i:r.\v,\].i..— 1 think thai has nothing really to do with

the mathematical theory. M\ belief is that what the violinist

does in that case is to make a note sharper or flatter because
he feels he can get a better elite t by doing so. I have spoken
to one very eminent violinist, who says he plays by equal
temperament ; but others say they do, as you say, sharpen
the leading note. That is the very opposite of the acoustical

theory ; and among those who talk a good deal about true
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intonation, apparently almost every one has got his own par-

ticular theory ; and we are surely better off with one standard
than with several different standards, in which every man is

a law to himself. I understand that the violinist can produce
certain effects, and beautiful effer.ts, by modifying certain

notes to please the ear, but I think that is an aesthetic and
not a scientific principle.

A vote of thanks was then passed unanimously.
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